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Preface 

The International Northern Sea Route Programrne (INSROP) is a comprehensive multi-national, multi-disciplinary re
search programme designed to investigate the possibilities for commercial navigation on the Northern Sea Route (NSR) 
and adjacent waters (cf. the Northeast Passage). After an independent evaluation of Phase l (1993-95), the 3 principal 
partners in INSROP have decided to continue a Phase 2 for two more years (1997-98). (See Introduction for further 
details on INSROP and the research organisation of the four sub-programmes.) 

INSROP Sub-programme li is a large-scale strategic assessment of the potential environmental impacts of shipping, 
navigation and related activities on the NSR. To carry out confident environmental impact assessments for human 
activities however, knowledge of the occurrence of natural resources in the area of the activity, their ecological dynam

ics and significance, as well as their vulnerability to the given activity in the short and the long term, is of significant 
importance. In this context, the Dynamic Environmental Atlas (DEA) forms the baseline environmental data sets for the 

impact analyses and assessments. 

The information stored and integrated in the database of the DEA is the result of a 4 years data inventory (1993-1996). 
The database is a joint product of Russian - Norwegian co-opera ti on within the INSROP Sub-progranune Il and be
tween the Sub-programmes I and 11. The process has much relied on the Russian co-partners ability to provide baseline 
data; - most of the data in the database are supplied by Russian institutions and experts. Primo 1998, the DEA has grown 
into a substantial base of systemised environmentaJ information, containing more than 4,000 individual georeferenced 
registrations on the temporaJ and spatial distribution of selected ecosystem components. 

The current version of the DEA is derived from the INSROP Geographical Information System (INSROP GIS), and 
includes examples of the information stored as well as presentation abilities of the textual documentation, tab les, charts 
and maps. 

Please note that this issue is a "version 1.0" of the DEA. From the initial data collection, via thematic integration, quality 
control/quality assurance of the data, to irnplementation of the database, the compilation of this hard-copy forms one of 
the milestones in the sequential data in ven tory process. 

Obviously, environmental data surveys are dynarnic processes as new data are generated continuously. To maintain the 
DEA at an acceptable, operative standard, it is the intention of the editors to include regular routines for updating and 
expanding the database as well as upgrading the system user interface. Selected INSROP GIS routines and data sets of 
the DEA are planned for distribution on CD-ROM at the end of Phase 2. 

Of more irnportance to the internal INSROP use of the DEA, is the realisation of this knowledge base by the various 

NSR users and stakeholders. In the NSR, a significant number of development activities is currently being planned or is 
in the early irnplementation phases. For many of these activities, such as offshore and land-based oil and gas develop
ments, the DEA may form a significant contribution to the baseline for environmental assessments, dec is ion making and 
management strategies. It is the overall intention of the Sub-programme staff that the INSROP DEA and the tailored 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) concept shall be appropriate tools when considering development activities 
and environmental concems in the NSR and adjacent seas. 

For any questions regarding the INSROP DEA and EIA concepts, please contact the INSROP Sub-programme Il 
secretariat at the Norwegian Polar Institute, Storgata 25A. P.O.Box 399, N-9001 Tromsø. Phone: (+47) 77 60 67 00, 
Fax: (+47) 77 60 67 Ol. 

May, 1998 

Odd Willy Brude Kjell A. Moe 
Main editor DEA Sub-programme Il Co-ordinator 

oddbr@aJphaenv.com kamoe@alphaenv.com 
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Chapter 1 

The INSROP Environmental Assessment 

Author: 
Kjell A. Moe, Alpha Environmental Consultants 

Rasmus Hansson, Norwegian Agency for Development 
Cooperation 

Introduetion - The Northern Sea Route 
The Northern Sea Route (NSR) is a collective tenn for a series of 
shipping lanes along the coast of the Russian arctic; from Novaya 

Zemlya in the west to the Bering Strait in the east. The lanes are 
lunning in ice-infested waters more or less within Russia's 200 

mile economic z.one, its territorial or inner waters, and vary in total 

length between 2,200 and 2,900 nautical miles (f.gure I.l). 

The NSR is called "Russia :\. national Iransporralion anery in 

The Arc/ie"; - in 1991 more than 250 vessels were engaged in 
cargo operations along the NSR, making a total of more than 900 

voyages in the Arctic (Mikhailichenko & Ushakov 1993). For the 
period 1950-1970, the cargo volume averaged between one or two 

mill. tons per year. By the mid- 1 980s this figure had risen to some

what more than 6 mill. tons (Granberg 1992). Between the peak in 
1987 and 1994 however, the volume dropped by a factor between 

two and three. Statistics for 1994 and 1995 indicate a shift in this 
lendcncy, with a total cargo volume of aboul 2.5 mill. tons on an 
annual basis (Ivanov et al. 1998). 

All cargo transportation is carried out by Russian vessels (Ivanov 

et al. 1998). Ice-strengthened vessels, including 17 of the ULA 
and 97 of the UL class transport the major volume. In 1997 the 

average age of these vessels was 9.3 and 12.2 years. The remain
ing fleet consists of small conventional vessels of the L-I and L-3 

cIasses (3-5,000 tons). Compared to the number and age of the 

vessels in 1991-1992, when the average age was 14 years and more 
than 50% of the vessels were 20 years and older (Mikhailichenko 

& Ushakov 1993), the cun'ent number (in total 190) and average 

110" 121r 

Figure 1.1, The NOr/hem Sea Roule. His/oriea! sailing rou/es are indica/ed. 

age indicate that some of the older vessels have been phased out 
in parallei to the freight reductions. In total 7 nuclear and 13 diesel 
icebreakers are dedicated for ice-breaking support on the NSR. In 

1997, the average age of this fleet was 13.3 and 21.1 years, respec

tively. 

The NSR was officially opened by the government of the Soviet 
Union to international shipping on I July 1991. COllUllercial utili
sarion by non-Russian vessels however, has so far been insig
nificant. 

For transcontinental transit, there is an obvious, and at times 
considerable distance advantage involved in using the NSR be
tween ports in the Pacific and in the Atlantic, as compared to the 

Suez and Panama Canals. According to 1986 UN transportation 
statistics, a potential transit volume of 21 mill. ton is estimated 

(Granberg 1992). To date, Russian vessels have demonstrated 
that reduced distances can be translated into reduced carrying 
time during certain periods of the year. What remains to be shown 

however, is whether it is possible to achieve reduced freight times 

all year round at costs lower than those involved in using the 
existing routes (0streng 1991; 1992). Most likely, improvement 
and optimilization ofseveral economical, logistical and technical 
aspects are necessary to make the NSR really international and 

economically feasible (Wergeland 1991; Ramsland & Hedels 1996). 

In longer-term perspectives, it would probably be a mistake to 
underestimate the potential for increased activity along the NSR, 
especially with respect of regional development. The Northern 
Russia holds among the world's richest reserves of petroleum 
hydrocarbons, coal, minerals and timber, all goods in great de

mand in the East and the West. Russian authorities are presently 
placing significant effort in improving the crucial economic sec

tor. Some regulations have been adopted to incite foreign trade 
and investments in the North, and severai initiatives and plans 

for development and export of these resources have been raised. 

Today, the oil and gas sec tor seems to be most promising. In 1994 

the sea-borne export of oil from the Russian Arctic was about one 
mill. tons. Most of this oil was transported by railway from the 

6 
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nonh-western and central Russia to the large pons of Munnansk 
and Archangel. The feasibility of sea-bome transponation of oi.! 

and gas, from the rich fields in Yamal and Petchora via coastal 
harbours or loading facilities, as well as from the central Siberia 
via the large rivers of Ob and Yenisey, has recently been demon
strated both theoretically and practically (Backlund 1995; 
Ramsland 1995; 1996; EPPR 1997). Correspondingly, the sea-bome 
expon of oil is expected to exceed 4 mill. tons by Ihe end of the 
century (EPPR 1997). 

Environmental con cerns 
The se as of the NSR are objects to significant regular discharges 
from local sources both directly and via the large rivers, as well as 
to long-range transpon of contaminants via the atmosphere and 

ocean currents. Contaminants are widely, but not evenly distrib

uted. SeveraI examples of local contamination by e.g. hydrocar
bons, metals, PCB-DDT. and radioactivity are reported by AMAP 
(1997). For some pollutants, the combined effect of instrinsic (

within the Arctic) and extrinsic (-outside of the Arctic) factors, 
give rise to concern in cenain ecosyslem and for some human 
populations (Hansen et al. 1996; Macdonald & Bewers 1996; 
AMAP 1997). 

The NSR activities may interact with the environment in severaI 

ways. Primarily, the regular operations are a point source of long
tennllow level exposure by emissions to air as well as discharges 
to sea. Oil slicks have proven to be common along sea lanes. E.g. 

in a narrow, but densely navigated area like the North Sea, the 
annual amount of petroleum hydrocarbons discharged to the sea 
by operational shipping activity, is estimated to 2,000 tons (Anon. 
1993). At the end of the 1980s, plastic liner was recognised as a 
major cause of imrnediate concem (GESAMP 1990). Noise and 
physical disturbance are other impact factors generated by fre
quent navigation in ice-infested waters. Release of organo-tin com
pounds (e.g. tributyltin - TBT) from antifouling paint is likely if 
non-Russian vessels are introduced to the NSR. TBT is known to 
cause deleterious effects on severaI marine organisms (Berge 1997), 
and was pan of the AMAP-priorities. 

Secondary, there is an obvious environmental risk concerning 
accidental events. Although the Russian NSR administration and 
crews are uniquely experienced with large-scale operations in ice
infested waters, it is not unrealistic to expect an increased 
probability for accidents along the NSR unless the ship standard 
is dramatically improved. 

For the period 1954-1990 the nurnber of ship accidents in the NSR 
exceeded 800 (Len sky 1992). Severe acute marine pollution due to 
accidental events however, is not reponed (EPPR 1997). The link 
between accidents and chronic pollution is indicated by Timms et 
al. (1995), for the Lenin case in 1965, as well as for severaI other 
reactor accidents in fonner Soviet Union nuelear submarines and 

icebreakers. The dumping of the se reactors as well as the low
level liquid radioactive waste discharged into the Barents, White 
and Kara Seas are focal points in Arctic pollution con text (Hansen 
et al. 1996; AMAP 1997). 

Indirectly, there is a link between the sea-bome transponation 
and land-based industrial and infrastructure maintenance and de
velopment. Encroachrnent of the coastal zone is a growing con
cem worldwide (GESAMP 1990), and habitats are known to be 

lost irretrievably to the construction of harbours and industrial 

installations. In tundra areas, disturbance to the thin layer of veg
etation covering the frozen soil, can precipitate into dramatic meet

ing of the underlying ice and result in extensive Ihermokarst ero
sion. lnfrastructure conslructions are perceived as physical hin
drances and disturbance to migratory species. In some areas of 
Western Siberia with extensive petroleum activity, the landscape 
is made up of narrow strips cleared for pipelines, power lines, 
roads and survey tracks: - natural habitats are significantly frag
ment ed (Pearce J 993). The impact on wildlife has been observed in 

the westem Taimyr. where pipelines deflected the migration of 
some 75,000 wild reindeer from the herd (KJein & Kuzyakin 1982). 

Onshore petroleum operations are known to produce large vol
urnes of sand, oily wastes and brine. In Western Siberia. severaI 

accidental spilIs and pipeline leaks are reponed (Pearce 1993). The 
Arctic freshwater systems are poorly buffered, with limited ability 
to withstand pollutants (Atlas 1985). In a pipeline rupture in Komi 

1994, the combined mechanisms of the frozen ground as a barrier 
to and the waterway systems facilitating the venical transpon of 
oil, were observed when between 14,000 and 270,000 tons of oil 

were spilled at the tundra, and the rivers of Kolva, Khatayanka 
and Usa were fouled (Anon. 1994; Sagers 1994). 

Adverse environmental effects can be recognised at different 
ecological levels.lf an organism's ability to break down, deactivate 
and excrete contaminants is exceeded, the constituents, or 

constituent residues, are accumulated in the organism. As a 
consequence. constituent residues may pass up the food chain 
through one or more trophic leveIs. An ultimate effect of the 
bioaccumulation, is the exposure of indigenous peoples closely 
linked to local resources. Their dependence on wildlife harvesting 
and traditional foods makes arctic population groups particularly 
vulnerable to certain contaminants. 

International Northern Sea Route Programme 
Based on the assumption that knowledge of human, cultural, eco
logical, economical and political parameters is essential before the 
NSR is exposed to a sharp increase in use, the International North
em Sea Route Programme (INSROP) is designed to: build up a 

scientifically bas ed knowledge foundation encompassing all 

relevant aspects of the shipping and the navigation complex in 

the NSR, to enable public authorities and private in te rest 10 

make rational decisions based UPOI1 sciel1lific insig/u rather than 

my/hology and insufficiel1l knowledge (0streng 1993). 

However, it is no! the task of INSROP to legitimise an increased 
use of the NSR based upon economic interests, or for that matter, 
a cIosing of it based on environmental interests. Such decisions 
are entirely up to the Russian government at any time. 

In the Phase I (1993-95), the INSROP was organised in four equiva

lent sub-programmes: 

I Natural Conditions and lee Navigation 
n Environmental Factors 

III Trade and Commercial Shipping Aspects 
N Political, Legal and Strategic Factors 

This research resulted in some 120 INSROP Working Papers, about 
10 scientific and technical papers, in addition to a hardcover vol

urne containing the proceedings of the INSROP Symposium To
kyo '95. A complete list of the INSROP publications. as well as the 

individual repons of interest, can be ordered through the pro
gramme secretariat at the Fridtjof Nansen Institute, Norway. 

After an independent evaluation by an eight-member international 
evaluation comrnittee of scientists chaired by retired US Coast 
Guard captain and scholar Lawson Brigham. the three co-operat
ing partners in INSROP have decided to carry out a two-year Phase 
2 in 1997-98. The research within the auspices of the four sub
programrnes wilJ continue. Correspondingly, a large-scale simula
tion of NSR sailing based on different scenarios will be carried 
out, and digitised infonnation about the NSR in the form of the 

INSROP Geographical lnfonnation System (INSROP GIS) will be 
developed. In addition to 2-4 newsletter per year, the Phase 2 will 

produce more Working Pa pers on the selected project research 
issues and one or two books based on the analysis and integra
tion of five years of multi-national and multi-disciplinary research. 

Screening & Focusing 

Data inventory 
GIS I EIA design 

Geographical 

Input from the Information System 

IN$AOP 
Input from other 

sub-programmes 
programmes 

Environmental Ailas 

Environmental Salety of 
Sh!ps and NavigallOn 

Environmental ImpaC1 
Assessmen! 

Recommendalions Decision making Environmentat pilol 

Figure 1.2. The conceptlwl design of lNSROP Sub-programme 

Il: EnvirOllmental Factors - main components alld interactions. 

The INSROP SEA-EIA 
The INSROP Environmental Factors (Sub-prograrnme Il) is a large
scale strategi c assessment of the potential environmental impacts 
of shipping, navigation and related activities on the NSR. The 
Sub-programme is designed to produce the foundation for politi

cal and commercial decision making on environmental conditions 
in the NSR to reflect national and international concerns for the 
arctic environment and for Northem indigenous peoples (Hansson 

& Moe 1996). 

At the start in 1993. four main components were included in the 
Sub-programme. The study was organised for implementation in 
three conceptual phases (see figure 2). The infonnation generated 

by the Dynamic Environmental Atlas (DEA), the Environmental 
Safety of Ships and Navigation (ESSN), as weU as the other INSROP 
sub-programrnes, are stored and integrated in the INSROP GIS, 
and analysed within the Environmentallrnpact Assessment (ElA). 

The ESSN represents selected guidelines, procedural manuals and 
emergency plans (Semanov 1996), while the EIA fonns the basis 
for public infonnat ion, recomrnendations, decision making and 
environmental management strategies in line with the INSROP 
aims (Hansson & Moe 1996). 

The principle for such priori ties is simple and logic; - to carry out 
consistent impact assessments for a given human activity, it is 
necessary to know the temporaI and spatial distribution of the 
natural resources in the area of the activity. their ecological dy
namics and imponance, as weJl as their vulnerability to the given 

human activity in the short and the lang tenn. Developing mitigat
ing measures, either as precautionary principles or task-specific 

measures, is logically tiled to this kind of resource-irnpact relation
ships(Hansson & Moe 1996; Moe et al. 1995: 1997).ln theINSROP 
EIA, tailored methods are developed to obtain maximum trans par

ency and reliability of these analyses (Thomassen et al.. this is
sue). 

The concept and role of the DEA and INSROP GIS 

The DEA tonns the base]jne environmental data sets for the irnpact 
analyses and the assessments. 

Focusing on the natural environment, Sub-programme I on a geo
physical approach - Sub-programme il from an ecological point of 

view, the sub-programmes have a common foundation for their 
study. Consequently, joint effon has been placed on baseline data 
inventories and development of convenient infonnation systems 
for storage, retrieval, integration and analyses of the infonnation 
obtained. 

The INSROP GIS is a result of such sub-programmecolJaboration . 
The system is intended to serve two correlated purposes: a) dur
ing INSROP, to serve as a IT-tool for organisation and storage of 
lNSROP data and for project-related analytical work; and b) to 

grow into a computerised up-to-date realisation of the INSROP 
knowledge base (Løvås & Smith 1996). 

The INSROP ElA is concentrated on a limited number of priority 
issues; - Valued Ecosystem Components (VECs). which have been 
carefuJly selected from a large and complex biogeographical re
gion and potential NSR activities-impact relationships (Thomassen 
et al. 1996a; bl. In this context, indigenous peoples fonn an indi
vidual component, in tenns of their regional and local distribution, 
current status, development, and subsistence/ utilisation of natu
rai resources, respectively (Dallmann 1997a; bl. 

The fIrst step of the baseline data inventory on the selected VECs 

was carried out in 1993-94, in fonn of a pilot survey on identifica
tion of existing Russian and other relevant data (Gavrilo & Sirenko 
1995). All the references are stored in a database, ineluding 963 

titles of Russian monographs and papers; each supponed by key 
words for taxa, geographical area and main ecological issues dis
cussed. 

7 



Ecosystem Components 

 

updating and expanding the database as well as upgrading the 

system user interface are therefore incIuded in the scope of work 

ofINSROP Phase 2. 

Initial survey on 
RuSSJan data 

IdentJficallon of Russlan 
key inst & co·partners 

INSAOP GIS; 
Data coUectlon; 

Standard maps 
Selecled VECs 

and lables 

Themallc integration: 
O/VOC 

Dynamic Envlfonmenlal Atlas: 
Database - hard-copy 

Figure 1.3. A simplijied scileme of Ihe Dynamic Environmel1lal 

AIlas conceplual dala jlOlV. 
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Table I.l. Selecled Valued Ecosyslem Componel1ls of Ihe DEA. including Indigenotls-Iocal peoples; waler-border zone; bel1lhic 

invertebrates; fish, birds and manne marnmals. The data selS are presel1led in delails in Ihe fol/owing seclions and addilional 

information can be fowuJ in Bakken et al. (1996b); Dal/mann (1997a); Gavrilo & Sirenko (1995); Larsen el al. (1995a; 1996); 

Wiig el al. (1996). 

The INSROP GIS design was developed in paralleI (Løvås et al. 

1994), with outlines on system infrastructure, data format specifi

cations, and the thematic integratioD. The organisation of data 

flow is discipline oriented. The institutions responsible for the 

five DEA-projects have also been responsible of supplying the 

baseline data, including information of the data itself (metadata). 

The Russian co-partners of the se projects are key personneI in 
the data flow, and personneI and institutional network building is 

emphasised (Bakken et al. 1996a). In the second step of the daLa 
inventory (1994-96), significant effort was devoted to mapping of 

the selected VECs; i.e. collecting data on the temporal and spatial 

distribution of eoastal zone attributes, invertebrates, fish, birds 

and marine mammals (see table I.l). Quality AssurancelQuality 

Control (QAlQC) have been earried out by the thematic integrators, 

e.g. the DEA project responsible in collaboration with the GIS co

ordinator at the Norwegian Polar Institute, who has been respon

sible for the overall data integration and distribution (Løvås & 

Brude 1996). A sirnplified sch erne of the data flow and integration 

is given in figlIre 1.3. 

Data con tent 

The success of the DEA has relied on the Russian co-panners 

ability to provide baseline data; - most of the data in the database 

are supplied by Russian institutions and experts. Primo 1998, the 

DEA has grown into a substantial base of systemised informa

tion, containing more than 4,000 individual georeferenced regis
trations on the temporaI and spatial distribution of the selected 

VECs (see tab le I .l ). The standard tabular information includes 

attributes lilce species name, observation counts (mean, minimum 
and maximum number), observation time, trend, source reference 

etc. Detailed descriptions and analyses of the data obtained are 

given in INSROP Working Papers by Bakken et al. (1996b); 

Dallmann (1997a); Gavrilo & Sirenko (1995); Larsen et al. (1995; 

1996) and Wiig et al. (1996). 

Much of the information in the DEA is published for the flfst time 

abroad of Russia, which makes the DEA an unigue product. Even 

there are still gaps to fill, the database prov id es the best available 

data for the analyses and the assessments of the INSROP EIA. 

However, environmental data surveys are dynamic processes. 
Older data my be reassessed and reeompiled, as well as new data 

are generated by the field studies carried out in the NSR area each 

year. Both types of information may contribute to improved un
derstanding of the arctic environment in the long term. Hence, to 

maintain the database at an operative, acceptable standard, con

tinuously maintenance is guite necessary. Regular routines for 

Selected Valued - VECs 
Indigenous-Iocal, native peoples: Human settlements; residence 
and subsistence areas of in total 16 nonhem indigenous 

minorities + 2 additional major ethnic groups 

Water-land border wne: 
Shoreline features 

Substrate - topography 

Inundated riverine areas, also including polynyas 

Benhtic lnvertebrates, iDel. distribution of: 

Sampling and monitoring stations 

Sediment features 

Biocenosis 
Speeies name and numbers (morc than 2,000 different taxa) 

Marine, Estuarine and Anadromous Fish, incl. distribution of: 

Scorpion fishes (25 taxa) 

Salmonids ( 17 taxa) 

Gadoids (16 taxa) 

Whitefish (6 taxa), incl. recorded landings 

Birds. incl. breedinginon-breeding distribution of: 
Brunnichs guillemot 


Black guillemot 


Common guillemot 


Ivory gull 


Ross gull 

Kiniwake 

Common eider 

King eider 


StelIers eider 


Spectacled eider 


White-fronted goose 


Bamacle goose 

Brent goose, inel. dark bellied B. goose 

Bean goose 

Emporer goose 

Long-tailed duek 

Waders; feeding and resting areas 

Marine mammaIs, incl. distribution, abundance, migrations, 

feeding and breeding areas of: 

PolarBear 

Walrus 

Bearded seal 

Ringed seal 

White whale 
Gray whale 

Bowhead whale 
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Introduction 
The geographical information system (GIS) within INSROP is 
intended to serve two correlated purposes: l) during INSROP, to 

serve as a tool for organization and storage of INSROP data and 

for proje ct-related analysis \York; and 2), to grow into a 

computerized up-to-date realization of the INSROP knowledge 
base. In Sub-programme Il, the lNSROP GIS integrates data from 

the Dynamic Environmental Atlas (DEA) with other INSROP 

deri ved information and will serve a tool for integrated analyses 

and documentation on the final outcome in the Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA). All maps presented in this DEA are 

direct outcomes of the information available in the database of 
INSROP GIS.ln addition to storage of georeferenced information 
for various topics, related tabu lar information are included for 

optional characterisation and analyses of the spatial elements. 
This tabular information can be linked or joined to the specific 

spatial data. An example from the INSROP GIS layout module is 

presented in figure 1.4. 

All data deliverables, with Russian Institutions as major sources, 

have been made on standardized INSROP maps with additional 

tabular information. These data are implemented into the INSROP 

GIS according to standards described in Bakken et al. Cl 995). 

The result of establishing a structure protocol for automating 
digital information \Vill ensure potential INSROP users that 
automated data in the GIS database have been created using one 
set of standards and that detailed information about this process 

is available for funher review. 

Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QAlQC) are canied out by 

Thematic Integrators, e.g. the institutions responsible for integrating 

the data from their respective sources as well as transferring the 

data for overall integration and distribution. After implementation, 

all maps and tables are printed and distributed to the project 
supervisors for QA / QC. In addition, there are also produced 
descriptive data (metadata), e.g. documentation of all the 
implemented datasets, describing basic data characteristics and 

providing the user to assess data quality and determine missing 
or suspect information. 
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Figure 1.4 : INSROP GIS layout showing an exomple of the cartographic possibilities for output from the system. 

INSROP GIS Basics 
INSROP GIS is a customized GIS application based on ArcYiew® 

3.0 software for use on PCs l486 or better) rUnlling Microsoft 

Windows. However, as part of the TNSROP GI S concept, ARC/ 

INFO®, running on UNIX workstations, is used to prepare the 

data sets for use by ArcYiew and to calTY out analysis tasks beyond 

the capabilities of ArcYiew on a Pc. These products, developed 
by ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, 

California, USA) are widely used by the GIS community and 

provide the necessary tools required to develop a comprehensive 
GIS applieation. INSROP GIS (as ArcYiew) works with views, 

tables, charts, layouts, and scripts, stored in one file called a 

projecl. A project file store information about the content and 

status of each project componenL including storage locations of 

the data sets used in the projecL Spatial data can be ArcYiew 

shapefiles or Arc/lnfo coverages, but routines are also made for 

convening plain ASClI files or Exeel tables with coodinates inlo 
ArcYiew shapefiles (points, lines or polygons). Shapefiles can 

also be created interactively. 

analyses. However, both these types are in fact seleetions, in the 

sense that they isolate the pan of the data base that satisfies cenain 

criteria. 

The INSROP GIS analyses are developed to serve speciallNSROP 
needs, and rnay also include a set of selections. However, they 
generally form more complete operations by asking the user for 

input data required to run the analysis, run the analysis as a pre

defined sequence of analysis steps, and report/display the 
outcome of the analysis. The INSROP GIS analyses are developed 

to sol ve tasks specified in co-operation with the responsible 

INSROP data sets / projects and are found under the tiltle heading 
Analyses or Oueries in the INSROP GIS vieIV interface (for example 

of the INSROP GIS use in the EIA. see Thomassen et al., this 

issue). 

AlcVi_ 

file Idit !able Field ytindow .!:I.e I 

3 of 76 eleClec 

Seves the current projed 

Figure 1.5 : INSROP GIS interface showing a project vindow (/eft) a view (right) and alable (boIlom). INSROP GIS 

documel1totiol1 and he/p files are included as hypertext (top right men u). 

In addition tabu lar data or attribute data can easily be imponed 

(dBase, INFO or ASCII format) and joined lIinked to the existing 

spatial data attribute tables. Figure 1.5 shows an example of the 

INSROP GIS interface. 

Queries And Analyses 
80th queries and analyses are aimed at processing available data 
to provide new insight or new higher-Ievel information. ArcYiew 

provides a general set of options for tabular queries and spatial 
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Introduetion 

The Arctic Ocean comprises the deep central basins and the 

marginal seas; Chukchi-, East Siberian-, Laptev-, Kara-, Barents

and Beaufort Sea, a total area of 14 million km'. Four passages are 

connecting the seas to the world oceans. The Bering Strait opens 

to the Pacific, while the other three, the Canadian Arctic 

Archipelago, the Fram Strait and the Barents Sea, communicate 

with the North Atlantic. 

A dominant characteristic of the Arctic Ocean is the year-round 

presence of a dynamic ice cover, which substantially alters heat, 

salt, and momentum transfers between the atmosphere and the 

ocean, and hence has the potemial to alter atmospheric and oceanic 

circulation (Hi bier 1989). (For details on the ice conditions, see 

next section.) 

The seas at high latitude are also areas of deep-water formation 

(Rudels 1987). This renewal and ventilation of the deeper Jayers 

play a part in the global carbon dioxide system and add a further 

climatological aspect lO the oceanic conditions in the Arctic. 

An estimated total of 3,300 km) fresh water enters the Arctic Ocean 

annually from the major rivers surrounding the basin (Aagaard & 
Carmack 1989). The contributions by the Russian rivers, as 

indicated in frgure I, are more than two thirds of this vol urne. The 

individual contributions of the major rivers are given in table 1.2. 

Table 1.2. Mean annual runoff to the Arctic Ocean in cuhic 

kilometers per year. After Aagaard & Carmack (1989). There 

are significanl annual and interannual varia/ions in the flows. 

Yenisey 
Oh 

Lena 

Pechora 

Nonhem Sevemaya Dvina 
Koruy 

Kolyma 

Pyasina 

Indigirka 

Mackenzie River 

Other, small er rivers 

Toral 

Volume 

603
530 
520 
130 
110 
105 
102 

86 
57 

340 
720 

3303 

The physical characteristics of the Arctic Ocean, in terms of the 

stratification and processes on the shelves, are probably the 

primary oceanographic controls of contaminant transport and 
distributions (Macdonald & Bewers 1996; AMAP 1997). 

Bottom topography 

The Arctic Ocean is divided into two basins separated by the 

Lomonosov ridge ( 1,200-1,400 m below the surface); the Canadian 

Basin with depth about 3,800 m, and the Eurasian Basin with depth 

about 4,200 m. These basins are to some degree decoupled from 

one another aJlowing distinct differences in salinity, water-mass 

structure, and current patte ms (Aagaard & Carmack 1989; Rudels 

et al. 1992). 

The broad continental shelf off Siberia, 200 lO 800 km wide and 

with water depths down to 100 m, occupies about 36 % of the area 

of the Arctic Ocean, but containing only 2 % of the total volume of 

water in the sea (Pichard 1975). The bathymetry of Arctic Ocean is 

shown in figure 1.6 

The heat loss in the winter resuhs in ice formation and water 

mass transformations. The transformations, which occur on 

the shelves, may be substantial and create water masses dense 

enough lO sink down to the deeper layers of the water colurnn 

and induce a deep circulation. 

The effects of these two processes are seen in the stratification of 

the Arctic Ocean. The strong stability inhibits vertical mixing and 

allows the water masses, which enter from the North Atlantic, the 

warrn Atlantic and the deep waters, lO be distinguished beneath 

the fresher upper layer comprising the Polar Mixed Layer (PM L), 

the Halocline and the Pacific inflow. Still, the characteristics of the 

advective water masses depart substantially from their "source" 

values and thus reveal the deep injections of dense water created 
on the shelves by the ice formation (Rudels 1987). 

Depth. m 
-o 

500 

1000 

200D 

3000 

5000 

Freshwaler discharge 

CalCl'lmenl area 

Figure 1.6. The hathymetry of the Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas and freshwater input from major ri vers. After AMAP (1997). 

Oceanography 

The oceanography of the Arctic Ocean is dominated by two 
contending processes (Rudels J 987): 

The fresh water discharge inhibits vertical mixing and drives 

an estuarine circulation between the Arctic Ocean and the 
Atlantic. 

Except for the river outlets and estuaries, the surface layer is much 

the same across the whole Arctic (Pichard 1975). However, 
significantly influenced by the mehing and freezing of ice, the 

salinity in the upper 25-50 m range from 28 to 33.5 %0. The 

temperature also is controlled by melting and freezing of ice which 

involves considerable heat transfer. In consequence, the 
temperature remains close lO the freezing point of the water ( 1.5 

"C at a salinity of 28 %0 lO -;- 1.8 °C at a salinity of 33.5 %0). 

The seasonally cycling of the PML include brine produced by ice 

formation in winter which tends to destabilise the water column, 

allowing it to mix, while in summer, melting ice and freshwater 

runoff produce stratification with a fresher surface Jarer (5- 10 m). 

Hence, it is the PML that is in immediate (annual) communication 

with the atmosphere and ice, and it is here and within the ice that 

most of the biological primary production occur. 

Beneath the PML there is region of increasing salinity (e.g. the 

halocline), which act as a barrier between the upper ocean and the 

deeper ocean. 

In the Eurasian Basin the subsurface layer has shown lO be 

isothermal lO 100 m, but with a strong halocline between 25 and 

100 m. Below 100 m the temperature increases markedly but the 

salinity only increases slowly. This complex region, with Atlantic 

water thought to be supported by insertion of water masses 

produced on the shelves, has been called the lower ha.locJine to 

distinguish it from the Pacific layer (Sch losser et al. 1995). 

The Atlantic water, which pervades both Arctic basins, is found 

at depth from about 200 to 900 m. This water is recognised by 

havi ng a higher temperature than the water above and below. When 
entering on the Spitzbergen side of the Greenland-Spitzbergen 

gap, its temperature is up lO 3 °C and its salinity is 34.8 lO 35. I %0. 

Both temperature and salinity decreases gradually as the water 

f10w within the Arctic Ocean. 

In the Canadian Basin, the Pacific water, which has been modified 

as it passes over the Chukchi shelf, is found between about 50 to 

250 meters (Macdonald et al. 1989). A sirnilar halocline is recognised, 
but its temperature structure is different. Attributed lO the Pacific 

inflow, there is a characteristic temperature maximum at 75-100 m 

depth. The inflow water is warrner than the Arctic surface water, 
but slightly denser because of its salinity, and presents one of the 

few examples of a subsurface temperature maximum occuning in 

the Ocean. 

The Arctic botlom water extends from about 900 m depth lO the 

bottom and comprises about 60% of the (otal water vol urne of the 

Arctic Ocean (Pichard 1975). The salinity variations are small, from 

34.9 lO 34.99%0, and the temperatures reaches minimum of -;-Q.8 °C 

at 2,500 m and -;-0.4 °C at 2,000 m in the Eurasian and Canadian 
Basin, respectively. 

CircuJation and transport 

The surface layer movement is best described as a cJockwise 

circulation in the Canadian Basin (the Beaufort Gyre) leading out 

to the East Greenland current, and, in the Eurasian Basin, a 

movement by the Transpolar Current, the most direct path towards 

Greeruand and out in the East Greeruand Current (Pickard 1975). In 

the marginal se as and the Russian shelf waters, less significant 
gyres and counter-cJockwise circulation are recognised. The 
surface water circulation pattem is shown in figure 1.7. 
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Figure 1.7. The circulation pattern of surface water in the Arctic 

Ocean. After AMAP (1997). 

The largest transport is generally assumed to take place through 
the Fram strait, with depths of 2,500 m. The two most important 
components of the exchange are the warm Atlantic water carried 
by the West Spitzbergen Current (estimated inflow: l xl 06 m' S·I to 
7.1x106 m' S·I ) and the export of cold Polar Surface Water and ice 
(estimated outflow: 2x106 m3 S·I ) in the East Greenland Current 
(Rudels 1987). In addition, all deep water exchange occurs in the 
Fram Strait. 

The time scale of transport or replacement of water mas ses varies 
among the layers. The surface current speeds are of the order of l 
to 4 cm/sec (300-1,200 km year). In relation to the size of the Arctic 
Ocean, which is approximately 4,000 km across, the upper layers 
has an estimated residence time of 3-10 years, compared with about 
5 years, on average, for the ice (Pichard 1975; Barry AMAP 
1997). 

The haloclines also have residence times of 10 years order 
(Macdonald & Bewers 1995), but in the deeper Atlantic layer the 
residence time increases to perhaps 30 years (figure 1.8). The basin 
waters have the longest time scale, measured in centuries 
(Schlosser et al.I994). 

Fate ofpollution 

For many contaminants, such as most persistent organic pollutants, 
local sources within the Arctic cannot explain their occurrence. 
Long-range transport is evident. According to Macdonald & 
Bewers (1996); AMAP (1997), there are five main modes of con
taminant entry into the Arctic Ocean. These are: 

Deposition from the atmosphere 
Inflowing ocean currents 

Northward flowing rivers 
Direct runoff from the land 
Direct disposal into the sea 

The distinguishing characteristic of the Arctic is its comparatively 
low temperature. Because low temperatures reduce volatilisation, 
semi-volatile compounds can be preferentially transported to the 
Arctic by a "global distillation" process in much the same way as 
there exist a net transport of heat from the equatorial to polar 
regions (Ottar 1981; Mackay & Wania 1995; Macdonald & Bewers 
1996). The primary medium of such transport for semi-volatile and 
insoluble substances is the atmosphere rather than the sea (Barrie 
et al. 1992). For more soluble and less volatile substances however, 
oceanic transport may be more important. 

lee 

substances in the Russian northem rivers, especially in the Ob 
(oil, ammonium and nitrogen), in the Yenisey (oil and zinc), and in 
the Indigarka (phenols). Dissolved contaminants are free to travel 
directly into the coastal waters. For the partic1e-reactive 
compounds, the flux is a function of the river outlet pattem. Many 
of the ri vers form deltas and estuaries, where particulate 
contaminants can be trapped in the sediments. Subsequently 
resuspension and transport across the shelves can be generated 
by temporaI changes in water turbulence. 

In the lower Yenisey River and the Yenisey estuary, high levels of 
DDT and PCB have been observed in fish and other organisms 
(Champ et al. 1995). In addition, a large (180 to 200 km) depositional 
zone of contaminated loose bottom sediments has been found to 
contain five to ten times the background levels of Cs-137. 

in the vicinity of the dumped objects, no sign of dumped nuc1ear 
waste has so far been observed in the open waters of the Kara Sea 
(Salbu et al. in press). 

Results from large-scale programrnes like AMAP and recent 
reviews of the fate and effects of contaminants in the Arctic 
reflect the international comrnunitys growing concerns for the 
Arctic environment. The current understanding of pollution 
issues, their priority and importance, is however fragmentary and 
far from complete. In many cases, like for the Russian shelves, the 
baseline data are simply not adequate for the task of assessing 
what action is needed. 

Polar mixed layer 
Paclfic halocline 

Atlantic halocline 

Børing Strait Fram Strait 
Deplh. m 

ca.IO"", .. 

A_layer... . ,... 

- ...... ---

Figure 1.8. Vertical section of the Arctic Ocean and the different water masses with their approximate residenee time. After AMAP 

(1997). 

The atmospheric pathways into the Arctic are complex, and in
clude pollutants generated locally as well as by far-distant sources. 
The emissions from the Noril'sk Mining and Metallurgic Combine, 
which at present are about 2 mill. tons annually (Vilchek 
et al. 1996), reflect local source pollution, while the input of 
persistent organic compounds from the heavily industrialised areas 
of eastem and northem Europe and Asia are examples of long
range atmospheric transport (Barne 1986; K1ungsøyr et al 1995; 
Chemyak et al. 1996). 

Radiocesium, although- somewhat particle reactive, discharged by 
the reprocessing plants of Sellafield and La Hague, are the most 

clearly documented examples of long-range ocean current transport 
of contaminants to the Arctic Ocean. Contrary the atmospheric 
transport time, which are shown to be days or weeks, the transit 
time of the oceanographic circulation is measured in years. 

According to Vilchek et al. (1996), the Russian pollution standard 
Max. Permissible Concentration (MPC) is exceeded for many 

Significantly elevated concentrations of trace elements or 
hydrocarbons however, have neither been observed in the Petchora 
River system or in the Lena River estuary (Martin et al. 1993). Such 

may be by the combined effect of the ri ver volurnes 
(cf. table 1.2), the estuarine circulation pattem (including the 
seasonal stratification) and relatively strong coastal currents, 
facilitating a contaminant transport across the shelves. 

Direct discharges from land-based sources or from shipping activity 
are generally more significant in sheltered water with less 
pronounced circulation. The gulfs of Kola, Teriberskiy and 
Motovskiy are all reported to be highly polluted by phenols and 
petroleum products (Vilchek et al. 1996). 

In the period of the Former Soviet Union (FSU), nuclear wastes 
were stored on the frozen ground, or discharged and dumped into 
the rivers and onto the shelves in the Barents and the Kara Seas 
(Champ et al. 1995). Studies in the Kara Sea have demonstrated 
leakages from the wastes. The contamination however, is localised 
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Introduction 
Sea ice includes any form of ice found at sea which has originated 

from the freezing of sea water, and has two main sub-divisions: 
Pack ice and Fast ice. Sea ice is a compJex medium requiring many 

descripting attributes. lce concentration is a measure of the mean 

areal density of ice in an area, whiJe Stage of development cJassifies 
the ice in terms of how it is formed and/or age. The main cJasses 

are New ice, First-year ice and Old ice, but each of these have sub

ciasses. The terms used to describe stage of development also 

indicate the thickness of the ice, but ice thickness may also be 

given explicitly. Other descriptors for sea ice are Forms of ice (floe 

size etc.), Arrangement (e.g. lee massif, ice edge), Pack-ice motion 
processes (di verging, compacting, shearing), Deformation 

processes (fracturing, hummocking, ridging), Openings in the ice 

(Crack, fracture zone, Jead, polynya), lee surface features (level, 
deformed, rafted, ridge, hurrunock, bare/snow-covered ice, etc.), 
and Stages of mel ting (PuddJe, thaw hoies, driedlrotten/flooded 

ice). 

Sea ice conditions along the NSR 
The ice conditions along the NSR are dynamic, leading to large 

annual, seasonal and regional variations. In the winter months 

November to April the whole region is covered by very dense 

of Sea lee 
• Never 
• 0.0< 
• O.l < 
• 0.2< 
• 0.3< 
• 0.4< 
• 0.5< 
• 0.6< 
• 0.7< 
• 0.8< 
• 0.9< 

Always 
No data 

drifting ice and fast ice. Seaward of the fast ice boundary, the ice 

cover is in constant motion due to currents and winds. The thinnest 

ice is mainly found in the southem Kara and Laptev Sea. Large ice 

fields observed in the same regions each surruner are called ice 

massifs and the Taymyr, Ayon and Wrangel massifs are the most 
important obstacJes to ship traffic along the NSR since the massifs 

contain significant concentrations of multi-year ice and frequently 
heavily hummocked ice is present. The surruner season for the 

region occurs roughly from June to September, when the ice cover 

melts signiflcantly, diminishing in both extent and strength. The 
greatest seasonal fluctuation occurs at the east and west en ds of 

the route. This is due to the influence of ocean currents moving 

northward from warmer Atlantic Ocean in the west and the Bering 

Sea in the east, which accelerate the ice decay in the spring and 

retard the freeze-up in the fall. The coastal zone is occupied by 

fast ice in the winter period which is non-uniforrnly developed. 
Fast ice begins to foml in mid-October in the fres her water of the 

river estuaries and expands to cover most of the continental shelf 
up to 500 km from the mainland. 

Kara Sea 
In the Kara Sea the ice formation starts in September in the northern 

sea regions and in October in the southern part. From October to 
May almost the entire sea is covered with ice of different type and 

st age of development. In June to September the ice concentration 
is low in the Kara Sea, especially in the western part where drifting 
thick ice may be present. In the eastern part, especially the 

Severnaya Zemly a massif, the ice concentration is higher and the 

ice consists mainly of thick first-year ice. When the seasonal ice 
minimum is reached by mid September the entire Kara Sea south of 

90° 100° 110° 120° 130° 140° 150° 160° 

Figure 1.9. Probability of sea ice in the NSR area in March (/eft) and September (right). 

75°N is norrnally ice free. In extremely mild summers, the Kara Sea 

may become ice free as far north as 80oN. The coastal zone is 

occupied by fast ice which is non-uniformly developed. Seaward 

of the stranded ice there is a zone of open water or young ice. The 

region of the flaw polynyas are the Amderrna and Yamal polynyas 

in the south-western sea part and the Ob' -Yenisey polynya in the 
south. In the spring period the drift in the Kara Sea has a prevailing 
direction westward and southward while in summer mainly to the 

south-west and south. 

Laptev Sea 
The Laptev Sea has the largest expance of fast ice in the world 

from January to June. The fast ice thickness typically reaches 200 
cm due to mean midwinter air temperature of -30°C and can grow 
up to 250 cm during severe winters. The amount of old ice in the 

Laptev Sea is limited due to wind directions and ocean currents. 
The total area of summer melt is particularly extensive due to the 
reduced amount of old ice. In the western part the ice drift is 

sOllthwards and large mas ses of ice are deposited along the coast 

of Severnaya Zemlya and the Taymyr Peninsula. Along with the 

eastward ice deposition from the Kara Sea, the ViJ'kitskogo Strait 

and the Taymyr coast present a seriolIs challenge to navigation at 

all times of the year. 

East-Siberian Sea 
The East-Siberian Sea is the shallowest of the Eurasian seas. The 

broad continental shelf allows fast ice, averaging from 170-200 cm 

thick, to extend as far as 500 km outward from the coast. In winter 

the prevaiJing wind direction is from the south producing weak ice 

conditions and potential navigation lanes at the outer edge of the 

90° 100° 110° 120° 

fast ice as they do in the Kara and the Laptev Seas. East-Siberian 
Sea has the highest fraction of old ice and the Ayon massif has 

more than 60 % of old ice on average and the average thickness 

may be 250 cm in the winter months. In summer the winds shift to 
northerly and the ocean currents favour the influx of ice from the 

north resulting in the perrnanence of the Ayon massif. Winter 

freeze-up begins in the north in September and is usually complete 

by mid-October. 

Chukchi Sea 
The Chukchi Sea is almost ice covered from earl y December to 

mid-May. The seasonal variations in the ice conditions are large 

resulting in loosing about 80 % of its maximum winter extent in the 

summer season. Important factors influencing the variabiJity are 
the bathymetry, wind. currents, air temperature and the presence 

ofWrangel Island. Ocean currents and wind tend to transport old 
ice from the Arctic to the Longa Strait under gre at pressure, which 

sometimes presents the greatest obstacJe on the route. 

About the maps 
The maps on this page (figure 1.9) show probability of ice in a 
winter (March) and a summer (September) month. The statistical 

analysis is based on the digital database of 10-day ice charts 
prepared by the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute (AARI), 
St.Petersburg, Russia. The database covers the years 1967-1990 

and was acquired via internet from the National Snow and lee 
Data Center (NSIDC), Boulder, Colorado, USA. The statistical 

analysis was canied out by SINTEF Civil and Environmental 

Engineering, Trondheim, Norway. 
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Introduction 
The waters of NSR are eovered by iee in different stages of 
development. Sea iee wh.ieh fonns and remains fast along the eoast 
are ealled fast iee. Sea-ward of the fast iee boundary, the pack iee 
may experienee openings (leads) and converging areas where the 
iee erushes toget her lO form pressure ridges. During the freezing 
period, new iee is eontinually being produeed in the leads. lee in 
the transition stage between new and first-year iee (10-30 cm in 

thiekness) is ealled young ice. Sea ice which has survived at least 
one summer melt is called old ice, but may be sub-divided into 
second-year and multi-year iee. 

Old ice 
Minor fractions of old iee are found in the western part of the Kara 
Sea. West of Severnaya Zemlya the fraction of old iee vades 
between 20-40 % and the thiekness may reaeh 160-180 cm in late 
winter. The amount of old iee in the Laptev Sea is limited due to 
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wind direetions and ocean eurrents. In the western part of the 
Laptev Sea the iee drift is southwards and large masses of iee are 
deposited along the eoast of Severnaya Zemlya and the Taymyr 

Peninsula. The main old ice found in the southern Laptev Sea is in 
the Taymyr massif. The majority of this old ice persists through 
the summer and the mean ice thickness may reach 200 cm. The 
East-Siberian Sea has the highest fraction of old ice and the Ayon 
massif has more than 60 % of old ice on average, where the 
thickness may be up to 250 cm in the winter months. Ocean 
currents and wind tend to transport old ice from the A rctic to the 
Longa Strait under gre at pressure, which sometimes presents the 
greatest ship obstacle on the route. The Wrangel massif consists 
of low concentrations of old ice and the ice thickness may reach 
200 cm in late winter. 

The Severnaya Zemlya, Novosibirskiy and Ayon massifs earry 
large amounts of old ice and are very resistent to summer melt. 
The coneentrations show that during more than half of the year 
no iee has been present in the southern part of the Kara, Laptev 
and Chukehi seas. In the mildest years no old iee is observed 
along the traditional sailing regions. In extreme years high 
eoncentrations of old iee are found in the Novaya Zemlya massif. 
Except for the ice massif, no old ice is present in the Kara Sea. 

Figure 1.10. Probability of faSI ice in Ihe NSR area in March (lefi) and average concenlralion of old ice in September (right). 

Fast ice 
The eoastal zone is oceupied by fast iee in the \Vinter period whieh 
is non-unifonnJy developed. The fast ice extent is generally narrow 

exeept in the eastern Kara Sea where it may extend up to 150-200 
km seaward. The Laptev Sea has the largest expanee of fast iee 
from January to June. Fast ice begins to fonn in rnid-Oetober in the 
fres her water of the river estuaries and expands to cover most of 
the continental shelf up to 500 km from the mainJand. The thickness 
of the fast iee commonly reaches 200 cm and may grow up to 250 
cm in se ve re years. The fast iee in the East-Siberian Sea extends 
250-500 km from the mainland and may reach a thickness of 150-
170 cm in late winter. Only a narrow band of fast iee (about 10-15 
km) fonns along the mainland eoast and around Wrangel Island. 

In the summer months the fast iee is only present from Dikson to 

Severnaya Zemlya. Prevailing southerly winds constantly pushing 

drift ice northwards from the immobile fast iee. The drift iee is 
quiekly replaeed by poJynyas of newly forrned young and new 
iee. 

About the maps 
The maps on this page show probability of fast iee in March 
(figure 1.10 left) and average coneentration of old iee in September 
(figure 1.10 right). The statistieal analysis is based on the digital 

database of 10-day ice ehans prepared by the Arctic and Antaretie 
Researeh Institute (A ARI), St.Petersburg, Russia. The database 
eovers the years 1967-1990 and was aequired via internet from the 

National Snow and lee Data Center (NSIDC), Boulder, Colorado, 
USA. The statistieal analysis was carried out by SINTEF Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, Trondheim, Norway. 
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Introduction 

This group of Valued Ecosystem Components (cf. the lNSROP 

VECs, see Chapter l) intends to reflect the lower trophic levels of 

the Arctic food web. Virtually, they do not constitute a uniform 

group. Each of the selected VECs (see table 2.1) actuaUy com

prises a number of organisms or groups of organisms, that have 

certain species-specific attributes of unique ecological significance. 

However, in addition to provide the nutritional supply for predators 

like birds, seals and whales (see Chapter 3 and 4), the organisms 

all spend their entire life-cycle, either as sessile or pelagic, mobile 

forms, in the sea. This makes up a common base for dose-response 

relationships in tenns of exposure to dispersed and water-soluble 

fractions of contarn.inants discharged or released to the sea (cf. 

the impact factors described by Thomassen et al., this issue). 

Consequently, the VECs form elements of importance to the overall 

INSROP Sub-programme Il aims; the INSROP EIA (Hansson & 

Moe 1996). 

Selection of VECs 

During the screening and focusing Workshop in Oslo 1993 

(Hansson et al. 1994), a number of strictly marine resources and 

the associated flora and fauna were discussed in terms of criteria 

like representativity (ecological as weU as geographical), irnportance 

to other species (including human), and possible interactions with 

the shipping and navigation in the NSR. 

Table 2.1. Lower trophie level VECs and their characterisations. 

VEC Characterisation 

Four VECs were selected, each com prising severaI individuals of 

the same species (e.g. population level) or groups of species (e.g. 

community level), as weU as their habitats (table 2.1). 

Benthic invertebrates 

Benthic (bottom living) invertebrates are the most species-rich 

group of animals of the entire NSR area. Though not very 

conspicuous for traveUers along the NSR, one square meter of 

seabed with overlaying water column contains severaI dozens of 

invertebrate species. This is more or less true along the entire 

area. Compared to pelagic, intertidal or terrestrial animal 

communities, the benthic invertebrates thus make up the most 

diverse faunal assemblages of the Arctic. 

The number of known species of benthic invertebrates decreases 

from west to east: Barents Sea 2,499 species, Kara Sea 1,580 species, 

Laptev Sea 1,084 species, East Siberian Sea 962 species, and 

Chukchi Sea 946 species, with more than 2.5 times as many species 

known from the Barents Sea compared to the Chukchi Sea. This is 

partly a result of the harsher Arctic environmental conditions 

eastward along the Siberian coast. East of the Laptev Sea, the 

influence of Pacific species is gradually increasing. 

Benthic invertebrates Small bottom living species of worms, molluscs, arthropods etc. The faunal assemblages are 

characterised by high individual- as weU as species-richness. The benthic invertebrates form the link 

between primary producer (plankton algae) and higher trophic levels (such as fish), and species like 

moUuscs are also eaten directly by some marine mamma Is (such as walrus). 

Marine, estuarine 

and anadromous fish 

Plant and animal life 

in polynias 

Water-land border zone 

The fish resources are important components of the arctic food web both as predator (to plankton) and 

prey (to birds and mammaIs), as well as of importance to local human consumption in the remote areas. 

The major fishing is located in the estuaries and lower parts of the large rivers. 

Polynias are areas of regularly open water surrounded by ice, and consequently preferred for 

navigation. In terms of the ice-edge, the polynias are characterised by high biological diversity and 

productivity; the associated plants and animals life include aU trophic groups and all levels of the arctic 

marine food chain, from algae to polar bear. 

The coastal zone forms the interface between the terrestrial and the marine environment, and is 

characterised by sharp gradients and zonations. The shore is habitated by lower trophic level 

organisms like benthic invertebrates as weU as birds (such as goose and waders) and marine marnmals 

(like the walrus). The shore is exposed to surface pollution like oil and accumulation of solid waste is a 

worldwide 

The benthic organisms are permanently present in the marine en

vironment both on a temporaI and spatia I scale, and 

consequently exposed to any changes in the surrounding seawater 

and sediment that may be caused by discharges of contarn.inants 

to the sea. For research and monitoring of e.g. Arctic biodiversity 

and pollution issues, the benthic communities should be 

considered one of the focal points like they are in the other waters, 

like the North Sea. 

Marine, estuarine and anadromous fish 

A total of 152 different marine, anadromous, and freshwater species 

are recorded in the NSR area. Compared to adjacent seas, the 

number indicates a relative poor fish fauna. The mapping of the 

fish fauna however has been sporadic, particularly in the open 

sea, and only a few quantitative studies covering parts of the area, 

have been carried out. 

Commercial fisheries, mainly located in the estuaries and lower 

parts of the large rivers, have shown a significant drop during the 

last few years. This picture can be observed in virtual1y all the 

rivers and the seas of the Russian Arctic (Vilchek et al. 1996). 

However, there is no doubt about the significance of the fish 

resources; the fauna forms an important component of the food 

web of the large rivers, estuaries and the marine habitats, as well 

as an important nutritional basis for local people. Consequently, 

effects generated by shipping and navigation may be transferred 

to other levels of the food web as well as to Ioc al human 

populations. 

The effects however may be adverse or positive. Operational and 

accidental discharges (such as oil spills) belong to the first category 
of impact factors that can adversely affect the num ber and 

distribution of the fish. Increased sailing can also physically 

disrupt the fisheries. On the other hand, NSR may serve as a mean 

for transportation of fish products to markets outside the area, 

and also ensure supply of fishing gear, equipment etc., which can 

facilitate exploitation of fish resources that currently are considered 

less attractive. 

Plant and animal life in polynias 
The key to the ecological significance of the polynias lies in the 

ice-edge itself, rather than in the open water. In general, ice-edges 

are are as of high biological activity, probably due to periods of 

wind-driven upwelling as weU as ice-melt, giving stable, stratified 

water-masses (Dunbar 1985). These conditions facilitate the primary 

production and consequently make the polynias important to 

higher trophic level organisms such fish, marine birds and marine 

mammals. 

During the ice-covered season, it is realistic that NSR ships will 

travel through the polynias whenever possible, in order to save 

energy, reduce the use of ice-breakers, and to minirn.ise the risk of 

ship damage. 

This attraction inevitably increases the risk for exposure of the 

polynian flora and fauna to regular as well as accidental discharges 

from the shipping activity. In combination with the ecological 

significance, the impact in the polynias may be more pronounced 

than in other, less productive waters. 

The water-land border zone 

The coastal zone provides the habitat of for a great diversity of 

marine as well as terrestrial or  ganisms such as benthic 

invertebrates, birds, and mammais. The shore is also the major 

entrance to the marine environment for local human populations, 

and many of the human settlements in the NSR are located close 

to the sea or rivers. 

The accumulation of solid waste like plastic litter on the shore is a 

weU-known and worldwide phenomenon. Much of this waste is 

generated by and discharged from ships. This is also true for 

marine oil spills, and the impact on shoreline habitats caused by 

the stranding of oil have be en demonstrated in the accidental 

events of Torrey Canyon, Amoco Cadiz, Globe Asirni, and Exxon 

Valdez. Encroachment of the coastal zone caused by poUution, 

harbour construction, erosion etc., is a matter growing concem 

(GESAMP 1990). 

The NSR is no exception with reg ard to shoreline contamination; 

observations confirm the use of the shore as dumping site for 

shipwrecks as weU as solid waste like plastic, glass and metals. 

The extent of these dumpsites may reach 5-10 m along a shoreline 

having an extent of more than 4,000 km (Vilchek et al. 1996). 

Also the large ri vers of the NSR are subjected to pollution. 

According to estimates by Vilchek et al. (1996) the amount of oil 

spilled onto the ground and into the rivers ranges from 3 to 10 

miUion tons per year only in the Tyumen' North-Komi Republic. 

SeveraI large oil spilIs are known from this area, including the 

pipeline ruptures in 1990 and 1993, resulting in the relea se of up to 

500,000 and 420,000 tons of oil, respectively. 

These and other relevant pollution issues are addressed in the 

INSROP EIA by Larsen et al. (1995). To each impact factor 

corresponding impact hypotheses have been developed for 

subsequently to be assessed and analysed in line with the overall 

INSROP Sub-programme Il aims (Hansson & Moe 1996) and 

methodology (see Thomassen et al., this issue). 
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Figure 2.1. A medusa head, (Sea star) from the Kara Sea. 
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The ecological significanee of benthic invertebrates 
The continental shelf off the Siberian north coast, including the 

Chukchi, East Siberian, Laptev and Kara shelves, is many 

kilometres wide, and generally less than 50 meters deeP
2

(Weber 

1989). The Chukchi Shelf covers an area of 9,000 km and is 

characterised by nearshore sandbars, ice gouges, and large 

sediment dunes. The continental shelf of the East Siberian Sea, up 

to 800 km wide, is a flat, shallow plain. Thus, 350 km offshore from 

the Kolyma Valley, the water depth is still not more than 30 meters. 

Only the Indigirka and Kolyma submarine valleys, which are 

submerged river channeis, provide relief. West of the Indigirka 

Valley, the water depths as far as 250 km off-shore, range from 10 

to 15 m.  The major topographic features of the sea floor were 

shaped by grounded ice and subaerial erosion during glacial 

periods, as weU as by sedimentary discharges from the rivers. The 

Laptev Sea is cut by numerous transverse submarine valleys of 

erosional and tectonic origin that can also be traced on land 

(Holmes & Craeger 1989). The depth and bottom relief conditions 

are, together with the organic input, the most important factors 

determining which benthic invertebrates occur. 

It is thought that in the shallow Arctic seas of the NSR, the influence 

of physical, ice-related disturbance significantly affects the 
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Figure 2.3. Sampling stations for benthic invertebrates of the NSR area. 

structure and stability of the benthic communities. Physical 

disturbance from ice results in low biomass levels in shallow water 

communities (Golikov & Scarlato 1989). Thus, sediment gouging 

by inshore ice flows and frazil (suspension ice) formation are 

powerful disruptive forces for both infaunal and epifaunal 

communities. Another influential factor for species composition 

and biomass of benthic communities of the NSR area is the strong 

salinity gradient, resulting from the huge riverine input of 

freshwater. 

As a consequence of these factors, it is thought that the benthic 

fauna in shallow areas may be dominated by relatively small, mobile 

and short-lived forms. Some benthic taxa may become incorporated 

onto the underside of the ice, and thus be transported over large 

distances. Conversely, in deeper, offshore areas under semi

permanent ice cover and relatively undisturbed by hydrodynarnic 

and cryodynamic forces, the benthic communities are expected to 

be dorninated by populations of larger, relatively immobile and 

long-lived species. 

The number of known species of benthic invertebrates decreases 

from west to east: Barents Sea 2,499 species, Kara Sea 1,580 species, 

Laptev Sea 1,084 species, East Siberian Sea 962 species, and 

Chukchi Sea 94 6 species. There are more than 2.5 times as many 
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species known from the Barents Sea compared to the Chukchi 

Sea. This is parti Y a result of the harsher Arctic environmental 

conditions eastward along the Siberian coast, but also because 

the benthic fauna of the central and eastern parts of the NSR are 

some of the least studied animal communities in the world. 
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Figure 2.2. Number of benthic invertebrate species known from 

the Arctic seas of the NSR (Sirenka 1994). 
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The invertebrate fauna along the NSR provides the nutritional 
base for higher organisrns, and forms an important link between 
plankton algae (primary producers) and higher trophic leveis, such 
as fish, which in turn is preyed upon by birds and seais. 
Invertebrates are also eaten directly by some mammais. The main 
dietary component of the walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) is bivalve 
molluscs, and the grey whale (Eschrichtius robustus) relies on the 
amphipod (Crustacea) assemblages in the northem Bering Sea 
and Chukchi Sea for most of its food. 

In the NSR area, the benthic invertebrate fauna is more or less 
constantly exposed to sub-zero temperatures, and permafrost below 
the sea-bed is common (Keck & Wassmann 1993). Relatively few 
species are adapted to these living conditions and marine Arctic 
benthic communities are reputed to be relatively low in diversity 
compared to more southem areas, but are still amongst the most 
diverse communities in the Arctic. As a result, disturbances 
affecting a dominant population of one species will have major 
impacts along the entire food web. It may therefore be difficult for 
predators to switch to altemate prey species, should their favourite 
be wiped out. This hypothesis is, among others, presented by 
Larsen et al. (1995), and will be evaluated further through the 
INSROP-EIA process. 
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Baseline data 
Information has been gathered on the distribution bf benthic 
invertebrates at some 400 stations throughout the NSR (figure 

' 

2.3). This information has been collected during a period of nearly 
100 years, and the stations are spread over an area of severai, 
thousands of square kilometres. This means that the data coverage 
is relatively good in limited areas, while large areas never have 
been sampled. Most of the samples have been collected by the 
Zoological Institute (ZISP), St. Petersburg, which is the institution 
responsible for invertebrate research in the Arctic seas of Russia. 
The collections of ZISP contain material from more than one 
hundred expeditions to the NSR area, starting with the 1895 
expedition to the Kara Sea onboard the "Lieutenant Ovtsin". This 
information is included in the database of the INSROP Dynamic 
Environmental Atlas (DEA). 

A limited number of surveys have been carried out in the eastern 
parts of the NSR, and currently material from the Chukchi Sea 
collected in 1976, 1988, 1989 and 1995, has been identified at the 
Zoological Institute in St. Petersburg. 

For many species only qualitative data are available, while 
quantitativelbiomass data do not exist. However, biomass data 
and composition of fauna I associations (biocoenoses) do exist for 
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Figure 2.5. Sampling stations for benthic invertebrates of the NSR area. 
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Biocenoses 
Aglaopharrus malmgroni 
Balanus aenaWs + Suberites domuncula + Euaataa Ioricata 
KoIga hyalina + E1pidia glacialis + PourtaJesia jeffnlysi 
Lafoejna maxlma 

1:3 Leionucula bellotii 
Maldanidae gen. sp. + Spiochaetoplerus sp. 

D MJsc;ulus corrugatus + Suberites domuncula + 
Phyflophora truncata + MyoxocephaIus quadrioomis + Alcyonid Ophiocten sariceum 
Ophiocten sericeun + Ophiocantha bidentata + Ophiopleura 
Phyllophora lruncata + laminaria solidungula + 
Phakelia cribrosa + Haliclona gracilis + Suberites domunc 

PortIandia aesllJariorum 
PortIandia sitiqua 

O Prionospio cirrifera + Chaetazone setosa 
O Rhizomolgula globularis 
O Saduria sibirica + PorUandia siliqua + 

Haliclona gradtis + Astarle crenata + Suberites domuncula 
Suberites domuncula + Hallclona gracilis 
Tridarta borealis 
Tridarta borealis + Nicania montagui 
Yoldiella inlermedia 
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some areas; an example from the Laptev Sea is presented in figure 

2.4. A biocoenose is an association of plants and animals, occurring 

on a specific type of sediment and often also at a specific water 

depth. Within a biocoenose, the distribution of numbers and 

biomass of the dominant species are relatively uniform. 

The distribution of benthic inveltebrates/biocoenoses in the NSR 

area is significantly influenced by the environmental conditions. 

Knowledge of the abiotic factors can be used to deduce an expected 

invertebrate distribution in areas without actual recordings of 

animals, on the basis of the known habitats and tolerance limits of 

the invertebrate fauna of neighbouring areas. For the inteltidal 

zone of the NSR, information on sediment composition has been 

collected (cf. the Water-land border zone). 

In the large NSR area, an east-west distriblltion gradient of 

invertebrates has been shown to exist, where Atlantic species 

dorninate in the western part, and the share of Pacific species 

gradlIaIly increases from west to east, particularly through the 

Chukchi Sea. Such animal distribution pattems are interesting when 

evaluating a species vulnerability towards any NSR activity, as a 

given population of a species is expected to be less tolerant 

towards extemal stress, the further away from its main distribution 

area it is found. A major part of the Atlantic boreal-Arctic species 

do not spread into the eastern Laptev Sea, and most Pacific boreal

Arctic speeies are not found further westward than the New 

Siberian Shoals (Sirenko & Piepenburg 1994). 

Different types of littorallshallow water sediments have varying 

vulnerability towards pollution. Hard substrate mostly occurs in 

areas with moderate to strong currents or wave action. Particle 

bound pollutants will pass such areas and settle in areas with less 

current and wave action. lf pollutants are released, most of the 

contaminants will end up in soft bottom sediments. Invertebrates 

living in and on soft bottom are therefore expected to be more 

exposed than hard bottom organisms, even though the latter may 

filter out contaminated patticles from the water. Accumulation of 

contarninants in invertebrates is a well-known phenomenon, and 

benthic invertebrates are therefore of ten used for monitoring 

purposes. 

Due to the large extent of the NSR area, and the relatively low leve! 

of human activity, even the most serious accidental event is unlikely 

to eau se more than local dam age to the invertebrate VEC itself. 

Long term, chronic discharges from shipping traffic may however 

have overall negative effects of far more serious nature than any 

single accidental event. 
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Figure 2.6. A key speeies of the ice covered Arctic waters, the 

Polar cod (Boreogadus sa ida) lives in crevises and channels in 

the ice. 
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Figure 2.7. Thefish fauna of the NSR. 

The ecological significanee of marine, estuarine and 

anadromous fish 
AmongstJhe strictly marine fish fauna, the Polar cod (Boreogadus 

saida) is the most biologically important species of the NSR area. 

This circumpolar species lives within crevises and channels in 

and close to the ice, and is an ecologically important link between 

invertebrates, upon wruch it preys, and mammals and birds which 

prey upon it. Scorpion-fishes form the largest species group of 

the NSR fish fauna, comprising 25 different taxa, followed by 

salmonids and gadoids, represented by 17 and 16 species 

respectively. The fourhorned Scorpion-fish (Triglopsis 

quadricomis) is another species of major ecological importance, 

as is the Omul (Coregonus autumnalis), which preys intensively 

on juvenile scorpion-fish during its summer feeding period in the 

coastal marine areas. 

The most dominant group of anadromous fish of the NSR area is 

the whitefish, which include the species omul (C autumnalis) and 

muksun (C muksun). The fish belonging to this group are the 

most important for human consumption along the NSR. Eight 

species of this family have been recorded, from which 6 species 

make up 70 to 90 % of the total recorded landings from the area. 

These species are C nasus (Broad Whitefish, Chir), C. autumnalis 

(Omul), C muksun (Muksun), Cpeled (Peled) a freshwater species, 
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C. sardinelIa (Siberian cisco), and C. lavaretus (Humpback 

Whitefish). 

Accidental oil spilIs occurring from NSR activities may reduce 

recruitment and survival in affected fish species (for discussion 

and evaluation of impact hypotheses on fish, see Larsen et al. 

1995). The early life stages offish are more vulnerable to pollution 

than the adult stages. Adult fish are capable of swimming away 

from pollution floating on the surface, like oil, wrule the youngest 

stages are to a large degree drifting with currents. Exposure to oil 

may affect fish egg and larval development (Falk-Petersen & Kjør

svik 1989). 

The Siberian fishermen might benefit from an increased NSR traffic, 

while the local fisheries probably will have little or no significance 

for the NSR traffic. The importance of NSR for transportation of 

fish and fish products has been analysed by Høifødt et al. (1995), 
and the conclusion was that even the severai orders of magnitude 

larger fishery of the Barents Sea is toa small to contribute 

significantly to sustaining any NSR traffic. 

Baseline data 
The fish fauna of the NSR has been only sporadically mapped. 

Ice-conditions have made expeditions difficult, and almost no 
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commerciaJ fishing takes place in these waters. Thus, the knowledge 

of migration routes, feeding grounds and spawning areas for 

strictly marine fish species has not been obtained. 

During phase l ofINSROP, a check-list of fish recorded in each of 

the four seas and the major tributaries has been developed from 

existing literature and data. The first published monograph on 

fishes of the northem seas of the USSR was issued by Andriyashev 

in 1954, and a revised list was published in 1994 (Andriyashev & 
Chernova 1994). These two publications are the major sources of 

information on fishes of the NSR area. A total of 152 species of 

marine, anadromous and fresh water species of fish have been 

recorded in the four seas of the NSR. Compared to the adjacent 

Barents Sea, housing about ISO species (Gjøsæther et al. 1992), 
and the Bering Sea with approximately 300 species (Raymond 1988), 
the NSR area has a relatively poor fish fauna. The low number of 

recorded species is not only a result of lack of investigations, but 

reflects the harsh Arctic living conditions compared to the 

neighbouring seas which are influenced by water currents enter

ing from southem latitudes. 
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Fishedes 

The fish resources of the NSR play an important role for local 

human consumption in these remote areas which have only difficult 

communication with the rest of the world. However, on a global 
scale, landings from the se Arctic areas are insignificant. 

The maJine fish fauna is so sparse and so difficult to access that 

no commercial fishing takes place in the open parts of the seas, 
except in the western most area of the Kara Sea, and occasionally 

in the Western Chukchi Sea. The fishery of the NSR is restricted to 

the rivers and estuaries, where the main species caught are 

anadromous whitefish (Coregonids) and Salmonids, and strictly 

freshwater species like burbot (Lota lota) and pike (Esox ludus) 

further upstream. The catch is consumed eithcr locally or in the 

nearest village or industrial center. In previous years (until 1991) a 

small amount of valuable fish species, like Siberian sturgeon 

(Acipenser baeri) and muksun (C. muksun) were exported to other 

parts of the country. Due to high transportation costs this export 

was unprofitable and has now stopped (Kudersky pers. comm.). 

Fishing takes place both summer and winter. In the Gulf of Ob and 

lower Ob 60 - 65% of the annual catch is taken during the summer, 

while 35 - 40% are taken during the winter season. The 

cOlTesponding figures for Yenisey and the rivers of Yakutia (Lena, 

Yana, Indigirka and Kolyma) are 70% summer, 30% winter and 50% 

summer, 50% winter. The equipment used varies somewhat from 

river to river, but the most important are fixed and drifting gill nets, 

drag seines, trap nets and under ice nets (Kudersky pers. comm.). 
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Figure 2.8. The whitefish (Coregonids) is a very important grOIlp 

of anadromous fish for loeal fisheries along the Northern Sea 

Route. 

An important fishery in the lower Yenisey river is the late-winter

early spring (April - May) ice fishery for smelt (korjuska, Osmerus 

mordax). This fishery is popular among the inhabitants of cities 

like Dudinka, and the fishery of ten takes place along the shipping 

lanes, as the ice in these areas is relatively thin and easy to 

penetrate. A conflict might anse between the fishermen and the 

ice-breaking traffic, as many people fishing on the river ice are an 

obstacle to navigation. No data are available on the landings of 

smelt in the Yenisey river, but as much of the fish is caught for 

direct consumption by private persons (non-fishermen), the 

landings from this seasonal fishery would hardly appear in any 

statistics. However, in the Ob Bay, the recorded catch of smelt has 

varied from 516 tons in 1989 to 28 tons in 1991. 

No resource mapping of the anadromous or riverine fish stocks is 

taking place, and no data on stock sizes, structure, or estimates of 

sustainable yields exist. At best, statistics of total landings from 

specific geographic areas are available, and fishery restrictions 

are of ten based on declining catches. The statistics on landings 

have been provided by the State Institute of Lake and River 

Fisheries (GOSNIORKH), which is the official fishery recording 

agency in Russia. Data on whitefish landings are presented to 

illustrate the ex tent of the fishing activities in different aJ"eas. Note 

that the scales of the figures are different for the different catch
areas. 

The data presented indicate a significant decline in landings of 

whitefish in all four tributanes to the Kara Sea. For example, the 
landings of whitefish from the Ob Bay has suffercd a 42 % reduction 

during the perioclI990-1994. In the lower Yenisey river, the clecline 

was 35 % during the same period (from 160 tons in 1991 to 68 tons 
in 1994). Compared to the dverage landings of the period 198 1-85, 

the recorded landings of wrutefish from Ob Bay in 1994 (816 tons) 

made up only 46 0/(' of the landings recorded ten years earlier. 

Until 1968 longnosc Siberian sturgeon (A. baeri) was caught in 

the Ob Bay and the lower Yenisey river. The annual yield in the 

1960's was approximately 300 tons, until the speeies became 

protected in the Ob Bay in 1968. The sturgeon is presently caught 

in the lower Yenisey, with a catch of 31 tons recorded in 1994. For 

compalison, the catch of sturgeon in Yenisey was 398 tons in 

1957, gradually falling to 56 tons in 1966. The sturgeon breeds in 

the river, and feeds mainly in the Yenisey estuary and Yenisey 

Bay, where its primary pre y is the isopod Saduria sibiriea. The 

decrease in sturgeon catehes is claimed to have arisen from a 

combination of severai factors, like construetion of dams, pollution 

and overfishing. Today whitefish are more importanllhan sturgeon 

in the fisheri es in the Yenisey river and estuary. 

As in the Kara Sea, no off-shore fishery takes place in the Laptev 

Sea. Fishery is restricted to the river estuaJies and deltas, where 

anadromous whitefish are the most important speeies. For the 

Laptev Sea area, data on landings were gathered from the Khatanga 

Bay, the lower Lena river and Yana river. The tendency towards 

decreasing yields is less pronounced in the Laptev Sea area than 

in the Kara Sea. However, the available data only cover the period 

up to 1990 (1991), during which period the yields were relatively 
stable, as they were in the Kara Sea. The largest drop in landings 

in areas from which data are available is for the period 1991-94.lt is 

therefore possible that the landings in the Laptev Sea may also 

have declined during the 1990s. 

The GOSNIORKH does not possess data on landings from areas 

east of the Kolyma river. 

The decline in landings in the fisheries of the NSR area, reflects to 

a certain extent the ernigration of people from the Siberian country

side, which has been triggered by the recent econornic stress in 

the Russian community. Most people leaving Siberia are of non

indigenous origin, and they move back to newly independent 

republics, or to central parts of Russia. The more stable yield in 

the fishery in the eastern parts of the NSR area might be a result of 

a relatively larger share of indigenous people inhabiting these 

areas; people who are not emigrating hom the area for political 

reasons. 

Figure 2.9. The springfishing for smolt on the ice covered Yenisei 

river. 
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Figure 2.10. Data on landingsfrom some main rivers in the NSR area. 
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The ecological significanee of polynyas 
When the sun retums in spring, the first light and sun heat induces 

melting of the ice along the edges of polynyas. The release of 

freshwater causes stratification of the water masses, and together 

with the release of trapped nutrients from the ice, trigger a diatom 

dominated, early spring phytoplankton bloom (Quillfelt 1996). 
Upwelling will also bring water rich in nutrients to the surface, 

thus enhancing the primary production. Surveys have indicated 

that the primary production in polynyas may be as high as 65 g 

carbon/m2/year (Keck & Wassmann 1993), which is severai times 

the average primary production in ice-covered Arctic areas. This 

rich phytoplankton bloom forms the basis for an extensi ve 

production in the higher levels of the food chain. The plant and 

animal life associated with polynyas includes all trophic groups 

and all levels of the Arctic marine food chains, from algae to polar 

bears. 

This bloom in polynyas parallels what can be observed along the 

edge of the sea ice. For that reason the polynyas are considered 

by many scientists to be important for the understanding of 

climatic, oceanographic, and biological processes in the Arctic. 

Sea ice flora and fauna occurring in polynyas are thought to play 

an important role in the high arctic food web (Homer 1989) and 

form the basis of food chains culminating in the circumpolar polar 

cod (Lønne & Gulliksen 1989), and different species of seals and 

sea-birds (Dunbar 1981; Lønne & Gabrielsen 1992). 
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In many respects, the surface under the ice resembles the sea bed 

as substrate for invertebrates. Work on Arctic shelf areas in Ca

nada, Greenland and Alaska has suggested that colonisation of 

ice by the benthos generally occurs in shallow water areas (Carey 

1985; Quillfelt 1996) as in most of the NSR area. The presence of 

vast shalJow areas along the Russian Arctic coast, which are net 

exporters of ice to the Arctic basin, suggest that these areas might 

be the origin of the ice biota and that the recruitment of such biota 

might be facilitated by some of the same processes responsible 

for the incorporation of sediment particles into the ice. 

Suspension freezing and ice-induced gouging of the seafloor and 

seafloor ice formation are believed to be the most important 

mechanisms in the transfer of sediment and biota suspended in 

the water column and residing on the sea floor to the ice. Recent 

observations indicate that the pro cess of suspension freezing is 

capable of transporting material from the sea floor to the overlying 

ice in water up to 50 m deep, and that such conditions are found 

where latent heat polynyas occur. Such polynyas above shallow 

water are found along the fast ice edge in the NSR area. 

Some polynyas occur at the same place every year. Some are open 

throughout the winter, while others may be ice covered through 

the coldest months. The areas with highest frequency of polynyas 

have partly been mapped by INSROP Sub-programme I. An outline 

of the polynyas in the Laptev Sea in 1992 is presented in figure 

2.12. 

1400 
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Figure 2.12. The ice conditions of the Laptev Sea during March 20-24 ] 992, mapped by AARI, St. Petersburg. After Reimnitz ( 1995). 

Figure 2.11. lee cover of the Arctic Ocean. Areas of regularly occuring winter polynyas (open water) are indicated by hatching 

(Soviet Arctic 1970). a: lee egde in winter, b: ice edge in summer, v: fast ice, g: polynya. 
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The ecological significanee of the water-land border 

zone. 
The coastal zone comprises the littoral zone, which regularly dries 

out during the tidal cyele, the supralittoral zone which is irregularly 

flooded during storms and the layda-zone, where permafrost makes 

vertical water movement impossible while horizontal tidal influence 

is pronounced. Despite this being a harsh habitat due to large 

fluctuations in salinity, temperature and ice-scouring, the coastal 

zone plays host to important and vulnerable biological resources. 

The different sedimentation regimes along the coast are reflected 

in the large variation in sediment composition, and in areas of fine 

sediment accumulation, shores are considered to be most vulne

rable in the event of an accidental spill of oil or other noxious 

substances. 

The water land border zone is frequently used by humans. Many 

Figure 2.13. Sediment 

eomposition and shore 

morphology in the eoastal 

zone along the NSR. Maps 

show pereentage Pelite, 

Silt, Sand, Coarse 

sediments, Roeks and lee. 

of the human settlements in these northern areas are located along 

the coast or along the rivers. Man-made installations, such as 

harbours, water intake for the fishing industry and proeessing 

plants, fishing boats and equipment, are therefore at risk in the 

event of an accidental spill of oil or other materials. 

Human settlements along the NSR area comprise a large variety of 

communities, from small villages and camps of nomadie groups of 

indigenous people to large communities of severai tens of 

thousands of other inhabitants concentrated around harbours, 

factories or mineral resources. The population along the NSR the

refore consists of a mixture of indigenous people and inhabitants 

originating from other parts of Russia or the former Soviet Union. 

Even though more than 1,100 permanent human settlements exist 

in the Siberian North (Friis pers. comm.) the area is among the least 

populated in the world. 

The selection of human settlements as a VEC in the present con

text is based on the fact that not only indigenous, but also people 

of Russian or other former Soviet heritage are dependent on the 

natural resources of this remote and elimatically harsh region. 

Reindeer herding, fur hunting and fishing are most common among 

the indigenous populations, but these activities are also impor

tant trades for people of non-indigenous heritage. Although these 

people have a very different historieal, cultural and linguistic 

background, the rough Arctic conditions require similar li fest yle 

adjustments for all inhabitants. In some of the sparseIy populated 

areas shipping traffic is very sporadie, and in some are as there are 

connections to other parts of the country only once or twice a 

year. In such areas the inhabitants have to be self-sustaining in 

order to survive. 

Baseline data 
Information on sediment composition and shore morphology in 

the coastal zone is used for deducing distribution of expected 

biological resources, based on knowledge of the organism's 

demands for specific substrates. The sediment composition is also 

an important indicator of the accumulationlabrasion conditions of 

beaches, which in turn is decisive for the fate of e.g. an oil slick 

reaching the coastal zone. Substrate composition is thus a measure 

of vulnerability towards pollution. 

During INSROP phase 1, the sediment composition of the entire 

shoreline of the NSR has been mapped. The shoreline in the Kara 

Sea, from Dikson to the Boris Vilkitsky Strait is relativeIy straight 

and consists of steep eliffs with some angular projections, gulfs 

and bays. Some parts are characterised by numerous, widely spread 

islands separated by shallow straits. The shore is composed of 

rocks and coarse sediments (gravel, pebbles and boulders). 

UsuaIly, low temperatures le ad to slower degradation of any 

foreignlpollution compounds. Due to the low temperatures in the 

NSR area, a contarninant reaching the area will have a longer las
ting effect on the ecosystem than the same compound is expected 

to have in areas with higher temperatures. An exception is 

radioactive isotopes that will decay at known rates independent 

of temperature. The water - land border zone is most vulnerable to 

pollution floating on the sea, such as an oil slick, as any 

contarninant washed ashore may damage both plant and animal 

life. 

However, different parts of the water - land border zone have a 

varying vulnerability towards pollutants. The vulnerability is de

pendent on how exposed the coast is to wind and wave movements. 

In the exposed parts, wind and wave movements will rapidly wash 

away any contarninant that reaches land, and only a short time 

exposure of the intertidal communities will occur. Examples from 

the whole world have shown that the exposed littoral zone is highly 

"self-eleaning." An oil spill will for instance mostly be washed 
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away within months. A Norwegian exposed shore has shown to 

recover from an oil spill within 3 years (Lein et al. 1992), except for 

long-lived plants and animals, which will only occur as juvenile 

plants after that period. 

In sheltered areas, and especially in estuarine areas, accumulation 
of fine sediments occurs. Such areas are important foraging areas 

for wading birds. These sheltered areas are very vulnerable to 
pollution, as contaminants like oil will associate with the fine grained 

sediment, and persist for years. Due to low temperatures and of ten 

poor oxygen conditions the breakdown of any contaminants will 
proceed very slowly. Thus, all the animals living on contarninated 

soft bottom beaches will be exposed to potential toxic compounds 

for a long time. During periods of extreme weather conditions, 

wind and surf may spread oil and other pollutants up into the 
supralittoral zone, thus affecting areas that may be used as pasture 

land. This phenomenon was observed on the Shetland Islands 
after the "Braer" incident in January 1993. 

A special part of the coastal zone is the inland areas, which become 

flo od ed during the spring rise in the rivers. The large Siberian 

Rivers, from Ob in the west to Kolyma in the east, are responsible 

for more than 85 % of the total fresh- water transport to the Arctic. 

At the same time these rivers are important traffic-corridors, pro

viding ship transportation possibilities to the in land parts of 

Siberia. In spring and early summer, when snow melting begins in 

central and southern Siberia, the water leve! of the rivers gradually 

rises. As the melting of snow and ice proceed northwards, an 
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extreme increase in water flow occurs, and the rivers flood large 

areas along the banks of the lower reaches and the delta. 

The spring flood normally lasts for three to five weeks from early 

June onwards. During summer, the rivers fall to "normal" water 

leve!. These areas, which are water covered for only a few weeks 

each year are vulnerable to water- borne pollution. An example of 

the extent and location of inundated riverine areas, mapped by 

use of satellite remote sensing, is presented in figure 2.14. 

The extent and location of inundated river areas in the lower Yenisei 

valley were mapped by use of two NOAA-9 and NOAA-II 
"Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer" satellite images, 

covering the same river area, one from the spring flow period and 

one from summer were superimposed on each other. Due to 

frequent cloud cover in the area it was not possible to obtain two 

images from the same year. An image from the 25'h June 1988 was 

therefore used to cover a spring-flood period, and another from 

the 29th July 1994, was used to cover a "normal" situation (figure 

2.14). The total inundated area was then calculated to 11.600 km2 . 

Figure 2.14 (right). Inundated river areas of the lower Yenisey 

valley mapped and calculated by remote sensing technique. The 

yellow area was inundated during high water flow of 25th June 

1988, while the blue area is the river at nomwl water level on 

29th July 1994. 
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Figure 2.1S. Sediment composition in the coastal zone of the NSR area. 
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Introduction 
The Northern Sea Route (NSR) area comprises many important 

marine bird species. Some species are also endemic breeders. The 

NSR area borders three oceans: the Atlantic Ocean to the west, 

the Pacific Ocean to the east, and the Arctic Ocean to the north 

(see Chapter 1, this issue). The composition and type of bird species 

are quite different in the respective oceans, and along the NSR 

route the distribution of the species from these oceans is 

overlapping or distinct. 

In addition to the east-vest gradient, there is a north-south gradient 

of significant importance for the distribution of birds. Most of the 

NSR lies within the Arctic and the northern areas belong to the 

high Arctic where sea ice and low temperatures set distribution 

limits for man y species. In winter, almost all marine bird species 

migrate out of the NSR area. However, during favourable weather 

conditions some species may winter in the marginal zones of the 

NSR area.Sea ice is an important physical factor for the marine 

birds, which 1imits the distribution of many species. Auk species 

are dependent on open water, and dense ice may entirely exclude 

these species. However, in ice-covered areas there is a system of 

recurring po1ynyas, leads and fractures which can be exploited by 

seabirds for feeding and resting. There is also a special ice fauna 

in the sea ice, which some seabirds rnay use as food (see Chapter 

2, this issue). 

Table 3.1. Marine birds; selected VECs o/ the INSROP EIA process. 

Main 
Seabirds Red-throated Diver 

White-billed Diver 
Pelagic Cormorant 

Black-Iegged Kittiwake 

Gavia ste Ila ta 

Ivory Gull 

Briinruch's Guillemot 

Black Guillemot 
Little Auk 

Horned Puffin 

Marine Wildfowl Emperor Goose 

Barnacle Goose 

Greater Scaup 

Common Eider 

King Eider 

Spectacled Eider 

Steller's Eider 
Long-tailed Duck 

Common Scoter 

V elvet Scoter 

Goosander 

Waders in resting and feeding 
areas 

G. adamsii 
Phalacrocorax pelagicus 
Rissa tridactyla 
Pagophila ebumea 
Uria lomvia 
Cepphus grylle 
Alle alle 
Fratercula comiculata 
Anser canagicus 
Brama leucopsis 
Aythya marila 
Somateria mollissima 
S. spectabilis 
S. fischeri 
Polysticta stelleri 
Clangula hyemalis 
Melanitta nigra 
M./usca 

In general, the knowledge about the birds in the NSR area is poor. 

In this issue of the INSROP Dynamic Environmental Atlas (DEA) 

the most relevant infornlation concerning the biology of the species 

and potentially threats of the NSR activity to the populations is 

summarised. In addition, a more comprehensive description of 

potentially influenced species is about to be published (Gavrilo et 

al. in prep.). 

The INSROP Marine Bird Project is head ed by Vidar Bakken, 

Norwegian Polar Institute, Oslo, Norway, while Maria Gavrilo, 

Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, St.Petersburg, is the 

national co-ordinator in Russia. 
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Figure 3.1. Kittiwakes and Pomarine Skua are common 
species in the ice covered areas along the NSR route. 

Selection of VECs 
In the INSROP ELA process, three Valuable Ecosystem Components 

(VECs) of marine birds have been selected (cf. Chapter l ,  this 

issue): Seabirds, Marine Wildfowl, and Waders in Resting and 

Feeding Areas. These groups comprise about all species that uti

lise the marine habitat all or palis of the year. Both Seabirds and 

Marine Wildfowl are separated into many species which are pre

sented in the database of the INSROP DEA, see table 3.1. 

So far, the presence of the bird species spending at least part of 

the year in the marine habitat has been the main criteria for selec

tion. Special emphasis has been placed on oil spill vulnerability 

(Gavrilo et al. 1998). A farther selection of species within each 

group will be done when evaluating other potential impact factors 

(cf. Thomassen et al., this issue). 

The VEC Seabirds consists of species in the orders Gaviiformes, 

Procellariiformes and Pelecanifornles, and in the suborders Lari 

and Alcae in the order Charadriiformes. The species found to be 

vulnerable to oil spilIs by Gavrilo et al. (1998) were Red-throated 

Diver, White-billed Diver, Pelagic Cormorant, Black-legged 

Kittiwake, Ivory Gull, Briinnich's Guillemot, Black Guillemot, Little 

Auk, and Homed Puffin. All the species in this VEC are real marine 

birds living in connection with the sea all year round, and their 

main feeding habitat is in the marine environment. 

The VEC Marine wild/olVl consists of species in the order 

Anseriformes and includes both real marine species and species 

living close to the sea only parts of the year. The species found to 

be vulnerable to oil spilIs by Gavrilo et al. (1998) were Emperor 

Goose, Bamacle Goose, Greater Scaup, Conmlon Eider, King Eider, 

Spectacled Eider, Steller's Eider, Long-tailed Duck, Conmlon Scoter, 

Velvet Scoter, and Goosander. This group is especially connected 

to the coast and to areas with brackish waters. 

The last VEC selected was Waders in resting and /eeding areas. 
This includes species in the suborder Charadrii in the order 

Charadriiformes. The NSR area is inhabited by manY wader species 

that of ten have special feeding and resting areas along the NSR, 

which they use in connection with migration. Damage to such 

areas may have strong negative effects on the waders. The same 

areas may also be important to geese. 

In the following sections, selected information obtained during 

INSROP Phase l on the VECs at species level is outlined. Much of 

the data are for the first time presented for the western audience. 
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Status.The Kiniwake is a widespread breeding species within the 
NSRarea. 

Distribution and population size: The breeding range is 
circumpolar in the Arctic-Boreal climatic zone. The world population 
is estimated to 6,000,000-8,000.000 pairs (Lloyd et al. 1991). 

Within the NSR area, the breeding range is from the northemmost 
island to the coast of the Eurasian Mainland. Nonbreeding 
Kiniwakes occur far beyond the breeding range limits, reaching 
the latitudes of the Central Arctic Basill.. There are about 50 
colonies within the NSR area, numbering from severaI to two tens 

of thousands pairs. Colonies with more than 1,000 pairs are know 11. 

f r o m  nor th-east Novaya Zemlya, Severnaya Zemlya, 
Preobrazhel1.iya Island, New Siberian Islands, VrangeIlsland and 

o CoIonies ei lD<nown sIze 
O 	 Small coIories, lass 1han 1,000 pårs 


MeclLITl sized coIonies, 1,000 to 10,000 pai", 

• Large colonies. more thsn 10,000 pan 

100' 	 120" 

severaI places from Chukotka (Antipin 1938; Rutilevskiy 1963; 
Kondratiev 1986; Stishov et al. 1991; Korte et al. 1995). Colonies 
with more than 15,000 pairs are registered on Kolyuchin, Hen.riena 

and Vrangel Islands (Leonov 1945; Kondratiev 1986; Stishov et al, 
1991). Smaller colonies with less than 1.000 pairs occur many places 

in the NSR area (Syroechkovskiy & Lappo 1994; Kondratiev 1986; 
Bogoslovskaya et al. unpubl.). The minimum number of Kiniwakes 
within the NSR areamay be roughly estimated to 100,000-150.000 
pairs. which is about 1.5 - 2 % of the world population. 

Only a few data exist on population trends in the NSR area. An 
increase was recorded for two small colonies at Chukotka only 
(Kondratiev 1986). The overall number of Kittiwakes on the Vrange I 
Island and Gerald Island are fluctuating a lot from year to year 
(Stishov et al. 1991). 

Habitats and breeding. The colonies are located in rocky eliffs 
mainly along the sea coast and in the fjords, sometimes in rivers, 
canyons and even in lakes more than 50 km away from the sea. 
Non-breeding Killiwakes prefer more pelagic marine ha bit ats 
compared to other species of gul1s (Shuntov 1972). 

The egg laying period starts in June and ends in July (Demme 
1934; Stishov et al. 1991; Korte et al. 1995). The full clutch contains 
1-3 eggs (Yudin & Firsova 1988 a), but on the Vrangel Island it 
does not exceed two eggs (Stishov et al. 1991). Both parents 
incubate the eggs for 24 - 28 days (Modestov 1967; Firsova 1978). 
Hatching occurs in late July - early August (Laktionov 1946; 

Uspenskiy 1963; Stishov et al. 1991). At the age of 40 days, the 
chicks are able to fly. 

In the low Arctic, food availability in the vicinity of the breeding 

Figure 3.2. Distribution of Black-Iegged Kittiwake in the NSR area. (Non investegated areas in gray shade). 

colonies is of great importance for the breeding success (Krasnov 
1989). For high Arctic regions. abiotic factors become more impor
tant. Among natural predators of eggs and chicks, larger gulls and 

skuas are the most important. Predation efficiency is inversely 
proportionalto the nesting densily (Krasnov et al. 1995). Predat
ion by Glaucous Gulls may somelimes affect the breeding success 
(Kondratiev et al. 1987) 

Sea sona I migrations. Killiwakes arrive at their breeding grounds 
as soon as open water appear nearby the colonies. Already in 
April in the northeast Novaya Zemlya; in mid-May on polynyas 
around Sevemaya Zemlya and on the Vrangel Island (Gorbunov 

1929; Antipin 1938; Ushakov 1951; Uspenskiy 1969; Pridatko 1986). 
They leave the colonies during September and abandon the areas 
around the colonies in late September and October (Gorbunov 

1929; Antipin 1938; Laktionov 1946; Stishov et al. 1991). In wann 

years, birds can delay the departure until late October (Uspenskiy 
1969; Stishov et al. 1991). 

The main wintering areas are situated between 40 and 60· N both 
in the Atlantic and in the Pacific oceans. Killiwakes nesting west 
from Taimyr Peninsula are suggested to migrate westward to the 
Atlantic Ocean. while those gulls breeding east ofTaimyr migrate 

to the Pacitic Ocean. 

Food ha bits. The main feeding biotope is at the sea surface, but 
coastal shallows and even the tidal zone can be used as well. In 
the north of the range, freshwater flows near the edges of glaciers, 
small river mouths and ice edges where strong vertical currents 
occur as the result of temperature and salinity gradient are among 
favourite foraging habitats (Salomonsen & Gitz-Johansen 1944; 
Løvenskiold 1964; Mehlum 1984). Food is mostly laken from the 

III General occurance at sea 

• Siles ei extensive migration obs8<Ved from land
60° O RØCIlflIIy surveyed area supported by dBla on runbers 

O Sites ei observation al birds out ol brMding season 
ed by data on phenakJgy 

100° 	 120° 

sea surface or depths less than 0.5 m. Kleptoparasitism and 
commensalism are known for this speeies (Kras nov et al. 1982; 
Løvenskiold 1964; Salomonsen & Gitz-Johansen 1944; Nelson 1887). 

As many other gull speeies. Kiuiwakes are known as ship 
followers. 

The foraging distance from the colon y can sometimes reach 100 
km, but Kittiwakes from the Vrange I Island are never observed 
more than 20-30 km from the colonies when breeding (Stishov et 
al. 1991). Small fishes are the main food. but different plan.kton 
invertebrates are also Laken (Salomonsen & Gitz-Johansen 1944; 
Løvenskiold 1964; Belopolskiy 1957, Krasnov 1989). Some data 
on the diet composition from the Siberian seas, indicate that Polar 
Cod is the main prey item (Uspenskiy 1963; Rutilevsk.iy 1963; 
Stishovet aI. 1991). 

Human use. No economical significance. 

Interaction with NSR activities. In contrast to many other colonial 
gulls. Kiniwakes may suffer more from food depletion caused by 
overfishing. As there is no extensive fishing along the NSR area, 
the greatest impact on the Kiniwakes populations may be caused 
by accidental or chronic oil pollution. Cases of mass death from 
oil spill are documented (Underwood & Stowe 1983). As a long
lived LOp predaLOrs, Kittiwakes may actively accumulate pollutants, 
though their concentrations are 3-5 times lower than in larger gulls 
(Savinova 1990). Regular disturbanee in colonies as a result of 
human visits or Iowaireraft flights may have negative effect by 
means of increased predation. Creation of leads, crevices and 
turning of ice-floes by the ships, may result in increased food 
availability and may have positive effects on the population. 
However, the birds attracted by the ships are a1so more likely to be 

exposed to discharges and emmisions. 

140· 	 160° 140° 	 160' 
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Status. The Ivory Gull is breeding and part ly wintering in the NSR 

area. It is included in the Red Book of the Russian Federation. In 

the Russian Arctic, the breeding sites of the Ivory Gull have been 

protected since 1993 with the establishment of the Great Arctic 

Reserve including the Kara Sea islands and of the FederaJ Complex 
Reserve "Franz Josef Land". 

Ivory Gull lives most of the year in the ice-covered waters. Il has 

Large rolonies, more !han 200 pairs 
Medium sized colonles, lG-50 pairs 
Singular breeding pairs and small colonies ol < 10 pairs 
Colonies ol unknown size 
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an flight appearance and a sound much like a tern. The adults are 

pure white wilh black legs. Juveniles have brown-black speckles 
and spots scattered from nape over whole of back to upper tail

coverts. In general, the biology of the Ivor)' Gull is poorly known. 

Distribution and population size, Ivor)' Gull breeds in the northern 
part of Canada, northem and eaSlern coasts of Greenland, Spits

bergen, Victoria Island, Franz Josef Land, Novaja Zernlja, Sevemaya 
Zernlya (Antipin 1938; Evans 1984; Yudin & Firsova 1988), and at 

the Kara Sea islands (Syroechkovsky Jr & Lappo 1994). The world 
population is estimated al about 14,000 pairs (Volkov & de Korte 

1996). 

In the NSR region, the majority of the Ivory Gulls breed at Sevemaya 

Zemlya and at the Kara Sea islands. Al the Severnaya Zemlya 

Archipelago, the number of breeding Ivory Gulls fluctuates 

between 1,000 and 2,000 pairs (Volkov & de Korte 1996). In the 

Kara Sea islands, the num ber of breeding Ivory Gulls appear 10 be 

severai thousand pairs (Syroechkovsky Jr & Lappo 1994). 

Habitats and breeding. The distribution of the Ivory Gull is cioseil' 
related to the ice covered waters in the Arctic. At the Kara Sea 

islands and Franz Josef Land, breeding has been observed on flat 

ground (Uspenskil' & Tomkovich 1986; Syroyechkovskiy & Lappo 

in press). Both cliff and flat ground colonies have been observed 
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at Sevemaya Zemlya and Spitsbergen (Volkov & de Korte 1996; 

Løvenskiold 1963). 

The nest is made by seaweed, debris or moss (del Hoyo et al. 

1996). The clutch size is nornlally (Wo eggs (J -3) which are 
incubated for 24-26 days. The ctticks stal' in the nest for 4-5 weeks. 

Seasonal migrations. During spring and autumn migralion, the 
Jvory Gull is encoulllered all over lhe Arclic Basin including the 

coast of lhe mainJand. DUling the breeding season, migraling birds 
are also common over the whole Arctic Basin, but on the mainland 

coast it is only observed at the Taimyr Peninsula. 

Food ha bits. During the breeding season the diet of Ivory Gull is 
mainJy based upon fish (primarily Polar Cod Boreogadus saida) 

and mali ne invertebrates (Amphipodae, Clione) (Yudin & Firsova 
1988). In the non-breeding season, they take a Jot of different food 

items as carcasses, fish, cnlst3ceans, and garbage/sewage near 

human settlements. 

Human use. Jvory Gulls have no econolllical value, but personnei 

from the polar stations have collected eggs in the coJonies. 

Interaction with NSR activities. Oil spills mal' have a negative 

.rz:aa..... of spring and au1urm migra1ion 

oD a..... of summer movemen\s 

• kno>w1 winlerlng area 
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Figure 3.3. Distribution of Ivory Gull in the NSR area. (Non investegated areas in gral' shade). 

influence on the Ivory Gull population. Cunenrly there are no data 

showing lhat noise from helicoplers or single visits by humans in 

the colonies mal' have adverse effects. However, Ivor)' Gulls mal' 
Jeave the breeeding area by regular disturbance by the aClivily on 

polar stations as registrered at the Sredniy and Golomyany islands 

(Sedov Archipelago). 

The creation of leads, crevices and turning of ice floes as a result 
of the shipping activity, mal' increase (he food availability and 

have a positive effecl on the Ivory Gull popuJalion. 
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Status. The Brilnnich's Guillemot is a nesting and migratory 
species in the NSR area. According to the most recent reviews 
(Stepanya 1975; Golovkin 1990) four subspecies are identified: 
U. l. lom via, U. l. eleonorae, U. l. heckery and U. l.arra. A revision 
of the systematics however, should be considered. Based on the 
recent reviews, two endemic subspecies U. I. eleonorae and 
U. /. heckery occur within the NSR area. They are partly protected 
in the VrangeIlsland and the Lena-Delta State Reserves. 

Distribution and population size. The breeding range is 
circumpolar within the Arctic and Sub-Arctic. The BrUnnich's 
Guillemot is considered to be one of the most numerous seabird in 
the world and the breeding population is estimated at 14,000,000 
birds. (CSWG 1996). There are more than 20 colonies distributed 
irregularly over the NSR area with a break in the Kara Sea. The 
largest, with more than 10,000 birds, is in northeast Novaya Zemlya, 
east Tairnyr, New-Siberian Islands, Kolyuchin, Vrangel, and Herlad 
Islands (Antipin 1938; Uspenskiy 1957, 1959; Rutilevskiy 1963; 
Stishov et al. 1991; Kondratyev et al. 1987). It is estimated that the 

o Smalt _as, number less 1han 1,000 pøIrs 
•  k.m slze, no.mbor f1'Om 1,000 

•  colon ... , mora 1han 10,000 pairs 

total number of breeding Brilnnich's Guillemot within the NSR 
area is not less than 350,000-400,000 birds, which is about 3 % of 
the world breeding population. 

Brilnnich's Guillemots show different population trends over their 
range. From the NSR area, reliable data on population dynamics 
are available for the VrangeIlsland only where the population for 
the last decade has been estimated to 109,Ooo-l43,000 individuals 
(Pridatko 1986). As the poplllation decline is recorded in regions 
with extensive fishing only, it could be suggested that in the Siberian 
seas the overall number seems to be stable. 

Habitats and breeding. Bri.innich's Guillemot is an colonial diff 
nesting species. Within the NSR area, Brilnnich's Guillemots of ten 
breed in mixed colonies with Kiniwakes, Black Guillemots and 
Glaucous Gulls. 

The ice conditions are of great importance for the Brilnnich's 
Guillemots. Outside the breeding season, the birds generally occur 
in continental shelf waters with drifting ice and surface 
temperatures between O-10°C. They are known to aggregate near 
the ice edge zone. The northem boundary of the breeding range is 
tied up with an average multiyear position of the drifting ice edge 
in late August-early September, as the chicks leave colonies in ice 
free waters. Hence, the Brilnnich's Guillemot does not breed in 
Sevemaya Zemlya because of the heavy ice conditions in this 
area. Another important factor effecting colon y position is 
presence of recurring polynyas and leads. For BrUnnich's Guillemot 
this is even more important than for the other seabirds nesting in 
the Arctic. The foraging range is also affected by the ice conditions. 
Dense sea ice near the colony may force the birds to fly significam 
distances to reach suitable feeding habitats (e.g. open water, ice 
edge zones) (Gaston & Nettleship 1981). In the northem parts of 
the breeding area, heavy ice conditions can cause delayed bree
ding. If the fast ice or den se drift ice surrounds the colony in 

Figure 3.4. Distribution of Brilnni !lEl; Guillemot in the NSR �� (Non investegated ard  gray shade). 160° 

autumn, it may result in a complete loss of the fledged chicks 
(Pridatko 1986). 

Briinnich's Guillemot lay one egg only direetly on the ledge. 
Incubation period lasts for 28-35 days. After hatching, the ehieks 
remain on the Iedge from 18 to 30 days. The duration of the stay on 
the ledges depend to a great extent on the environmental factors, 
such as the physical condition of the chicks which is dependent 
on the amount and guality of the food brought by the parents, in 
addition to weather and ice conditions during fledging. Fledging 
dates within the NSR area vary from early August to earl y Septem
ber. The duration of the presence of Briinnich's Guillemots in the 
breeding colonies vary from 100 days in the colonies located far 
away from wintering grounds to 180 days elose to the wintering 
grounds. 

Seasonal migrations. Bri.innieh 's Guillemots usually winter not 
far from the breeding grounds near the ice edge zone. There are 
known cases of wintering of small number of guillemots in the 
polynya off the Zhelaniya Cape (Antipin 1938; Butyev 1959). 
Wintering in other polynyas of the Siberian Seas is assumed 
(Kozlova 1957; Uspenskiy 1969). Seasonal movements of 
BrUnnich's Guillemots do not have a well-pronounced migrating 
character. being rather nomadic. In the autumn the birds usually 
move gradually away from the nesting region in small groups as 
the water is freezing. In spring the migration is more pronollneed. 
Numerous flocks of birds migrate over areas eovered by dense 
sea ice can be observed. The main winter guarters for the Atlantic 
populations in North Atlantic are in the sea off Newfoundland 
and southwest of Greenland. Pacifie populations winter in the 
Bering Sea, Sea of Okhotsk, and the northem Pacific. 

Food ha bits. BrUnnich's Guillemots forage while diving. Normally 
food is taken in the water column with depth less than 50 m. Diet 
may vary significantly by seasons, years and in different 
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geographieal regions. BrUnnich's Guillemot is a typical generalist 
and take a lot of different prey items. In some food samples from 
the Siberian Seas during the nesting period, Polar Cods and 
Crustaceans were observed (Uspenskiy, 1956 Rutilevskiy, 1963; 
Golovkin & Flint 1975; Stishov et al. 1991). NonnaJly, BrUnrrich's 
Guillemots feed guite dose to the colonies in the breeding period. 
Some observations from the NSR area indicate the foragi ng range 
of about 20 km (Golovkin & Flint 1975; Pridatko 1986). 

Human use. Up to the 1950s, harvesting on eggs and adults was 
wide-spread in the USSR, resulting in a depletion of the population 
in some colonies. At present, the colonies of guiJlemots provide 
only an additionaJ food source for the local people in the NSR 
area. 

Interaction with NSR activities. The development of shipping 
along the NSR is mainly a threat for the Brtinnich's GuiJlemots 
because of possible oil spilIs. The most vulnerable period is just 
after the chicks have fledged from the colonies in late August 
until October, as the chicks are unable to fly. The adults are also 
unable to fly during this period of moulting. There are reasons tO 
believe that the routes of the auturnn migrations in the Siberian 
Seas are signiflcantly influeneed by suitable iee conditions. 
Combined with the corresponding ship traffic, there is a risk for 
adverse impact by aceidental events such as oil spilIs. lo addition 
to accidental pollution, the guillemots as long-lived top predators 
are exposed to chronic pollution. 

The disturbance caused by low flying aircraft can result in panic 
in the colony. Loss of eggs and chicks from the ledges and 
increased gull predation can be the result. 

One of the potentially positive faetors connected with the NSR 
shipping includes the ereation of leads by the vessels facilitating 
the food availability for the guillemots. However, the input of this 
factor is unknown. 

140° 160° 55° 
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The colonial seabirds breeding within the NSR area are mainly 
represented by 12 species, II of the order Charadriiformes and 
one of the order Pelicaniiformes. 

Depending on the species composition, the colonies can be 
subdivided into severai types (Uspenskiy 1959). Under the severe 
climatic conditions of the Siberian shelf seas, the Arctic and high
Arctic seabird colonies are charcterised by relative few breeding 
species. 

The colonies of Sevemaya Zemlya are characterised by the absence 
of Brtinnich's Guillemots and the dominance of Little Auks. The 
Ivory Gull is also widespread in the archipelago and over the Kara 

o medium sized colonies, from 10,000 to 50,000 birds 

large colonies, from 50,000 to 100,000 birds 

80· 90· 

Sea islands. Mainly, the breeding colonial seabirds in this area are 
represented by four species: Little Auk, IGttiwake, Black Guillemot 
and Glaucous Gull. In addition, Ivory Gulls breed normally 
separately in flat ground colonies. The breeding coJonies on the 
islands in the northeast Kara Sea and the northwest Laptev Sea 

belong to the high-Arctic type. 

Table 3.2. Breeding fauna of fhe colonial seabirds within the 

NSR area. 

Sea 
Species Kara Laptev East-S Chukchi 
Phalacracorax pelagicus - B B 
Larus hyperboreus B B B B 
L. argenfatus (B) (8) B B 
Rissa fridacryla B B B B 
Pagophila ebllmea B B 
Alle alle B B 
Uria lomvia B B B B 
U. aalge B 
Fraterclila comiclliara B 
Lunda cirr/wfa B 
Cepphus grylle B B B B 
C. columba B 

8 . breeding; (8) . breeding, bUl in separate colonies not c on· 
sidering in this study 

Figure 3.5. Distribution of seabird colonies in the NSR area. (Non investegated are as in gray shade). 

The breeding species in other colonies of the NSR area also mainly 
belong to the Arctic type, and are dominated by IGtti wake and 
BrUnnich's Guillemol. The breeding colonies of the extreme 
northeast Novaya Zemlya, east Taimyr and New·Siberian Islands 
are characterised by only four breeding species: BrUnnich's 
Guillemot, IGttiwake, Black Guillemot and Glaucous Gull. 

Moving eastwards, BrUnnich's Guillemot and Kittiwake still 
dominate the colonies, but some Pacific species are added: Pelagic 
Connorant, Homed Puffin and Tufted Puffin. In the eastemmost 
region, Black Guillemot is replaced by Pigeon Guillemot and also 
the Conunon G uilJemot appears. High abundance of Black GuilJelllot 

is typical in the colonies of Herald Island and in the De-Long 
archipelago. The colonies of Vrangel and Herald Islands, as well 
as many of those situated along the Arctic coast of Chukotka, 
belong to the Arctic type with supplementary species from the 
boreal parl of the Paciflc Ocean. The maximum number of species 
(8) are found in the eastemmost region of Chukchi Peninsula. 
Here, the boreal species become domi nant and the colonies belong 
to the northem boreal-Pacific type. 

The distribution of seabird colonies is governed by the 
combination of suitable breeding habitats, protection and good 
feeding conditions. It is well documented that the seabird colonies 
are mainly localised in the regions of high biological productivity. 
High vertical water circulation in the Arctic seas mainly occurs in 
polar front areas which are found in the Barents, Bering and 

Chukchi seas. Arnong these, only the westem Chukchi Sea belongs 
strickJy to the NSR area. Here, the highest number of species 
breed compared to the other seas of the Siberian shelf are found. 

The sea ice is an important oceanographic factor affecting the Iife 
of the Arctic marine organisms. The presence of sea ice restricts 

the food access for the seabirds, and for guillemot fledglings dense 
sea ice may significantly increase the mortality when they leave 
the colonies. On the other hand, it is shown thal the ecosystems 
of recurring polynyas and the ice edge are characterised by 
enhanced biological productivity. The regions of the shelf break 
are also a zone of increased water circulation and enhanced 
productivity. The high Arctic colonies of seabirds are confined to 
recurring polynyas (Kupetskiy 1959; Brown & Netlleship 1981; 
Gavrilo et al. 1995 and others). Within the NSR area, the only large 
colony of the Kara Sea is situated at the northern tip of 
Novozemelskaya polynya; the colonies of Sevemaya Zemlya are 
tied up with the Eastem Severozemelskaya polynya which is 
located along the boundary of the continental slope; the colonies 
of Preobrazheniya Island and the New-Siberian Islands correspond 
to the system of the Laptev polynyas which is known as the Great 
Siberian polynya. The Zavrangelevskaya polynya adjoins Vrangel 
Island. 

The structure of the shores, although it is not a decisive factor for 

the existence of colonies, can restrict their distribution to a certain 



ex tent. The majority of seabirds in the NSR area nest on the rocky 
part of the coast, which give them protection from terrestrial 
predators. Suitable breeding habitats withinthe NSR area are limited, 

and are mainly confined to the Arctic islands. At the mai nI and, 
suitable breeding habitats are only found in the eastem Chukotka. 

In general, the number of seabirds in the colonies of the Siberian 
shelf seas are relatively few. Among the 46 colonies considered in 
this study, there is only one colony with more than 100,000 

individuals, four colonies with 50-100,000 individuals and II 
colonies with 10-50,000 individuals. The lowest number of seabirds 
in colonies is in the Kara Sea. The largest colony in this area 
situated at northeast Novaja Zemlja, has about 20-25,000 

individuals. The colonies in the Laptev and the East-Siberian Seas 
occupy an interrnediate position. The largest colonies are tied up 
with the Great Siberian polynya. Large breeding colonies are also 
situated in wesl Vrangel Island and at the eastern coast of 
Severnaya Zemlya. The colonies in the Chukchi Sea are 
characterised not only by the highest speeies diversity, but also 
by the highest number of breeding seabirds. The largest colonies 
known for the NSR area are located at Uering Cape and on 
Kolyuchin Island with 200,000 and 60,000 individuaIs, respectively. 
According to available data, the total number of seabirds in the 
colonies within the NSR area are estimated at 600,000 to 700,000 

pairs, excluding tems, Glaucous Gulls, Ivory and Herring Gulls 
breeding in separate colonies. 

Seabirds inhabiting the Siberian shelf seas are migratory birds. 
Few winter areas are recorded in the polynyas offZhelaniya Cape 
and in Matochk.in Shar Strait (Antipin 1938; Dubrovskiy 1944; 

Butyev 1959). It is also assumed that seabirds are wintering in the 
other polynyas (UspensJUy 1969). 

The arrival time to the nesting areas depends on the ice conditions 
in the adjacent water areas. The birds migrate towards the bree
ding colonies along a system of polynyas.ln spring, the migration 
frequently approaches to the colonies from the north, following 
the recurring polynyas (Antipin 1938; UspensJUy 1957). The first 
occupied colonies are those situated dose to the ice egde. Thus, 
the colony in extreme northeast Novaya Zernlya is occupied already 
in the beginning of April. Some later, by the end of April, the 
colonies at Vrangel Island are occupied. Black Guillemol, Briinnich's 
Guillemot and Glaucous Gull, wintering near the drifting ice edge, 
are the first species to retum to the colonies. A little later, Kittiwakes 
and Pelagic Corrnorants retum. Homed and Tufted Puffins rnig
rate from temporaI latitudes and arrive as the last speeies. In 
autumn, Black GuiJlemoth is among the last species to lea ve the 
breeding colonies. Glaucous Gulls can be observed around the 
colonies as late as November. 

The time the seabirds stay in the colony during the breeding sea
son varies a lot. The longest period lasts for about 7 months at the 
northeast Novaya Zernlya. The shortest period is known from the 
Henrietta Island. In spite of the Great Siberian polynya situated 
dose to the colony, severe climatic conditions prevent birds to 
attend the colony due to snow and ice in the diffs. The time from 
the first colon y attendance at the beginning of the May to the 
birds have left colony by 20 September, is only 100 days (Leonov 
1946). 

As described by Bakken et al. (1996) and Gavrilo et al. (1998), oil 
spiJls in connection with the increased shipping along the NSR 
can be a major threat to the populations of seabirds breeding in 

colonies. The most vulnerable period is the time during the 
breeding period from earl y April until September. However, one 
should take into account that the distribution of the seabirds in 
spring is highly dependent of the ice situation. Important foraging 
areas can be tens of kilometres from the colon y as in colonies 
situated at eastem Sevemaya Zemlya. In periods with linle ice 
during the breeding season, some data indicate that the foraging 
range is less than 30 kilometres from the colony (GolovJUn & Flint 
1975; Pridatko 1986). 
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Status. The Barnacle Goose has increased in numbers and 

expanded the breeding range. Therefore it has been excluded from 

the last version of the Red Data Book of Russia (in press). A 
significant part of Eastern European population is protected in the 
"Vaigachskiy" federal refuge. 

Distribution and population size. The Barnacle Goose is a 

monotypical speeies in the Northem Atlantic separated spatially 

in three populations: Eastem Greenland, Spitsbergen, and Eastem 
European. Recently all populations have increased in numbers 

and expanded the breeding range. Only Southem Island ofNovaya 
Zemlya and Vaigach Island used to be main breeding areas for the 

Eastern European population. Since 1970's, many new breeding 

localities have been established along the migration route incJuding 

Yugor and Kanin Peninsulas, Malozemelskaya and 
Bolshezemelskaya tundra, and Kolguev Island (Kalyakin 1986; 

Leito et al. 1990; Gavrilo 1991; Ponomareva 1991; Filchagov & 
Leonovich 1992; Mineev 1994; Syroechkovskiy-jr. 1995a; Volkov 
& Chupin 1995). The Bamacle Goose inhabits only the westem
most part of the NSR area inc\uding Yugor Peninsula, Vaigach 

Island, and Southern Island of Novaya Zemlya (Kalyakin 1993; 

Morozov 1995). Besides, the speeies has been recorded in sum

meron Yamal and Gydan Peninsulas (Linkov 1983; Kalyakin 1993; 

Zhukov 1995). 

Recently the total winter population in the world was estimated to 

110,000-175,000 individuals (Owen 1984; Kalyakin 1993; Madsen 
1994). The Eastem European population has increased from 50,000 

birds in the 70's to 120,000- 130,000 in the earl y 90's (Madsen 1994; 

Rose & Scott 1994). 

There are no exact data on the number of Bamacle Geese breeding 

in the NSR area. The Vaigach Island is one of key areas for the 

Barnac1es and the population is estimated to 10,000-25,000 
individuals (Kalyakin 1984, 1993; Ponomareva 1994). The Yugor 
population is estimated to 550-800 individuals (Kalyakin 1993; 

Morozov 1995). The population of Barnacle Geese at the eastem 

coast of Novaja Zemlja is highly underestimated as the area is not 
yet surveyed. During the survey in 1992 at Novaya Zemlya the 

highest density of Barnaele Goose was recorded in the area at 

Menshikova Cape (34 and 14 birds/km2 at sea and on tundra. 

respectively) (Pokrovskaya & Tertitskiy 1993). At the present state 

of knowledge, the NSR area population can be estimated at about 
5-10 % of the world population and minimun 8-20 % of the Eastem 

European population. In addition, there is an unknown number of 

birds on the eastern coast of Novaya Zemlya. 

Habitats and breeding. The Barnaele Geese are mostly tied up to 

the coastal zone during the breeding season. Within the coastal 
habitats they are flexible in choosing breeding Siles, but 

inaccessibility for terrestrial predators is essential. Rocky coastal 

precipices, ridges, river canyons, and small off-shore islets are the 

main nesting sites in the NSR area (Kalyakin 1986; Morozov 1995). 

The Barnacle Goose becomes mature in the third year in life. They 

breed in colonies up to 20-30 pairs and in single pairs (Kalyakin 
1986; Morozov 1995). Often they breed in mixed colonies with 

eiders. Glaucous Gulls, or elose to raptors to get protection. 

The breeding period begins in the second half of lune (Mineev 
1994). In Vaigach, the clutch size is found to be 3.9-4.4 eggs, and 

the mean brood sizc - 2.4 goslings (Kalyakin 1986; Syroechkovskiy 

et al. 1995). The incubation period lam for 24-25 days and hatching 

occurs during mid-luly (Kalyakin 1986). After 40-45 days the 
goslings are able to fly. 

The ratio between breeders and non-breeders varies highly and 

depends on weather, time of the melting of snow, number of rodents 
and on the ratio between age and sex in the population. Between 

years it is found to vary from 4: I to 1:2 in Vaigach and Yugor are as 

(Kalyakin 1986; Romanov 1989; Morozov 1995). It should be taken 

into account that non-breeders seem to be highly underestimated 
because they mainly stay at sea. 

Seasonal migrations. The Bamacle Goose is a typical short

distance migrant. From the breeding sites they fly about 4,000 km 
to reach the wintering grounds in Scotland, lreland and the 
Netherlands (Leito 1990; Leito et al. 1994). The flyway of the Eastem 

European population follows the southeast coast of the Barents 

Sea, then they go southwards across the White and Baltie seas to 

the "'intering sites. The spring migration goes along the Western 
Yugor Peninsula and Yugor Shar Strait, with peak in earl y lune 

(Kalyakin 1984; Mineev 1994). 

70" 65° 

Figure 3.6. Distribution of Barnacle Goose in the NSR area. 

Food habits. Vegetation is the main part of the diet. Molluscs and 

crustaceans are sometimes consumed (lsakov & Ptushenko 1952). 

The diet in summer of the Eastem European population is not 

studied, but different speeies of dwarf willows, horsetails and 

saxifragas are in their main diet in Spitsbergen (Prop et al. 1984). 

Hrnuan lISe. The economic value is small. Bamacle Geese com pli sed 
about 6% of the geese hunted in spring in the Yugor-Vaigach area 
(Kalyakin 1986). [n some places, egg collection by local people 
may decrease the clutch size in colonies next to sett.lements 

(Ponomareva 1992, Filchagov & Leonovich 1992). 

Interaction with NSR activities. Even if the population are stable, 

the BamacJe Goose still remains vulnerable to human impacts due 

to their aggregation in certain marine habitats. 

Development of shipping along the NSR may affect the BamacJe 

Goose population in severaI ways. The birds are vulnerable to oil 

spilIs during moulting when brood rearing flocks are tied up to 

narrow coastal zones and they escape by swirnming. Geese that 

nest on small off-shore islets have to overcome straits with 

flightless gosJings by swimming. to reach the brooding areas on 
the mainland. This factor becomes most important in years with 
small numbers of lemmings, when only goslings from such habitats 

have the best chances to survive. Hence, the most vulnerable time 
is mid-luly until late August. Strict regulation of human activity 

on these areas should be considered in oil spilIs emergency plans. 

Other impacts, such as direct disturbance and noise or increasing 

of edi ble waste deposits are of less importance, but may 

significantly decrease nesting success in some cases by the 
increase of predator abundance and theirs hunting success. 

• Known rnoulting siles 
® RecentJy surveyed areas 

_ General nonbreeding distribution 
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Status. Two subspecies of Brent Goose are breeding in the NSR 

area; Dark-bellied Brent Goose (B.b. bemic/a) and Black Brent 
Goose (B.b. nigricans), which in this pa per includes B. b. anen/alis. 

The Black Brent Goose is included in the Russian Red Data Book. 
The most threatened Asian population of the Dark-bellied Brent 
Goose is protected in the Lena-Delta Reserve. The key areas for 

theDark-belJjed Brent Goose, which is a endemic breeder in Russia, 
are protected i n the Great Arctic Reserve. 

Distribution and population size. Brent Goose breeds across high
Arctic tundra. The Dark-bellied Brent Goose breeds on the Arctic 
coast of Yamal, Gydan and Taimyr, in Severnaya Zemlya 
archipelago and at the Kara Sea Islands. During the last decades, 
new nesting areas have been established along the migration route 

from the Western Eu rope (Filchagov & Leonovich 1992). The Black 

Known breeding s es 

O unknown size 

• < 50 pairs 
• 50 - 100 pairs
• 100 - 500 palrs 
• > 500 palrs 

60· 
D Range of regular breeding 
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Figure 3,7. Distribution of Brent Goose in the NSR area. 

Brent Goose breeds in isolated populations from the lower reaches 
of the alene/.; Rjver eastward up to the Anadyr River mouth (Isakov 
& Petushenko 1952; Cramp 1977). 

The Brent Goose population inhabiting the northern coasts of 
Russia in summer is estimated to 300,000-370,000 individuaIs, i.e. 
60-70% of the world population (Rose & Scott 1994). The number 

of the Dark-bellied Brent Goose have been steadily increasing for 
the last 30 years, while the Black Brant demonstrates the opposite 
trend. Particularly noticeable decline is observed in the Asian 
population, and this population is only estimated at some thousand 
of birds (Syroechkovskiy-jr. 1995b) 

Seasonal migrations. Dark-bellied Brent Geese fly in spring from 
the Western Europe along the White Sea-Baltic tlyway, across the 
Kanin Peninsula in early June. They appear in Taimyr on June 10, 

and depar! during Augllst. On the Yugor Peninsula coasts the 
birds are recorded up to early October (Mineev 1994). 

Black Brent Geese appear on the breeding grounds in very late 
May and earl y June (Degtyarev et al. 1995). Departllre takes place 
in late August and September. The seasonal migrations of the 

American population are mainly in the latitudinal direction con
necting Yakutian breeding grounds and American winter grounds 
(Kjstchinski & Vronskiy 1979). The Asian population winters in 
Japan, Korea and China. In spring, the geese migrate along Lena 

and Yana Rjver valleys, while in autumn they round the mainland 
along the coast, but the migration patterns are not entire clear. 

Habitats and breeding. Together with the Emperor Goose, the Brent 

Goose is one of the most marine geese species. Much of the life 

cycle is spent near the sea. They do not pen et rate inland more 
than some tens of kilometres. While breeding, the Dark-bellied 
Brent Goose are not much assosiated to the sea, because most of 

the coastline is covered by ice until July and August. They nest 

on plain fimdra and on minor islands near the mainland. Geese 
that breed on the mainland, mOllit ovel' extensive deltas and along 
the seashore. Birds nesting on remote islands moult on tundra. In 
Yakutia and at Chllkotka, the Black Brent Goose occur within the 

coastal zone, inhabiting deltas, estuaries and lagoon areas both 
for breeding and mOlIlting. Both races make extensive lise of the 

coastal habitats and the sea while migrating. 

Annually, not more than 25% of birds in the poplliation breed. 
They breed both in individual pairs and in colonies up to hundreds 

of nests. The colonies are of ten mixed with gulls and other 
waterbirds (Demme 1934; Degtyarev et al. 1995; Pozdnyakov et al. 

1995; Syroechkovskiy-jr. 1995c in press). 

The Brent Goose starts nesting immediately after arrival, i .e. in late 
May and early June. The clutch size is 3-5 eggs. The incubation 

period lasts for 23-26 days and the goslings hatch in early July. 
The pairs with broods join in f1ocks, single pairs are rare on the 

tundra or along the river and lake banks. The goslings are able to 
fly 30-35 days after hatching and soon after they leave the breeding 
area. 

Food habits. The Brent Goose grazes on tundra, preferring wet 
areas with rich herbaceous vegetation, particularly when moulting. 
Grass and sedge are the principal food, but all vascular plants can 

be consumed when food is in shortage, especially in the north of 
the barren-grounds tundra. 

Recently sUlveyed staging s es 
• f10cks of tens of birds 
• f10cks of hund reds of blrds 60· 
• f10cks of thousands of blrds 

OD General nonbreeding distributlon 
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Human use. The Black Brent Goose is not important as a game 

bird as it is included in the Red Data Book. The hunting of the 
nominate race is also prohibited almost everywhere. The Brent 

Goose is the most trusting one with regard to humans among 
Arctic geese, and that is why it suffers most due to illegal hunting. 
Brent Geese are easy to catch and shoot during the moulting period. 

Interaction with NSR activities. The development of land-based 
infrastructure and an increase in the number of people on the 
nesting and mOlllting grounds, can adversely affect the geese. 
However, the disturbance appears to make smaller impact on Brent 
Goose as compared with other geese. Moulting birds are more 
vulnerable of aircrafts than other Arctic geese. Moulting f10cks 
interrupt feeding and enter water, hence, frequent low f1ights of 
aircraft can significantly affect time and energy budget in moulting 
Brent Geese. 

As the Brent Goose is closely connected with the marine habitat, 
it is more vulnerable to oil pollution at sea than many other geese. 
While breeding, the geese are at higher risk of oil spills at Yamal 
and Gydan coasts, partly in the Yenisey and Khatanga Bays, and 
also those breeding in deltas of north Yakutia. Chronic pollution 
in the coastal zone can adversely affect populations inhabiting 
western segments of the range including west Yamal and 
north Gydan, and aIso the coasts of the northeast Asia, as the 
geese here make extensi ve use of littoral vegetation, especially 

before departure. 

Thus, increased shipping along the NSR, development of land
based infrastruclLlre, oil pollution both chronic and accidental, 

illegal hunting and to lesser extent disturbance, are considered 
harmful to the Brent Goose. 

140· 160· 140· 
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Status: The White-fronted Goose is a widespread nesting and 

migratory species within the NSR area. 

The White-fronted Goose is polytypical with a circumpolar bree

ding range. Following the systematies by Ponenko (1972) and 
Kolbe (198 1 ), four subspecies are recognised: Eurasian A. a/bifrons 

a/bijrons and three north American subspeeies ineluding 

A. a. jlavirostris, A. a. gambe/li, and A. a. jroll/alis. 

Eurasian White-fronted Goose is an endemie breeding speeies in 

Russia. Along the NSR, they are protected in the Vaigachskiy, 

Purinskiy and Chaigurino State Refuges and the Great Arctic, 
Taimyrskiy and Lena-Delta State Reserves. 

the continental tundra and forest tundra from the western eoast of 

Kanin Peninsula in the west to the Chukehi Peninsula in the east. 

The distribution pattem of breeding grounds are non-uniform 

depending on the presenee of wetlands. In the north it penetrates 

into a number of the Arctic islands, including Vaigaeh Island, the 
Southern Island of Novaya Zemlya and New-Siberian Islands. 

Seasonal migrations. White-fronted Goose breeding in northem 

Eurasia is a typical long-distant migrant whose wintering grounds 

are located within the same continent. The winter areas are in 

wetlands of west Europe, Asia Minor, in the coastal regions of the 
Black Sea, the Sea of Azov, and the Caspian Sea. The White

fronted Geese breeding east of the Lena-Delta, winter in the 
southeast China, on the Korean Peninsula, and on Japanese 

Islands. 

White-fronted Geese arrive to the breeding grounds in the seeond 
half of May and earl y June. In late June and first half of July, there 

are loeal movements of non-breeding geese to the moulting 

grounds. The autumn migration lasts from late August to early 

Oetober all over the NSR area. 

Calculations from available data (Andreev in press; Kistehinski 
1988; Krivenko 1984, 199 I; Martynov 1983; Labutin et al. 1986; 

Mineev 1995) indicate a total population number of White-fronts 

inhabiting the terntory directly adjacent to the NSR to 500,000
1 ,000,000 birds. It is assumed that the population size is closer to 

the lower range. 

Distribution. The breeding range along NSR includes the zone of The population trend of the White-fronted Goose is different along 

Breedlng range of the Whfte.frontød Goose 
• lsoIaIe tn.llng flndlngs 
O General tn.llng range 
O Reæntly SIrIeyed _as supported by data on phenoiogy 

P1aces ol fair1y stable reoent tn.ling population 
tn.ling denslty less Itlen 1 indJkm2
tn.ling denslty more Itlen 1 indJkm2 
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Figure 3.8. Distribution of White-fronted Goose in the NSR area. (Non investegated areas in gray shade). 

160° 

the NSR. In the western part, the population is stable or slowly 

increasing. but east of Taimyr Peninsula a gradual decrease in 

numbers is observed. This situation seems to be related to a spatial 

separation of the winter areas. The eastem populations of geese 

are under a strong hunting pressure because of food shortage 

among the human population in Asia. 

Habitats and breeding. In spring, geese are tied up with thaw 

patches that are formed in the welJ-exposed hummocked zones. 

Dry. slightly e1evated places are preferred for nesting. The nests 

are often anached to the water bodies. Different classes of tundra 

are used as principal nesting habitats. 

Broods and brood groups gather on the shores of the water bodies. 

They make local movements along river channels with productive 

shores. Non-breeding birds usually gather for moult at isolated 

lakes. Sometimes moulting geese mix with brood groups. 

The White-fronted Goose becomes mature after the third year. It 

breeds usualJy in solitary pairs, but loose colonies are known from 

the western part of the range (Mineev 1995). 

The birds start breeding 5-15 days after arrival. The lengh of the 
incubation is 24-25 days. The clutch contains on average 4-5 eggs. 

Hatching occurs from the end of June to late July. After Jeaving 

the nest, the broods shift to the feeding biotopes. Sometimes the 
broods join into small aggregations including up to 10 and more 

families (Krechmar et al. 1991). Goslings are able to fly 6-7 weeks 

after hatehing; i.e. in late August - early September. 

70° 

65° 
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Food habits. After arrival and prior to the growth season. the diet 
of the White-fronted Goose mainly eonsists of the underground 

starch-abundant parts of different sedges and last year bern es. 

Sedges, graminoids and berries are the main diet during summer. 

Human use. The White-fronted Goose is one of the most popular 

hunting species. In the eastem part of the NSR area it plays an 

important role in the life of the indigenous people. 

Interaction with NSR activities. NSR-related activities can be 

harmful to the White-fronted goose populations because of 

increased disturbance, hunting pressure and to some extent pol

lution of coastal areas. 

During the last thirty years, economic activities have increased 

the pressure upon the breeding habiatas. The development of 
infrastructure and the use of light aircraft, vehicles, and shalJow

draft boats makes man able to freely penetrate remote regions 

which forrnely have served as reliable refuges both for breeding 

and non-breeding moulting birds. The use of helicopters during 

the period of moult and brood rearing (the second half of July

early August) provides a serious potential impaet factor to the 

birds. 

Contamination of the coastal zone by oil products can affect 

moulting birds and broods assosiated to the shore in late July

early August. However, the fraction of White-fronts using these 

biotopes is small. 

1,",° 160° 
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Status. The Bean Goose is a widespread nesting and rnigratory 
species within the NSR area. 

Bean Goose is a polytypical speeies, but the systematies concem
ing the subspecies are not yet confirmed. Four or five subspecies 
are recognised by different authors (Stepanyan 1975; Crarnp 1977). 

This paper is based on the point of view of the laner author, and 
mainly two Russian tundra subspecies (Af rossicus and Af 

serriroslris) are considered. 

The species is protected in the Great Arctic and Lena-Delta State 

Reserves, in Vaigachskiy, and Purinskiy Federal Refuges. 
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Distribution and population size, The Bean Goose is \Videly 
distributed over nOI1h Eurasia. The two tundra subspecies bree
ding within the NSR area are separated by the border between 
Khatanga and Lena r i ver. Afrossicus breeds west and 
Af serrirosrris east of this border. 

The total number for the Bean Goose population breeding in the 
NSR area is unceI1ain. The data on population density from 
different regions can be used to describe the general distribution 
of the species. The highest abundance is recorded on west Yugor 
Peninsula and Vaigach Island (4.2 and 1.2 ind/km', Romanov 1988; 

Mineev 1994). FUI1her to the east the density never exceeds I ind/ 
km', except for the Kolyma Lowland (0.7-1.3 ind/km', Krechmar et 
al. 1991). In other regions, it varies between 0.08-0.4 indlkm' 
(Ryabitsev 1995; Labutin et al. 1986; Blokhin I 988;Degtyarev 1990). 

A population density trend can be recognised almost all over the 
range. In al most all parts of the NSR the number of the Bean Goose 
have decreased dramatically during the last decades except for 
Vaigach Island and Yugor Peninsula (and probably Novaya 
Zemlya). Extensive human activity on Yamal is responsible for the 
population decrease of Bean Goose in this area, and probably for 
a change in the moulting siles to Gydan (Molochaev pers. cornm.). 
During the last 15-20 years, the number of breeding birds in Taimyr 
have declined by tens fold (Krechmar 1966; Kokorev 1983; 1985 

cited after Rogacheva 1988). All across the Asian tundra a 
significant population decline of both breeding and moulting geese 
has been registered since the middle of this century. 

Seasonal migrations. The f1yway of Aj rossicus passes across 

140· 160· 

Figure 3.9. Distribution of Bean Goose in the NSR area. (Non investegated areas in gray shade). 

the European part of Russia and along the noI1hem coast. The 
flyway of Aj serrirosrris goes across east Siberia and follows the 
!arger river valleys. The depaI1ure to the wintering grounds is 
from the second half of August to October. The autumn migration 
can staI1 as early as in mid-August (Yugor Peninsula), while the 
loca1 breeders still not have completed their moult (Mineev 1994). 

Habitats and breeding. Just after arrival, the first thawed patches 
on tundra covered by conongrass are of great importance to the 
Bean Geese. The availability of food may have significant influence 
on the breeding success (Sdobnikov 1959: Krechmar et al. 1991). 

While nesting the geese prefer slopes, bluffs, elevated banks of 
lakes. and ri vers which early become free of snow, and with various 
types of grass and bush tundra, mostly nearby water bodies. 
Broods are reared on lakes or river channels and graze on adjacent 
meadows. On the southem tundra, most of the Bean Geese moult 
on lakes, but fUI1her noI1h they moult mostly on river anns and in 
deltas. Along the Arctic coast, Bean Goose often moult at sea 
(Rutilevskiy 1967; Uspenskiy & Kistchinski 1972; Kalyakin pers. 
cornm.). 

The breeding part of the population fluctuates highly from year to 
year. The Bean Goose breeds in isolated pairs. The breeding starts 
inunidiately after arrival, sometimes almost during winter condition. 
Within the NSR area, the average size of clutch may vary from 2.6 

to 5.8 eggs (Krechmar 1966; Pozdnyakov & Sofronov 1995). A 
decrease of the clutch size is recognised toward the north 
(Krechmar et al. 1991; Syroechkovskiy et al. 1995). Incubation lasts 
about 27 days (25 - 30 days). Brood size is also highly variable. 

The average size is 3.4-3.7 goslings, but 4.2-5 chicks may be reached 
in favourable years (Danilov et al. 1984; Blokhin 1988; Mineev 
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1994; Pozdnyakov & Sofronov 1995). The chicks become adult
sized at an age of 6-7 weeks and are able to fly in the end of 
August. 

Food habits. The favorite food in spring is blooming heads and 
underground stems of conongrasses Eriophorum spp., green 
shoots of Arclophila fulva and water sedge Carex aquarilis 

(lsakov 1952; Krechmar et al. 1991). In summer, the geese feed 
intensively on different species of grasses, sedges, conongrasses 
and horsetaiis, preferring different species depending on ceI1ain 
habitat. When moulting, not only these species, but all vegetation 
is grazed on including mosses and dycotyledons. 

Human use. The Bean Goose is one of the favorite hunting species 
in all seasons. The intensive harvest of the wintering grounds in 
China is the main reason for the dramatic decrease in the eastem 
tundra goose populations (see Andreev in press.). On the breeding 
sites, direct harvest seems to have a small impact on the population, 

while indirect impact during the hunting season is rather high 
(Blokhin 1988; Degtyarev 1990). 

lnteraction with NSR activities. Bean Goose is not highly asso
ciated with the coast in the NSR area. On ly in the nOI1hemmost 
parts (Novaya ZemJya, New-Siberian Islands), the geese may moult 
at sea. Birds using delta channels as moulting and rearing habitats 
are at risk of being hit by oil pollution. Thus, development of 
shipping along the NSR may be a threat to the Bean Geese 
inhabiting the nOI1hem areas. Increased hunting and disturbance 
caused by the development of land-based infrastructure will be 
the main threats to the Bean Goose population in the southern 
part of the NSR area. 
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Status: The Emperor Goose breeds in a restricted area in the 
eastemmost part of the NSR.lt is included in the Red Data Book of 
the Russian Federation. 

Distribution and population size: The breeding range is restricted 
to Alaska and Chukotka. The estimated world population is about 
60,000 individuals (King & Dau 1991; Petersen et al. 1994). 

Within the NSR area, the Emperor Goose inhabits the area from the 
Amguema River mouth eastward to the Dezhnev Cape. with the 

. highest density (3 pairs per 10 km') found in Vankarem Lowland 
and coastal tundra along the Kolyuchin Bay (Kistchinskiy 1972; 

J<jstchinskiy 1988; Krechmar & Kondratyev 1982; Krechmar et al. 

Breedlng range ol the Emperor Goose 
• Ptaces of fairly stable recent 

breeding population 
Assumed general breeding range 

area of sparse breeding 
chief brailding areas 
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Figure 3.10. Distribution of Emperor Goose in the NSR area. 

is about 3-6% of the world population. The Ukouge lagoon used 
to be the principal moulting ground, where the majorit)' of the 
flocks numbered 2000 birds (J<jstchinskiy 1972). 

The American population decreased gradually from 1964 to 1986, 

but has partI)' recovered. Recently it is considered to be stable. 
The Russian population also demonstrated a general dec line du
ring the last decades, but the most recent trend is unknown. 

Habitats and breeding. The Emperor Goose is a typical marine 
goose. While moulting, migrating and wintering, the birds are 
mainIl' associated with the tidal zone and lagoons. The narrow 
coastal strip covered by flooded maritime sedge and grass meadows 
is prefered as nesting biotope (Petersen 1991; Krechmar & 

Kondratyev 1982; Krechmar et al. 1991; Kondratyev 1993). Emperor 
Goose rarely nests on tundra more than 60 km from the sea 
(Portenko 1972; J<jstchinskiy 1988). 

Emperor Goose becomes mature in the third year of li fe. The 
max.imum known age is 9 years. The breeding pan of the populat.ion 
does probably not exceed 20% of the total numbers of birds that 
arrive to the nesting grounds (Kistchinskiy 1988). The spring 
numbers of the Emperor Goose are influenced by two main factors: 
breeding success of the previous year (53% variation) and winter 

180° 

1978). The population at the Arctic Ocean coast is in the range of mortality, which is relatively higher compared to other goose 
2.000 to 5,500 individuals (estimated from summer aerial survey, species (Petersen et al. 1994). 


Eldridge et al. 
1993; Hodges & Eldridge 1995 unpubl. report). That 
Usually nesting starts in late June. A full clutch contains 2-7 (4 on 
average) eggs. The incubation period lasts for 23-26 days (24 on 
average). Hatching occurs on 12-19 July. Goslings take on wing at 
50-60 days, i.e. in the second halfof August (Krechmar et al. 1978; 

Krechmar & Kondratyev 1982; J<jstchinskiy 1988). 

The incubatlOn is perfonned by the female only. while the male 
guards the nest during the first half of incubation. Then the males 
stal' away until the brood-rearing period when they spend most of 
time protecting the goslings in open habitats. Broods can join in 
aggregations up to 45 birds (Tomkovich & Sorokin 1983). 

The breeding success show significant tempora I and spatial 
variations, reaching in favorable years 60-90% (Petersen 1992). 

The main reason for low breeding success is the predation pres
sure of the Arctic Foxes, specially in the last period of the incubation 
period when the male is absent from the nesting area. 

Non-breeders stal' in the nesting area until late June when they 
gather in flocks from 15 to 50 hirds. for moulting at sea coast and 
in lagoons. When disturbed, Emperors escape by running to the 
nearest water. Non-breeding mouhing geese are able to fly by mid
August and brood-rearing parents some later. 

Dlstrlbutlon of non-bntedlng Ernperor Goose 
_ • Important mou ing grounds 75° 
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Seasonal migrations. The spring arrival to the breeding grounds 
occurs in late Mal' and early June, depending on weather 
conditions. Autumn migration starts as early as in mid-August. 
The vast majority of the world population winters in the Aleutian 
Islands. Spring staging in the lagoons of the Alaska Peninsula is 
a period of great importance to the li fe cycle of the Emperors. 

Food habits: The principal food in marine and eSlUarine habitats is 
benthic intertidal invertebrates and vegetation, and vegetation in 
terrestrial habitats (Kistchinskiy 1972; Petersen et al. 1994). 

Human use. Even if the species is protected all over the area, the 
Emperor Goose are hUl1ted, mai nil' in spring, by local people of 
Alaska and panly Chukotka. 

Interaction with NSR activities. Because the habitats of Emperors 
are tied up with intenidal landscapes during the entire annual 
cyde, they are more vulnerable to oil spilIs than other goose 
speeies. 

During brood-rea.ring and moulting the Emperors are extremely 
sensitive to disturbanee and avoid human settlements. Increase 
of disturbance. visits to feeding and mouJting areas b)' humans in 
the second half of summer, mal' result in the birds leaving the area. 

The main reason for the high monality of the Emperors in the 
wintering grounds is the contamjnation of coastal ecosystems at 
the Aleutian Islands (Petersen et al. 1994). 
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Status. The Common Eider is a widespread polytypic, nestingand 
migratory species within the NSR area. The population trends 
vary between regions. The Pacific Eider is considered to decline 
and is protected in Vrangel Island State Reserve and included in 
the Red Data Book of Yakut ASSR. 

Distribution and p opulation size. The Common Eider is a 
circumpolar species, widespread throughout Arctic and sub-Arctic 
coasts, although apparently absent from west and central Siberia 
and north Canadian Archipelago. The nominate race penetrates 
the western most zones of the NSR (Gorbunov 1929; Demme I 946b; 
Estafyev et aL 1995). Isolated breeding sites are found on the Kara 
Sea islands and in Severnaya Zemlya (Syroechkovskly & Lappo 
1994; Volkov & de Korte pers. comm.). The NSR area is inhabited 
by Pacific Eiders (Rutilevskiy 1957; Portenko 1972). Nonbreeding 

100· 

Figure 3.11. Distriblltion ofComon Eider in the NSR area. 
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Eiders penetrate west as far as southeast Taimyr, and can be found 
at sea from Khatanga Bay to the Beri ng Strait. 

The Common Eider is quite numerous and the nominate race 
population is eSlimated to 3,000,000 birds, while the Pacific race 
population size to 150.000 birds only (Rose & Scon 1994). In spite 
of unreliable data on abundance for the western NSR area, the 
number of Eiders here hardly exceeds I % of nominate race 
popu·lation (Kalyakin 1984; Mineev 1994; Ponomareva 1994). Pacific 
Eider used to be a common breeder along the coasts of Anjou 
Isles four decades ago, with highest density along the southern 
coast ofZemlya Bunge (Rutilevskiy 1957). At the VrangeI lsland, 
the overa.IJ number is eslirnated to 20,000 individuals (Stishov 1984). 
Goudie et aL (1994), asslIme that the population of Pacific Eider 
has shown a 3-4 fold decrease since I 970s. The number of Common 
Eiders inhabiting the NSR area com prise about 40% of the total 
number of the Pacific race. 

Seasonal migrations. Eastern European Eiders winter in ice free 
waters of the Barents Sea and partly in the White Sea. In the 
Pacific, the main wintering areas are located along the ice edge in 
the central Bering Sea and in the Bering Strai!. as well (Isakov & 
Ptushenko 1952; Shklyarevich 1979; Johnson & Heartier 1989). 
Extensive migration occurs along the Arctic coast of  
east ChukoLka. Common Eiders are assumed to occur at sea in the 
vicinities of the breeding areas as soon as leads and polynyas 
appear in the middle of April and early May, some places as late as 
June (Anti pin 1938; Rutilevskiy 1957; Uspenskly 1967, Portenko 
1972; Krechmar etal. 1977; Tomkovich & Sorokin 1988). As soon 
as the egg laying is finished, males, failed females and nonbreeding 
birds start the migration to the mOlllting areas. Extensive migration 
occurs in Chukotka during late June and July. Successful bree· 
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ding Eiders Jeave the tundra by late August, and during Septem
ber·November they lea ve the waters c10se to the breeding areas. 
The only large flocks in the pre-migration period are found on the 
south coast of the Vrangel Island (Stishov et aL 1991). Autumn 
migration in the westem Kara Sea QCCUfS in mid-September (Demme 
I 946b) 

Habitats and breeding. Among the marine ducks, the Common 
Eider is the species most connected to the marine habitats, 
aJthough prevailing biotope preferences differs among the races. 
Somateria m. mollissima is strongly tied up with sea coasl, and 
the overwhelming majority breeds on small inshore islands 
inaccessible for predators. One to two days after hatching, the 
female brings the brood to the sea. Unlike birds of the nominate 
race, the Pacific Eider breeds on the tundra as far as 50-100 km 
from the sea (Kistchinskl 1976; Stishov pers. comm.). They often 
breed in mixed colonies with Barnacle Geese, Black Brams, Arctic 
Terns, Glaucous and Herring Gulls, and can use the benefit of 
protection from Snowy Owls, Peregrine Falcons, and human 
settlements (Demme 1946b; Portenko 1972; Krechmar et al. 1978; 
Stishov et al. 1991). After hatching, the female can stay with the 
brood on the lakes. 

Common Eiders of the nominate race breed mostly in colonies. 
Pacific Eiders usuaJly nest solitary, but they can also form colonies 
in optimal habitats (Rutilevskly 1957; Krechmar et aL 1978; 
Stishov et al. 1991). The breeding starts in June. A full clutch 
contains 3-5 eggs, incubation period is 24-27 days and hatching 
QCcurs mid-July and early August. Unlike other eiders, the Common 
Eider usually forms mixed and joint broods (Koryakin 1983; Stis· 
hov et aL 1991). The juveniles reach Ihe size of the aduJts two 
months after hatching. 
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Non-breeding birds stay at sea in sheltered coastal waters, lagoons 
and downstream of plain rivers. 

Food habits. The Conunon Eider preys at sea by diving on different 
benthic invertebrates. ShaJlow waters less than 10 m is the main 
feeding habitat in summer. The diet includes mostly molluscs, bUl 
echinoderms and crustaceans are also consumed. The diet depends 
on the type of benthos available in the foraging area (Tatarinkova 
et al. 1979; Shklyarevich & ShkJyarevich 1982). In winter, they 
often feed on fish. 

Human use. Fifty years ago, eider was an important resource which 
was exploited in Novaya Zemlya. Nowadays, hunting and egging 
ofCommon Eider is only important in the vicinities of settlements. 
In spite of that all eiders are protected in Russia, the Pacific Eider 
is hunted in the eastern Russia. 

Interaction with NSR activities. As a marine diving duck, the 
Common Eider is vulnerable to sea surface contamination, primarily 
to oil spilIs in the intertidal zone and in polynyas. The period when 
the birds are flightless in the spring staging and moulting period 
and gat her in large flocks, is the most vulnerable period. In general, 
birds of nominate race, being more c10sely connected with sea, are 
of greater risk to oil pollution. Local development of land-based 
infrastructure prov ide degradation of breeding habitats and 
increased hunting and harvesting pressure. This will probably be 
most important for the Common Eiders as they are more colonial 
than the other eider species. Thus, development of shipping along 
the NSR may be hannful to the Common Eider, primary in tenns of 
oil pollution, and to a lesser extent, in terms of increased illegal 
hunting and egging, and disturbance in the breeding colonies due 
to development of land-based infrastructure 
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Status. The King Eider is a widespread nest ing and migralOry 
species in the NSR area. It is protected in the Great Arctic, 
Taimyrskiy, Lena-Delta and Vrangel Island Reserves, and the 

Vaigachskiy and the Chaigurino Federal Refuges. 

Distribution and popuIation. The breeding range is almost 
circumpolar. It is absent at the east Chukchi Peninsula, in Europe 
west of Kolguev Island (except Spitsbergen) and on some islands 

in the Canadian archipelago. Within the NSR area, King Eiders 
breed on islands and on the mainland all along the coast. 

The estimated size of the spring population of King Eider within 
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the NSR area is about 840,000 individuaJs, including 600,000 bree
ding adults and 240,000 nonbreeding females. The nesting 

populations with highest density are known from Novaya ZemJya, 
nonheast Taimyr and Yamal. The present population size seems 

to be stable, but a slight decrease is assumed in the western par1 
of the breeding range. 

Seasonal migrations. King Eider is a typical long-distant migrant 

with prevailing latitudinal migration. Eiders nest ing in 
western Siberia and Europe, winter in the European seas. Birds, 
nesting in East Siberia. on Alaska and in western Canada. winter 
in the Bering Sea. The birds nesting elsewhere winter in the Nonh 

Atlantic. 

Pacific King Eiders begin the spring migration in early April, and 
by mid-April they appear in the polynya near the New Siberian 
Islands. The Atlantic population appears in polynyas near Novaya 

Zemlya as earl y as in March. The f1ight from the sea to the tundra 

stans in late May at almost the same time all along the breeding 
range. 

The summer migration of males star1S in early July. The depanure 
of nonbreeding females extends from July to earl y August. FemaJes 

with broods leave the breeding grounds in September. Auturnn 
migration goes both along the Arctic coast, through lagoons and 
over the mainland. 

65· 
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Figure 3.12. Distribution of King Eider in the NSR area. (Non investegated areas in gray shade). 

The Atlantic population migrates from the breeding grounds much 
later than the birds from the Paciflc. A south-westward migration 

over the sea has been observed in the first half of November. 
Timing and selection of migration routes depend strongly on the 
ice condilions . 

Habitats and breeding. Most of the year, King Eiders stay at sea: 
males - Il months a year, breeding females - about 9 months, while 
immatllres come ashore from time to time. At sea, King Eiders 
occur in open water and in polynyas and leads as well. Before the 

migration, King Eiders concentrate in the estuaries and shallow 
marine areas. 

WhiJe breeding, King Eiders mo ve to the freshwater bodies. Various 
biotopes are used. but lakes are obligatory. River deltas are 

preferable habitats. [n watershed, nesting density decreases and 
they never breed in the high areas of the tundra. 

UsuaJly the King Eider breeds solitary, but they tend to concent
rate in colollies under protection of larger guiis. King Eiders spend 
no! more than 100 days at the breeding sites. inc\uding 80 days of 
the breeding cycle. Eiders stan nesting within \0-15 days after 
arrival. A fuJi clutch consists of 5-6 eggs (3-8). When laying, the 
male guards the nest, and depans to the sea after the permanent 
incubation begins. The incubation lasts for 26·28 days. Hatching 

in earl y clutches occurs by earl y July. [n the beginning, duckJings 
are reared on freshwater bodies. Then, in nud-August they move 

• Recanl1y surveyed areas supported by data on numbers 
• S e of mass according to old data

not surveyed 
eQera! nonbreedi  occurence 

A & 9 g rence of nonbreeding blrds 
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downstream to the sea. The King Eider often fonus joint and mixed 

broods. The main predators on tundra are Arctic Fox, Glaueous 

and Herring Gulls and Arctic and Pomarine Skuas. 

Food ha bits. At sea, King Eiders feed on different benthic 

invenebrates by diving at depths of 12-15m. The diet varies within 

the range: molluscs dominate in the Bering Sea, while echinodenns 
dominates in the Atlantic waters. In spring, King Eiders feed 
mostly on seeds ofthe water plants and h.ironomids larva. Hatching 
coincide with the peak of the biological produetion of the benthic 

invertebrates, mainly crustaceans. 

Human use. King Eiders are hunted during spring migration all 
alang the migration rautes. Hunting in autumn takes plaee on the 

Chukchi Peninsula only. 

Interaction with NSR activities. As a marine diving duck the King 
Eider is strongly exposed to contamination, primarily oil spilIs at 
sea. in the estuaries and polynyas. The mast vulnerable periods 
are during spring and maulting when f1ightless birds aceumulate 

in large flocks. 

While staging in polynyas during spring, King Eiders can be 

directly disturbed by vessels as reported from the SW Kara Sea 
(Borisov pers. comm.). 

Local development of land-based infrastrueture can result in 

degradation of nest ing habitats. increased disturbance and hun
ting pressure. 
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Status: The Speclac\ed Eider is a nesling and rnigralory species in 
the NSR area. The breeding range is limited to the north em coaSl 

of Yakutia. T h e  population is sh a rply declining and it i s  

recommended t o  inc\ude it in the second edition of the Red Data 

Book of the Russian Federali on. Spectacled Eider is protected in 

the lerritories of Lena-Delta State Reserve and Chai gunno State 

Refuge in Yakulia. No specific proleclion exist in manne biolopes, 

which are of great imponance and seems lO be responsible for the 

70° 
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Breeding range with low nøsting density 
Breeding range with medium nøsting d6nsity 60° 
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Figure 3.13. Distribution of Speclacled Eider in the NSR area. 

populalion decline. 

Distribution and population size. In Siberia the Speclacled Eider 

breeds from Lena-Delta eastward lO lhe mouth of Amgllema river. 

In Alaska it breeds along the eoaSl belween Kuskokwim river 
mouth northward 10Collwili River (Dau & Kislchinski 1977). The 

Spectacled Eider mOll Ils moslly in lhe Bering Strait area, but many 

birds remain in the Arctic waters nearby the breeding grounds. 

The winter quarters are silliated far from lhe coaSL, in polynyas of 

the Bering Sea (Balogh 1996). 

Wilhin the NSR area, Specac led Eider can be found along the 

coaSl and in lhe seas easlward of lhe Lena-Delta lO the Bering 

Strai!. The species is most abundant at the Indigirka-Delta, in 

K olyma A lazeya area and at the mouth of Chaun River (Dau & 
KislChinski 1977). Mou lting part ly OCCLlrs in lhis area. Many birds 

moult in dense flocks far from the shores in lhe Bering Strait . 

Tweny years ago, lhe total world populalion was estimated lO 

200,000 breeding birds (Madge & Bum 1988). The Alaskan 

populalion declined by SO,OOO pairs in the 70s (Dau & Kistchinski, 

1977), lO 1,700 pairs (i.e. 3,400 individuals) in 1992. The modem 

state of lhe North Slope population is estimaled lO 9,300 birds 

(Lamed (994). Near ISO,OOO indi viduals have been surveyed in the 
winter quarters in polynyas of the Bering Sea between S!.-Lawrence 

and S!.-Mathews Islands (Bal ogh 1996). 

In 1971 in the Indigirka-Delta , the number of birds was estimated 

lO 17,000-18,000 pairs (i.e. 34,000 - 36.000 birds) by Kistchinski and 
Flint (1979). In 1993, the total number of Spectacled Eiders al 

Indigirka-Delta was estimated at 19,000 birds (Pearceet al. lInpubL), 

while the number in 1994 was 46,000 birds (Hodges & Eldridge 

1994) 

In Kolyma, Alazeya area, lh e maximum number has been 

guestimated to about I O-IS,OOO to 25,000 individuals with overall 

density of2 pairs/lun' (Andreev unpLlbl.; Hodges & Eldridge (995). 

Al Chaun Lowland, the number is estimaled to 1,000 birds 

(Krechmar et al. 1991; Kondralyev 1990). and laler lO 2,000birds 

(Hodges & Eldridge 1995). 

Habitats and breeding. The Specacled Eider arrives early lune. 

The pre-nesling period is no longer lhan 5 -10 days. Some pairs 

nest solitary, while others gather in colonies up to 100 pairs, 

attached lO gull colonies, mainly Sabine's Gull and Hen'ing Gulls 

(Kislchinski & Fl i nI 1979; Kondralyev & Zadorina 1992). On ly 10-

20% of the total spring populalion breed. CompleIe clutch contains 

2-6 eggs, 4.6 on average (Kislchinski & Flint 1979: Krechmar el al. 

199 l; Kondratyev & Zadorina 1992). The incubalion period lasls 
for 23-2S days. Nonbreeding females, including subadults and 

o w G_ral nonbraeding occurence on tundra 
AssUmed area of spring staglng and summer mou  
 Probable summer moultlng area 

•  Areas of spring staglng and extensIve mlgration obsetved 
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failed-breeders. gather into flocks (5-30 birds) and stay wilhin lhe 

nesting areas. Halching occurs in mi d-lul y at Chaun Bay 
(Kondralyev & Zadorina 1992). After 1-2 days broods Slan lO 

migrate along the lakes . 

Food habits. In pre-nesting and firsl part of the nesling period. lhe 

Sleller's Eiders feed most ly in shallow waters, laking chironomids 

and t ric hoptera larvae from bottom of shallow lakes, and taking 

tipulid larvae and olher moss invertebrales washed oul from 

flooded by spring melled waters adjacenl moss areas. Laler, vmous 

planklon and benlhic crustaceans become their main food 

(Kondratyev & Zadorina 1992). In winter, it feeds on molluscs and 

cruslaceans among pack ice (Cochrane 1992). 

Human us e. Only subsislence hunling is allowed for nalive people 

in Chukotka. 

Interaction with NSR activities. The limited dislribution and the 

habit of concen lraling duri ng moulting and winlering periods, 

make the Spectalled Eider very vulnerable. Oil pollulion is con

sidered to be the main lhreat to the populations. Additional impact 

provided by the NSR activity may be critical for the Spectacled 

Eider 
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Status: The Steller 's Eider is a nesting and migratory species in 

the NSR area. It is Included in the Red Book of the Yakut ASSR as 
a declining species showing a reduced distribution (Solomonov 

1987). The main known breeding places of the species are protected 
by the Ust' -Lenskiy Reserve. The Great Arctic Reserve and 
Taimyrskiy Reserve also cover parts of the breeding range. It is 

proposed to inclllde the Steller's Eider in the Red Book of Russia 
(Solovieva in press). 

Distribution and population size. Two separate geographical 
populations are recognised. The Atlantic population breeds at 
the tundra from the middle of Taimyr Peninsula to the Varanger 
Fjord; winters in the seas of the North Atlantic with the most 

important area extending along the Kola Peninsula. The Pacific 
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population inhabits the tundra near the sea of the Northeast Asia 

and sporadically breeds on the western coast of Alaska. The deltas 
of the Iivers Olenek, Lena and Indigirka, as weU as the New-SibeIian 

Islands, are optimal for breeding. This population winters in the 
eastern Bering Sea. 

According to winter counts, the total number of the Steller's Eider 

declined tenfold from about I million at the beginning of th.is century 
to I OO,(XX)-150,<XX)indi viduals in the 1990s (TugaIinov 1941; Nygard 
et al. 1995). Recently, the Pacific population demonstrates a 
decrease in numbers, while the Atlantic population has shown an 
increase (Kertell 1991; Nygard et al. 1995). The vast majoIity of the 
world population breeds within the NSR area. 

Sea sona I migrations. Steller's Eider is a typical long-distant mig

rant. Pacific Steller's eiders begin spring migration in April 

(Podkovyrkin 1951; Petersen 1980). According to ring recoveries, 
migration seems to go as a wide front from the Bering Sea th.rough 

the inland parts of Chukotka, Magadan Region and Yakutia. The 
birds pass over the BeIing Strait in mid-May until 20 June depending 
on the conditions from year to year. Mass migration takes no more 

than 5-7 days (Tomkovich & Sorokin 1983; Konyukhov unpubl.). 

The flyway of the spring migration for the Atlantic population has 
not yet been described. 

The birds arrive at the tundra by mid-June.ln the spring migration 
to the breeding grounds, both adults and immature birds are 
involved (Rutilevskiy 1957). The first birds usually appear 2-7 days 
before mass migration occurs, which takes 1-2 days. The summer 

migration of the nonbreeding group begins already in mid-June. 

140" 160" 

Figure 3.14. Distribution of Steller's Eider in the NSR area. (Non investegated areas in gray shade). 

There is no well-defined geographical direction, but the birds are 

always observed flying from the mainland to the sea. Males that 
have finished breeding, fly to the sea duIing the first half of July. 

On the moulting grounds near the Chukchi Sea coast, males appear 
already in mid-July. Brooding females lea ve the breeding grounds 

by late August and the last birds can stay as late as mid-Septem
ber. The autumn migration passes over the sea. 

Habitats and breeding. The Steller's Eider nests at the Arctic and 

sub-Arctic tundra along the sea. Sometimes the nests can be 

situated as far as 130 km from the coast. The sta y of the Steller's 
Eider at the breeding places is limited to a 70 days peIiod. Outside 
the breeding season it stays at sea in shallow waters with depth 

less than 10 m. During the spIing migration, the eiders stay on melt 
water bodies in tundra and forest-tundra zones. 

Steller's Eider is known to nest sol i tary (Rutilevskiy 1957; Cramp 

& Simmons 1982). However, in optimal conditions (the Lena-Delta) 

it is found to nest in colonies of medium density. The Steller's 

Eiders occupy the nest sites during 1-5 days after arrival. Egg 
laying begins on 18-23 June. The eggs of the SteJler's Eider are 
smaller in size as compared to other eiders. Mean clutch size is 6 
eggs (5 - 8). The incllbation period begins after laying of 4-5 eggs 
and continues for 26-27 days. The first broods appear during the 
flfSt two lO-days periods of July (Rutilevskiy 1957; Dorogoy 1984; 
Solovieva unpubl.). Unlike eiders of the Somateria genus, the 
Steller's Eider does not form joint broods. 

Predators in tundra include Arctic Foxes, Glaucous Gull, Herring 
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Gull, Arctic and Pomarine Skuas. During the egg-Iaying period, as 

much as 15% of eggs are taken by predators. The predation pres

sure from the Arctic foxes and skuas depends in general on the 

food availability. The Steller's Eider can have complete breeding 
failure in seasons of high predation pressure. 

Food habits. At sea, the linoral zone is the main food biotope 

where eiders feed either by diving or by dabbling. The diet at sea 

is mainly based on molluscs, crustaceans and polychaetes 
(Porten.ko 1972; Petersen 1981).ln the tundra fresh water bodies, 

eiders prey on larvae of chironomidae and plecoptera (Chemov 
1967) and later in July, on crustaceans (mainly Isopoda). 

Human use. The Steller's Eider has no significam economic 
imponance. In some of the settlements along the Siberian coast, 
hunting takes place duIing the spring migration. The harvest of 

eiders continually exceeds a maximum permissible level. 

lnteraction with NSR activities. As other marine diving ducks 
spending a lot of time at sea, the Steller's Eider can be exposed to 
surface contamination, primarily oil spilIs. The increase in larger 
gull populations attracted by the anthropogenic food sources, 
such as municipal and edible waste, may lead to increased predation 

pressure on eiders. Scaring of females from the nests during human 
visits of the nesting sites, may cause egg loss due to increased 
predation. 

Thus, the development of shipping along the NSR can be harrnful 
to the Steller's Eider primarily in terms of oil polllItion and, 10 a 

lesser extent, to the increased illegal hunting and disturbance at 
the nesting places due to the development of land-based 
infrastructure. 
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M. V Gavrilo, Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute (AARl), St. 
Petersburg, Russia 

Status. The Long-tailed Duck is comman and widespread all over 
the NSR area. It is a numerous species and the population is 
apparently stable and the need of any special conservation and 
management measures is nol considered. 

Distrib ution and population s ize. The breeding range is 
circumpolar within the Arctic-boreal climatic zone. Within the NSR 
area. the breeding range covers the entire mainland coast except 
for the north Taimyr. Areas with fairly stable populations and high 
breeding density are; east Yugor Peninsula (breeding density up 
tO 3 indfkm', Mineev 1984); central and south Yamal (up tO 7.5 ind/ 
km' at Kamenny Cape, Ryabitsev 1995); Chaun Lowland (up to 
30 ind/km', Krechmar et al. 1991); Vankarem Lowland and coast by 
Kolyuchin Bay (up to 1.8 and 4.5 ind/km' respectively, Kondratyev 
this study), and for the Lena. Yana, Kolyma and Indigirka deltas. 
Ayon Isle and Kyttyk Peninsula as well (](jstchinski & Flinl 1972; 
](jstchinski 1988; Krechmar et aJ. 1991). On the Nonhem Island of 

t.fr'v Tailed Ouck 

Gerøa breedlng range 
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Novaya Zemlya, New-Siberian Isles. Vrangel Island it breeds 
sporadically, but occurs in great numbers while moulting 
(Rutilevskiy 1973, Stishov et al. 1991; de Kone et al. 1995). Other 
recently known moulting aggregations are recorded in the Vaigach 
area, in river mouths ofYugor Peninsula and nonh Yamal, Yenisey 
Bay, deltas of Pyasina, Lena and Indigirka. around Ayon Island 
and Kyttyk Peninsula, in the area of Svyatoy Nos Cape and Lopatka 
Peninsllla, at sea next tO the Rauchua-Delta, in Kolyuchin Bay 
(Kondratyev this study; Lappo this study; Mineev this study; 
Morozov 1984; Labutin et al. 1986; Romanov 1989; Krechmar et al. 
1991). 

Spontaneous patchy distribution pattems and considerable inter
annual population f1uctuations are peculiar for this duck 
(](jstchinskiy 1983; Vronskiy 1986; Mineev 1994). which makes it 
difficllit to give a total estimate of the population. Summarising all 
available data, the estimate of the Long-tailed Duck population for 
the Russian Nonh Pacific Rim (east of the Lena-Delta) is 500,000 
individuals (Goudie et al. 1994). which is about 5% of the world 
population (Hoyo et al. 1991). 

Recent population trends are also difficult to determine for diffe
rent areas, but the number is considered to be generaill' stable for 
the entire Russia over the last decade (Krivenko 1991; Goudie et 
al. 1994). 

Seasonal migrations. Four main winter quarters are known for the 
Long-tailed Ducks, including two in nonh Atlantic and two in the 
nonh Pacific. Migration routes pass over the sea and crosses 
mainland along the river valleys as well (Kistchi nski 1988; Bianki 
1989). In the western most part of the NSR area, Long-tai1ed Ducks 
migrate in spring mai nil' overthe sea, while in Taimyr, north Yakutia 
and Chukotka they use the continental flyway (Krechmar 1966; 
Estafyev et al. 1995). The Long-tailed Duck arrives on the nesting 
grounds earl y compared to other div ing ducks; as soon as open 
\.v tpr ::lnnp' r" Within rhp N.c R ::l rp  fhi  nrf'llr\;. in thf> f'>nn nfM::lv 
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Figure 3.15. Distribution of Long-tailed Duck in the NSR area. (Non investegated areas in gral' shade). 

and beginning of lune (Kislchinski 1988; Krechmar et al. 1991; 
Mineev 1994). Unusual earl y arrivals are known for areas anificiaJly 
wanned by induslrial discharge (Krechmar et al. 1991). 

Moult migration is well pronounced in males ofLong-tailed Ducks. 
It stans after the egg-Iaying is completed, i.e. in late lune, and 
cominues untilmid-July (Ponenko 1972: Rutilevskiy 1973; Danilov 
et al. 1984; ](jslchinski 1988). From their breeding areas the ducks 
move generaill' nonhward to the polar coast and Arctic isles. Mass 
migration lO the north over polynyas alongside the shores of Yamal 
used to be com mon in the 19705 (Danilov et al. 1984). 

After completed moult, the males stan the autumn migration in 
late Augusl. however the ducks mal' occur at sea until late 
September and earl y October lIntil the area is freezing (Naumov 
1931; Tyulin 1938; Isakov & PllIshenko 1952). Adult males fly 
most ly along the sea coast, while successful females with youngs 
cross mainland keeping to river vaJleys and lake systems (Portenko 
1972; Rutilevskiy 1973: Tornkovich & Sorokin 1988). 

Habitats and breeding, As a typical seaduck, the Long-tai1ed Duck 
spend most of the year at sea. In winter they stal' at sea, generally 
far offshore, along ice edge, but als o inland in large deep lakes or 
brackish lagoons. During spring migration, the ducks occur either 
in polynyas or inland rivers in thawed patches. When moulti ng. 
males stal' mostil' at sea in shallow waters, sheltered bays, lagoons 
and estuaries, and even big lakes are used. Females stal' in the 
tundra in remote denseil' fringed lakes, ri vers and river branches 
(Gorbunov 1929; lsakov & Ptushenko 1952; Ponenko 1972; 
Rutilevskil' 1973; ](jstchinski 1988; Stishov et al. 1991). 

The Long-tailed Duck breeds in many types of biotops at the 
tundra. It nests relatively open on tundra elose tO small water 
bodies, on bogs and coastal siles including deltas and estuaries. 
Broods are reared in small shallow lakes and ponds with well 
developed vegetalion along shores, in some places in lagoons. 

_1lii! of recentIy Icnown moulUng grtl<I1do 
- Pl8C8S of known 9CX>.f1lulations 
o Generat ncn-breedlng oc:connoe 
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The species breeds mainil' solitary, but colonies are formed under 
good prolective conditions. The Long-tailed Ducks stans bree
ding relatively late, usu all y in the end of June on the mainJand 
coast, and even in late June on the Vrangel Island (Ponenko 1972; 
Danuov et aj. 1984; Krechmaret al. 1991;Slishov et al. 1991;Mineev 
1994) 

A full clutch contains 5-11 eggs. Incubation lasts for 26 (24-29) 
days (Krechmar & Anyukhov 1979; Cramp 1977). The peak of 
hatching is in the second half of July. Most of the juveniles are 
able to fly in lale August and early September. 

Food habits. At sea the Long-tailed Duck feeds by diving on diffe
rent benthic invenebrates. The marine diet includes rnolluscs, 
mainil' bivalves, crustaceans, and other invenebrates. Fish is aho 
consumed (lsakov & Ptushenko 1952). The ducks moulting in the 
southwest Kara Sea were found lO prey mainil' on gastropods 
(Mikhel 1937). Being very aclive and proficient diver, the Long
tailed Ducks are reponed to dive down to 50 m. On the tundra the 
diet is based on insect larvae, but other fresh-water invenebrates, 
fish and plants are included as well (Krechmar et al. 1991; Mineev 
1994). In unfavorablc years, the Long-tailed Duck can switch to 
non-lypical food - water plants and detritus (Danilov et al. 1984; 
Mineev 1984). 

Human use. The Long-tailed Duck is an imponant game bird. 

Interaction with NSR activities. Close relations to the sea, 
behavioral pattems and habit of concentrating in large numbers. 
particularly during flightless moult periods, make the Long-tailed 
DllCks vulnerable to surface contarnination. Mass death caused 
by oil spilIs is well documented. Feeding on benthic invenebrates 
at sea make them vulnerable tO chronic pollution as well. 
Developmenl of land-based activity and disturbance will hardly 
affect the Long-tailed Ducks when nesting. As they prefer to breed 
nearby settlements, this makes them vulnerable to i llegal hunting 
and dog predation. 
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The vast telTitory along the NSR area is inhabited by more than 30 
wader species, not taking into account the vagrants. The waders 

are the most diverse group in tenns of the number of species. 

DUiing the nesting period, the waders are scattered within the 

breeding range and, in general, the)' are not directl)' connected to 

the coas!. Onl)' a few species, such as the Ringed Plover and to a 

smaller extent the Temminck's Stint and the Turnstone, use the 

coastal habitats (beaches and spits) while breeding. An 

insignificant part of the populations of species like Purple Sandpiper 

and Little Stint which breed dose to the coas!. use the littoral zone 

for feeding. 

However. during the non-breeding period and during summer and 
autumn migrations, most of the waders make extensive use of the 

coastal areas. Spring migration of waders at the Arctic coast is 

less pronounced than other seasonal movements and is not 

connected with the sea coast, as the birds keep to the snow-free 

tundra zones at once after they have returned. The factors 

influencing the dates of the spring arrival are the mean daily 

temperature and the status of the snow melting in the tundra. 

However, quite stable arrival dates are observed which indicates 
that other factors can be more important. The stable arrival time is 

characteristic for the transequatorial migrants which include waders 

(Gavrilo 1990). On average, at the coast along the NSR the mass 

anival of waders occurs during J une. In the first part of the month 
to the sub-Arctic lUndra, in the second week 10 the northern barren 

grounds tundra and by mid-June to the extreme northem regions. 

The highly specialised feeders like phalaropes, snipes and the 

Long-billed Dowitcher alTive some later than the other species. 
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Figure 3,16, Distribution of Waders in the NSR area. 
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As among geese, ducks and gulls, summer migrations are also 

common among the north em waders. They start soon after the 

spling arrival to the nesting grounds, i.e. in some regions already 

in the first half of June. The nonbreeding segment is the first to 

move. Probably, this segment mainil' consists of one year old 

birds, but this is not yet confirrned (Estafyev 1991). The next group 

to move is the failure breeders and individuals or the sex which do 

not take care of the offspring. For speeies with sex differentiated 
care of offspring, summer migrations are llsually better pronounced. 

Some species begin intensive moulting quite soon after breeding, 

The moult of the flight feathers near the nesting grounds is con

sidered to be more typical of the species adapted to temperate 

habitat conditions (Gavrilo 1987). Some individuals of phalaropes 

only changes the biotopes within the nesting grounds from ponds 

to large takes. Other waders, like Bar-tailed Godwit, Ruff, Pectoral 

Sandpiper, Long-tailed Dowitcher and parti y Red-necked 

Phalarope, make distinctive summer migrations northward of the 

nesting grounds . Like the wildfowl, the Grey Phalarope perfonns 

an extreme adaptation to the AJ'ctic conditions and migrates to the 

sea. 

Autumn migrations begin in the second hall' of Jull' with Ihe 

migration of adult waders leaving the grown broods. Soon after 

fledging, the young birds of many species shift from tundra to 

coas!. Even the young birds of some speeies, like Ruff and Grey 

130· 140· 150° 

Phalarope, migrate fu-st northwards. Most waders disappear from 

the coasts by mid-August and early September in the northe111most 

regions of the NSR area. The synchronism of the seasonal 

migrations depends in many respects on the conditions of the 

season, and in unfavourable )'ears the synchronity is higher and 

the migration starts earlier. 

The open littoral zone of the Siberian AJ'Ctic seas is quite narrow 

and with low biological production due to the scouring effect of 
ice. The most suilable feeding areas for waders are the protecled 

coastal habitats like silt y shoals, lagoons, shoals in the estuaries 

and deltas. laidas or coastal shallows (for PhaJaropes). 

In contrast to the breeding biology, it should be mentioned that 

the biology and distribution of waders during the nonbreeding 
period are poorly studied. In particular, there are few data on the 

numbers, habitat use and distribution of staging areas while 

migrating. An obvious lack of data on the key telTitories dUl-ing 

the non-breeding period of the wader life is reflected in the new 

Russian list of Ramsar Sites adopted in 1994. Among 35 new sites, 

none is located at the Arctic coas( of Siberia (Lebedeva & 
Tomkovich 1995). Taking into account evident shortage of the 

data concerning the nonbreeding period, the characteristics of 

the breeding population and the biolog)' of wader species are 

included in the present study to get an impression of the problem 

under consideralion, 
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Introduction 
The main objectives of the marine mammal project in INSROP are 
to establish a database containing information on distribution, 
abundance, migrations, and breeding and feeding areas for matine 
marnmals in the Northem Sea Route (NSR) area, and to present a 
discussion of possible impacts of the NSR activities on these 
species. This information will be used as baseline for the INSROP 
Environmentallmpact Assessment (EIA). In the INSROP EIA, the 
assessments and analyses are carried out in terms of identification 
and avaluation of the relevant impact factors and their interaction 
with the environment represented by the so-called Yalued 
Ecosystem Components (YECs) (Thomassen et al. 1995). 

Figure 4.1. Places 

mentiol1ed il1 this chapter. 

Wiig et al. (1996) presented how the marine mammal YECs were 
selected, and discussed the validity of a number of Impact 
Hypotheses (IHs) with relevance to NSR aetiviry and the seleeted 
YECs. Based on this discussion further studies and management 
actions were recommended. A more detailed desctiption of the 
biology of the marine mafllJnal YECs are given in Belikov et al. 
(1997). The data presented in this issue of the Dynamic 
Environmental Atlas (DEA) are based mainly on these papers. 

The Matine Mammal Project is headed by Professor Øystein Wiig, 
Zoological Museum, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway, while na
tional coordinators are Professor Yasuhiko Naito, National Insti
tute of Polar Research, Tokyo, Japan, Dr. Stanislav Belikov, AII
Russian Research Institute for Nature Conservation, Moscow, 
Russia, and Dr. Gerald W. Garner, National Biological Service, 

Anchorage, Alaska, USA. 

Evaluation of VECs 
During a screening and focusing workshop whieh was held in 
Oslo, November 1993, most of the marnmalian species occurring in 
the NSR area were evaluated (Hansson et al. 1994). It was noted 
that in the selection of YECs it must be focused on species that 
may potentially be affected by NSR activity, and where detectable 
changes in the populations may occur as a result of such impacts. 
It was also agreed that for the species given priority, it should be 
pointed out what is the vulnerable attributes, period, area and 
type of behavior. On that basis four YECs were selected: polar 
bear, walrus, tinged seal, and white whale. The seleetion of VECs 

was later re-evaluated, and additional speeies of matine mammals 
were considered for inclusion as YECs (table 4.1). An evaluation 
of each possible YEC was done with respeet to: 

The relative importance of eaeh possible YEC was scored on a 
seale O - 3, where O = lowest importanee and 3 = highest imporLance 
(table4.l). 

l. Ecology - the importance of the species for the total eeology in 
the NSR area. Selection of VECs 
2. Economy - Faetors of direct eeonomic importance (mainly hun
ting). 
3. Other human affairs - Faetors like conservation, eultural value, 
special needs for indigenous people, other social or society 
effects. 
4. Environmental effects of NSR - Faetors like pollution and 
physieal disturbance. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the evaluation of each of the possible YECs 
seleeted. Polar bear and walrus were the possible VECs that seem 
to be most important based on the evaluation. Bearded seal, ringed 
seal, white whale, Gray whale and bowhead whale were the sec
ond most important group, while harp seal, spotted seal, and 
narwhal were regarded as less important as YECs in the NSR area. 

5. Data availability - How mueh data are available and what are the 
costs of new data. 

Based on this evaluation the following seven YECs were selected: 
Polar bear, Walrus, Bearded seal, Ringed seal, White whale, Gray 

whale and Bowhead whale. 

Table 4.1. Evaluation of the relative importance (O = low - 3 = high) of possible VECs il1 the Northern Sea Route area. 

VEC Economic Human affairs ElTect Data CO,SIs Sum 
I. Polar bear 2 2 3 3 2 12 3 
2. WaJrus 2 3 3 3 2 13 3 
3. Bearded seal 2 2 2 2 9 2 

4. Ringed seal 3 3 2 2 Il 2 
5. Harp seal I O O 2 4 O 
6. Spotted seal l I 2 6 
7. Narwhal O 2 I 2 6 I 
8. W hite whale 2 I 3 2 10 2 
9. Gray whale 3 3 2 lO 2 
10. Bowhead whale 3 3 2 10 2 

Novoalbirak 
lal.nd. 
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Status. The polar bear is protected in Russian areas. The Chukehi 

population is hunted in Alaskan area. The polar bear is included in 
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the list of rare species in the Red Book of the Russian Federation 

CAnon. 1983). The speeies is Iisted as Consel"ation Dependent 
by IUCN (lUCN 1996). 

Distribution and popuJation size. The polar bear has a cireumpolar 

distribution, and is eonftned to Arctic and sub-Arctic ice eovered 

sea areas. The bears are not evenly distributed, but are found in 

severai more or less isolated populations (DeMaster & Stirling 

J 98 I). Eleven populations of polar bears in the Arctic were 

recognized at the latest meeting of the IUCN Polar Bear Specialist 

Group (Wiig et al. 1995) and the total population size was estimated 

to be between about 20,000 and 30,000. Three populations are 
found along the Siberian coast. These are the Franz Josef Land! 

Novaya Zemlya population, the Laptev population, and the 

Chukchi population, which together consists of about 5,300-9,700 
bears. The Franz Josef Land/Nov3) a l.cmlya population incJudes 

eastern portions of the Barents Sea, the Franz Josef Land 

archipelago, and the Kara Sea, incJuding Novaya Zemlya. The 

information for the Kara and Barents Se as in the vicinity of Franz 

Josef Land and Nova)'" Zemlya is mainly based on aeriaJ sUl"eys 

and den counts. Studies of movements, using telemetry, have 

been done thJ'Oughout the area but data analyses to defme the 

boundaries are incomplete. The Laptev population area incJudes 

the western half of the eastern Siberian Sea, the entire Laptev Sea, 

including the Novosibirsk and Severnaya Zemlya Islands. 

Telemetry d ta from the East Siberian and the Chukchi Seas support 

the eastem boundary. Recent telemetry data from the Kara and 

Laptev Seas indicate that the western boundary is probably 

Severnaya Zemlya, bur data analyses are incomplete. The use of 
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Figure 4.2. Spring (March) and summer (August) distribution of Pa/ar bear ill the NSR area. 

telemetry to study movements, has confirmed that the Chukchi 

population is widely distributed on the pack ice of the northern 
Bering, Chukchi, and eastern portion of the East Siberian Seas. 

Habitat. The polar bear usually prefer ice edges, active ice with re

freezing leads, of ten solid fjord-ice in late winter and drift ice in 

summer (Stirling et aJ. 1993). During ice free periods they are some

times found on land along beaches. 

Food habits. The polar bear lives mainly on ringed seals and partly 

on bearded seals (Stirling & Archibald 1977). They also feed on 
other seais, walruses. white whales. carcasses and whatever they 

fi nd of birds, eggs etc. 

Breeding. Polar bears can reach the age of about 30 years. Females 

are sexually mature at an age of four to five years and males severaI 

years later. The breeding time is in April-May (Ramsay & Stirling 

J 986) . In late fall the pregnant female digs a snow den, in which 

she nonnally give birth to two (one-three) cubs in end of Decem
ber. The female and cubs emerge from the den in March-April. The 
cubs normal ly accompany their mother until their third spring when 
the female again comes into heat. 

Human use. Polar bears are protected in the NSR area (Belikov et 

al. 1997). The economical importance of polar bears is therefor 

smaJl.llIegaJ hunting is however, an increasing problem. In addition, 

there are reasons to believe that the hunting in some parts of the 

area soon will be legalized. The Chukchi population is hunted for 

subsistence purposes by Alaskan lnuits. The polar bear is a 
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symbol for the Arctic and has high international conservation 

value. The cultural value for indigenous people in the NSR area is 

relatively high in spite of the fact that hunting is forbidden. In 
Alaska the population is important also in this respect. The bears 

are important in relation to increased tourism in the area. 

Interaction \Vith NSR activities. Research has shown that polar 

bears will become acutely affected and usually die when exposed 
to oil spiIls. Oil spills in the drift ice - the polar bear's most important 

habitat - involve the greatest potential risk. Low temperatures will 

preserve the oil for a long time, it will be concentrated in leads and 

seep up through the ice (Stirling 1990). 

Trafflc and industrial activity can result in production of edible 

waste that, if made accessibJe, may increase the area's carrying 
capacity for polar bears (Lunn & Stirling 1985). Disturbances/ 

activity in traditional denning areas in the fall 111a y prevent fel11ales 

from denning in optimal areas and at optimal periods of time. 

Disturbances in the denning area before delivery may cause the 

females to abort and may also imply an increase in energy 
expenditurc. Disturbances/aclivily in the uenning area a[ler lhe 

female has broken out of the den can cause increased energy 

expenditure and increased cub mortality. Many bears find aCli\  

installations and human activity frightening and \Vill keep at a 

dist ance from them. Such instaIJations/activities located in 

traditional migration roures may cause polar bears to take longer/ 

more energy intensive and risky routes. Stirling (1988) found, 

however, that many bears were attracted to human installations in 

the ice because of their curious nature and because open water 

made by installations in the ice make seals more abundant and!or 

more accessible. 
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Status. Pacific walruses are harvested by Chukchan and Alaskan 
Natives. Atlantic and Laptev walrllses are included in the Red 

Book of the Russian Federation (Anon. 1983). Laptcv walrus is 
listed as Data Deficient by IUCN (lUCN 1996). 

Distribution and population size. The walrus has a nearly 
circumpolar distribution. Fay (1991) recognized six populations: 

four of Atlantic walruses, the Laptev walrus. and the Pacific walnls. 
Bom et al. (1995) described eight populations of Atlantic walruses. 
No consistent data exists on the distribution of walruses in the 
Kara Sea in winter. They appear in the western part of the Kara Sea 
in spring, and when the ice retreat they apparently migrate from 

the Barents Sea. They return again to the Barents Sea in autumn. 

In the Laptev Sea walruses are observed beyond the fast ice zone 

in winter. Mostly they inhabit the southem and central parts of 
the sea and the areas nonh of the Novosibirsk Islands. They are 
rarely observed in the nonhem Laptev Sea (north of 100 m depth). 
Small groups of subadult animals winter in permanent cracks in 
the fast ice of Vilkitski Strait (Gorbunov & Belikov 1990). In the 
beginning of summer, most walruses are distributed along the ice 
edge. The biggest haul out of Laptev waJruses in the second half 
of summer is at Spit Morzhovaya in Marii Pronchishevoi Bay (up 
to 600 animals). In October walnlses leave haul outs completely. 

The Pacific population of walruses is distributed in the eastem 
East-Siberian Sea, the Chukchi Sea and the nonhem ponion of the 

140 • 150· 

Figure 4.3. Spring (March) and summer (August) distribution of Walrus in the NSR area. 

Bering Sea. The western limit of the area is situated in the region of 
Chaunskaya Bay in the East-Siberian Sea. Near the nonhem coast 

of Alaska walnlses occur up to Cape BalTow. 

The world population is about 250.000. Most of these are found in 
the ChukchilBering Sea area. About 5,000 are found in the Laptev 
Sea and less than 1,000 in the Kara Sea (Belikov et al. 1997). 

Habitat. Walruses are found in shallow waters « I OOm) and show 
preferences for moving pack ice where they haul out to rest. In 
summer and autumn they also use specific teJTeslrial haul outs. 

Food habits. The walrus lives mostly of benthic organisms like 
bivalves and snails, but small cnJstaceans, womns, fish, star fish 
and even other marine mammals are also eaten (Fay 199 I). Adult 

male walruses reduce their feeding during the breeding season in 
late winter. 

Breeding. Female walruses usually mature at an age of about five 
to six years while males are sexually mature at about ni ne to len. It 
takes severaI more years before the males are large enough to 
compete socially during mating (Fay 1991). Mating occurs from 
January to March_ The whelping is usually in spring. The single 
calf suckles for about two years. After weaning femaJes stay with 
groups of adult females, while males usuaJly wander away to join 

herds of younger and older males. 

100· 120· 

Human use. The walnJs traditionally has been very important for 
subsistence of coastal settlements in the Russian Arctic. Walruses 

prov ide people with food (meat and fat) and material for making 
boats, ropes (skin) and clothes. Walrus rusks are the most valuable 
item people can get from waJruses. It is used for making a variety 

of traditional domestic things, hunting equipment and ans. Since 
1956, when the harvest of walruses became prohibited, only 

indigenous inhabiting the eastem Arctic coast are allowed to hunt 
some thousand walruses annually for subsistence. The reponed 
catch in 1992 was totally abollt 3,000 (Russian and American) . 
Illegal hunting probably occurs. The walnls is important for 
indigenous people, and has a high conservation value. 

Interaction with NSR activities. Noise, smell and visual 

impressions from aircraft and ship traffic may cause the walrus to 

avoid their traditional habitats, calves may be crushed or separated 
from their mothers by panic reactions, or energy expenditure may 
increase because of repeated disturbances and calf survival may 
accordingly be reduced (Fay et al. 1984). Oil spilIs in hau l-out sites 
and in open waters may cause the waJrus to avoid an area. Oil 
spilIs on skin may cause increased energy expenditure and 
accordingly reduced chanc e of survival or direct death. lnhalation 
of vapor and ingestion of oil may cause illness or lethal internal 

injuries. Accumulation of toxic substances in oil-exposed food 
organisms may reduce reproduction and survi val. 

140· 160· 
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Status. The Bearded seal is harvested in the whole NSR area. 

Distribution and population size. Bearded seals have a eireumpolar 
distribution and are found all along the European, Asiatie and 

North-Ameriean eoasts of the Arctic Ocean (King 1983). Two sub

species are generally reeognized; one from the Laptev Sea in the 
Siberian Russia and westwards aeross the Atlantic in to the Hud

son Bay, and the other from the Laptev Sea and eastwards through 
the Canadian Arctic. The population size in different are as is poorly 
known. The world population is suggested to be in exeess of 

500,000 individuals (Stirling & Archibald 1977). 

In the Russian Arctic, Atlantic bearded seals inhabit the shallow 

zone of the White, Barents, Kara and Laptev seas and the western 
portion of the East-Siberian Sea. They oceur everywhere in the 

Kara Sea. However, they most ly inhabit the region of Yugorski 

Shar, the shallow waters between Vaigach Island and Yamal 

Peninsula, Baidaratskaya Inlet, the marine area north of Bel yi Island 

and along the eastern eoast of Novaya ZemJya. In the eastem 

Kara Sea bearded sea Is oeeur north of Dikson Island, north of 
Piasinski Bay, in the region of Minin Skerries. east of Arctic 
Arehipelago Islands, in the region of Nordensheld Archipelago 
and west of Severnaya ZemJya (west of Shokalski Strait and near 

Pioner Island) (Belikov et al. 1997). 

Figure 4.4. Spring (MareIl) alld summer (August) dislribulion of BeC/rded seal in Ihe NSR ureu. 

Data about bearded seals in the Laptev Sea are very poor. Usual ly 

seals occur only in Vilkitski Strai[, espeeiaJl y in spring and sum

mer time. Bearded seals are to a less degree observed along 
eastern Taimyr Peninsula, near Begiehev Island and near 

Preobrazheniya Island. 

In the east-Siberian Sea bearded seals are observed but nothing 
is kJlown about their distribution. Aeeording to Geptner et al. 
(1976) bearded seals oeeur everywhere in the Chukehi Sea. but 
mostly they oecupy one-year drift iee and areas along the 

mainland eoasl. According to Fedoseev (1984) bearded seals 
migrate to the Chukchi Sea in summer. 

HabitaL The general benthic food habits of bearded seals restriet 

their range to relatively shallow waters (Bums 1981). They are 
often found in the drifting paek iee. In winter seals make and 

maintain breathing hoIes in areas of [hinner iee. Bearded seals 

are solitary animals and are of ten seen hau led out at the edge of 
small floes and along leads. Bearded seals are thought 10 move 

great distanees during the year mainly to maintain contaet with 
the ice, but in areas where the ice melts like in the White Sea, 
they may haul-out on shore (Heptner 1976). In addition some 

animals, mainly subadults may summer in the open seas (Burns 

1981). 
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Food habits. The principal prey are bouom living invertebra[es, 

mainly erustaceans and molluses, and some fish. 

Bree ding. Males and females mature at five to seven years old. 
Breeding occurs from Mareh [O May. The peak pupping period is 

in the end of April and beginning of May (Chapskii 1938). The 

pups are bom on ice floes and are able to enter the water and swi m 
if necessary. 

H uman use. The bearded seal is hunted by Inuits and has been 

hunted commercially by the Russians. The bearded seal is impor
tant for Inuits not only as food but also as source of skin, ropes. 

dog hamess etc. Subsistent hunting of bearded seals take plaee in 

many loeal villages throughout its distribution area, and a small

sea le commereial hunt takes plaee in Russia (Jefferson et al. 1993) 

Interaction with NSR activities. Increased shipping and 
navigation will lead to increased disturbanee whieh can cause a 

reduction in local bearded seal populations. Disturbances can 

cause increased activity and energy expenditure in seais. The 
break.ing of ice in breeding areas can cause an increase in pup 
mortality and reduced mating sueeess (Kelly et al. 1988). Physical 

eontact with oil can cause inereased heat loss and accordingly 
inereased energy expenditure and food requirements. Inhalation 

and ingestion of oil can cause poisoning. Mortality may 

aeeordingly increase and reproduetion may be redueed in 

populations exposed to oil spilJs (Loughlin 1994). 
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Status. The ringed sea I is the most harvested marine mammal in 
the NSR area. 

Distribution and population size, The circumpolar ringed seal is 

the smal lest and most abundant Arctic seal. The total world 

population is unknown (Frost & Lowry 1981 l, but estimates have 

ranged between 2.3 and 7 million individuals. Ringed seals are 
found from 35'N to the North Pole in all seas of the Arctic Oceans, 

and in severai of the large fresh water lakes of the World. 

The density of the ringed sea[ varies in different regions of the 

Kara Sea. Mostly it inhabits areas not far from the coastline from 

Novaya Zernlya to Vilkitski Strait and Sevemaya Zernlya including 
almost all bays and inlets (Geptner et al. 1976). 

The Laptev Sea is not considered an area where the ringed sea l is 

abundant. Ringed seals inhabit the area along eastem Taimyr and 
east along the main[and coast. They are common in eastem parts 
of the Laptev Sea especially in the Novosibirsk Island region, and 

near the entrances to Dmitri Laptev Strait and Sannikov Strait 

(Geptner et al. 1976). 

In the East-Siberian Sea ringed seals inhabit the marine area along 
the mai nI and coast including all bays and inlets and the lOne of 

drift ice reaching Novosibirsk and DeLonga Islands. Ringed seals 
in the East-Siberian Sea are much more abundant east ofMedvezhyi 

Islands than west of them. The highest dens it y is registered in 

Chaunskaya Bay and along the coast (Geptner et al. 1976). 

140 • 1M· 

F igure 4.5. Spring (March) and summer (August) distribution of Ringed seal in the NSR area. 

The disuibution panem of ringed seals in the Chukchi Sea is mainly 

cletermined by hyclrological conditions. Inlets, bays and [agoons 

of the sea with the exception of Kolyuchinskaya In[et are shallow 

and in \Vinter they are frozen to a degree which is unfavorable for 

the ringed seal. Because of this, ringed seals in the Chukchi Sea 
mostly oceur in marine areas along shore avoiding bays, inlets 

and lagoons. The highest density is registered in the region of 
Serdtse-Kamen Cape, the entrance to Kolyuchinskaya Inlel and 

north-west of Kolyuchin Is[and (Geptner et al. 1976; Fedoseev 

19(6) 

Habitat. Ringed seals are inhabitants of the permanent paek-ice 

but congregate on landfast ice for breeding. Some populations 

also breed in stable drifting paek-ice (Finley et al. 1983). Fedoseev 

(1975) recognized a ringed sea[ "ecotype" living in the drift ice in 

east Siberian waters. Wiig et al. (in press) documented that ringed 

seals breed in the drifting pack ice of the Barents Sea. In the bree

ding season the adults are found in the stable fast ice, while non

breeders frequent more peripheral ice and moving pack (Frost & 
Lowry 1981). Subadult ringed seals primarily inhabit the shear 

zones between the land fast ice and drift ice, shore lead systems, 

po[ynias and unconsolidated offshore pack ice (Geptner et al. 1976; 
Starikov ) 990). Earl)' in summer the seal molts, still in the same 

areas. In late summer all ages and both sexes move out to the 

permanent pack-ice or to the rernnants of ice near the shore where 

the)' remain into early spring. 
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Food habits. The food of ringed sea[s varies markedly with season 

and geographical area. Fish, pelagic amphipods, euphausiids. 

shrimps and olher crustaceans make up the bulk of the diet (Frost 

& Lowry 1981). 

Breeding. The ringed sea I matures at an age of four to seven 

years. Mating occurs in late April-early May. Pups are bom in 

Mare hiA pri[ usually in a specially constructed subnivean birth 

[air in the lee of ice irregu[arities on shorefast ice. 

Human use. The ringed sea[ is very important as food source for 
Inuits and other [ocal people. The ringed seal has no special 
conservation or cu[tura[ value, apart from its importance for Inuits. 

lnteraction with NSR activities. Inereased shi p traffic williead to 

increased disturbance which can cause a reduction in local ringed 

seal populations. Disturbances can cause increased activity and 
energy expenditure in seais. Icebreaking navigation in breeding 

areas can eau se an increase in pup morta[ity by the destruction of 

birth lairs and reduced mating success (Kelly et al. 1988). Physical 
contact with oil can cause increased heat [oss and accordingly 

increased energy expenditure and food requirements. Inha[ation 
and ingestion of oil can cause poisoning. Mortality may 

accordi ngly increase and reproduclion may be reduced in 
populations exposed to oil spilIs. Polar bears, and to some extent 
arctic foxes, are ringed seal predators. An increase in these 

populations, e.g. as a result of inereased dumping of (edi ble) waste 

from industria[ activity can cause increased mortality and reduce 

ringed seal reproduction. 

140· 100· 
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Status. The White whale is harvested in the entire NSR area. It is 

Iisted as Vulnerable by lUCN (1996). 
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Distribution and population size. The white whale has a 

eircumpolar Arctic and partly Sub-Arctic distribution. The world 

population ha ve been suggested !O be close to 60,000 individuals 
(Brody 1989). About half ofthese are believed to be in the Beringl 

Chukehi Sea are a .  Based on morphological, genetie and 
distributional differences 15 stoeks of white whales have so far 
been recognized (Jefferson et al. 1993). White whales are highly 

gregarious and are normally found in pods consisting of a mix of 
different age and sex groups or in all male groups. There is a 
general seasonal movement of herds eoming into coastal waters 
and river estuaries during summer and to winter off·shore in the 

pack-ice or in polynyas (Brodie 1989). During the summer·stay in 

shallow waters, white whales undergo an annual apparently unique 
proeess in whales, where they shed their epidermis in a molt·like 

manner (St Aubin et al. 1990). 

Most of the white whale population seasonally occupying the 

Barents and the Kara seas winter in the south-eastern part of the 

Barents Sea (Ognetov & Potelov 1984: Geptner et al. 1976; 
KJeinenberg et al. 1964). A number of researchers propose that a 
few white whales can winter in the Kara Sea. [t is particularly 
pointed out by Kleinenberg et al. (1964) that the lighter the ice 
conditiolJs in the Kara Sea in winter are the more white whales 

stay there for the winter. It is commonly accepted that spring 
rnigration of white whales from the Barents to the Kara seas begin 

in April-May (Kleinenberg et al. 1964; Geptner et al. 1976; Ognetov 

& Potelov 1984). In May and June white whales, migrating east by 
the northern point of Novaya ZemJya, enter the northern and north· 

eastern Kara Sea, following leads and ehannels in iee. In some 

Figure 4.6. Spring (May) alld summer (Augusl) distributiol7 of White wlwle ill the NSR area. 

years they reach Severnaya ZemJya and waters of the Laptev Sea 
east of the archipelago as early as May. In October-November 

white whales migrate lo the Barents Sea. 

Available data on the white whales of the Laptev Sea are few and 
do not allow charaeterization of seasonal distribution and number 
of animals. Some investigators believe that white whales can winter 
in a polynia north of the Novosibirsk Islands (KJeinenberg et al. 
1964: Geptner et al. 1976). According tO the same authors animals 
occur east of Sevemaya Zemlya Archipelago, in Velkitski Strait 
and in south-western part of the sea, inciuding Khatanga Bay, and 

estuaries of sueh ri vers as Anabar, Olenek and Lena in summer. 

Apparently many white whales come to the Laptev Sea from the 
Kara Sea. 

The area occupied by the Bering population of white whales 
includes the B ering and the Chukchi seas and partly the East
Siberian Sea. According to Fedoseev (1986) the spring migration 

begins in the second half of May and continues to lune. From 
June white whales are common and numerous in the Chukchi Sea 
and in the eastern portion of the East-Siberian Sea. The autumn 
migration from the feeding grounds to the Bering Sea continue 

from the second half of October to the end of November. There is 
no evidence of white whales wintering in the Chukchi and East
Siberian seas. 

Habitat. White whales are found in fjords and nearshore waters. 
They swim along ice-edges or among drift ice in smaller or larger 

floeks. In summer they are usually seen dose to land. of ten at the 

mouth of larger rivers or estuaries. 
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Food habits. The white whale feeds on squid, benthie crustaceans 
and fish. and in panicular polar eod. 

Breeding. Female white whales are sexually mature at the age of 6 

years and stay fertile until the age of 21 (Brodie 1989). Males 
mature at about nine years. The ealves are born in spring and 

summer. There is a 14 months gestation period followed by a 
laetation period of up to 2 years. Consequently the white whale 
females gives birth to a new calf only every third year. 

Human use. The white whale is to some degree hunted in the NSR 
area and has some economie importanee. It has some importance 
for the Inuit culture. 

Interaction with NSR activities. Oil spills in open water may eause 
white whales to avoid an area. Oil spilIs on skin may eau se inereased 
energy expenditure and accordingly reduced chanee of survival 
or direct death. lngestion of oil may cause illness or lethal internal 

injuries. Aecumulation of toxic substances in oil-exposed food 

organisms may reduce reproduction capacity. [ncreased traffie will 
le ad to increased disturbanee whieh can cause a reduetion in loeal 

white whale populations. Disturbanees can eause inereased aetivity 

and energy expenditure (Seaman et al. 1985).lcebreaking traffic in 

breeding and summering meas can cause an increased mortality. 
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Status. The gray whale is harvested to some degree by aboriginaJs 
in Chukotka. The population is included in the Red Book of Russian 
Federation (Anon. 1983). It is listed as Conservation Dependent 
by lUCN (1996). 

Distribution and popuJation size. The gray whale occms in coastaJ 
waters of the North Paeific Ocean, Bering and Chukchi seas. The 
total population size is about 15,000 (Reeves & Mitchell 1988). 

Most of them are found in the East Pacific stoek whieh extends 
from Baja California and into the Chukchi Sea. 

The gray whales of the Chukehi-Californian population spend the 
winter and give birth in waters off California. In February they 
begin migrating north along the western coast of Ameriea. Whales 
move to the Beaufort, Chukchi and Bering seas which are their 
primary feeding grounds (Blokhin 1984; Wynne J 992). 

Migrating gray whales appear first near the eastern coast of the 
Chukotka Peninsula (in the region of Cape Chaplin) in the last par1 
of May. Most of them move north aJong the south-eastern coast 
ofChukotka in lune (BJokhin 1986; 1995). The whales inhabit the 
Chukchi Sea from the end of May until the beginning of Novem
ber (Blokhin 1984; Popov 1990). The largest number of whales 
occupy the Chukchi Sea in August-September (Tomilin 1962). 

The northern and western lirnits of the population habitat in sum

mer are determined by the edge of the drift iee. Whales have been 
observed in the eastern port ion of the East-Siberian Sea, in Longa 
Strait, and as far north as Wrangel Island. From lune through the 
summer, gray whales oceupy the who le Chukchi Sea, but coneent
rate in sites with high density of their main prey; benthic 
cnlstaceans. Considerable aggregations of gray whales appear 
near the northern coast of Chllkchi Peninsula in autumn. 

HabitaL The gray whale is found primarily in coastal waters and 
probably remains doser to shore than any other large cetacean. 
From late May to earl y October the eastern population congregates 
in the shallow waters of the northern and western Bering Sea, 
Chukchi Sea and the Beaufort Sea. In October to lanuary they 
move about 18,000 km to the southem par1 of their distribution 
area. In the spring they move north again . 

Food habits. The gray whale tends to fast in winter and feast in 
summer. Their main food is benthic crustaeeans mainly amphipods. 
They often plow through the mud or sand with their head sideways 
and stir up prey. Water and organisms are sucked into the mOllth, 
and then the water is forced out, Jeaving the food within the baleen. 

Breeding. The gray whale becomes physieaJly mature when nearly 
20 years old. They have a two-year reproductive cyc1e with ma
ting in NovemberlDecember and birth about 13 months later. 
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Human use. The gray whale has little economie significance in the 
NSR area. Some are taken as subsistence harvest by Inuits. Whale 
watehing is of economie importance in the southern range of the 
population. The speeies has a high conservation value and some 
importance for Inuits. 

lnteraction with NSR activities. Oil spilIs in open water rnay cause 
gray whales to avoid an area. Oil spilIs on skin may cause inereased 
energy expenditure and accordingly reduced chance of survival 
or direct death. Ingestion of oil rnay cause illness or lethal internal 
injuries. Accumulation of toxic substances, like oil-exposed food 
organisms, may reduce reproduction capaeiry. Inereased snip traffie 
will1ead to increased disturbanee which can cause a reduction in 
local gray whale populations. Disturbances can cause inereased 
activity and energy expenditure. lcebreaking traffic in breeding 

and summering areas can cause increased mortality. 

100 • 140 • 

Figure 4.7, Spring (May) and summer (September) distribution ofGray ",hale in the NSR area. 
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Status. Some Bowhead whales are taken for subsistence use. The 
population is included in the Red Book of Russian Federation 

(Anon. 1983). It is listed as Conservation Dependent by IUCN 

(IUCN 1996). 

Distribution and population size. The bowhead whale is 
distributed in the north west Atlantic, the Barents Sea, and the 

Bering, Beaufort, Chukchi and the Okhotsk seas. The total 
population size is about 8,000 individuals, and most of them are 

found in the Bering Sea stock (Bums et al. 1993). The other stocks 
are nearly extincl. Some few individuals from the Spitsbergen 
population seems to be found in the Franz Josef Land area (Wiig 

1991). The Bering-Chukchan population of bow head whales 
occupies the Chukchi Sea in summer(Tomilin 1962). The population 

spends the winter in the Bering Sea. A part of the population 

(more than 200 animals) stays in the Sirenikovskaya polynya and 

in the polynya situated south-south-west of St. Lawrence Island. 
Because juveniles appear there in March-April, it is possible that 
whales gi ve birth the re (Bogoslovskaya et al. 1984). 

Tomilin (1957) designated the eastem East-Siberian Sea as the 
western limit of the population. Materials from last centuries 

whaling allow us to conclude that bow head whales begin to mo ve 
from the northern coast of Alaska and the Beaufort Sea to the 

western portion of the Chukchi Sea in the end of July (Berzin & 
Rovnin 1984). According to Popov (1990) the y appear near the 
northem coast of Chukotka Peninsula in the beginning of Septem
ber. 

Figure 4.8. Spring (May) and summer (August) distribution of Bowhead whale in the NSR area. 

Before autumn migration bowhead whales aggregate along the 

northem coast of Chukotka Peninsula. East of Cape Vankarem 

whales are usual in autumn. Along the coastline between Cape 
Serdtse-Karnen and the senlement Uelen bowhead whales are usual 

from the middle of October to the middle of November 
(Bogoslovskaya et al. 1984). 

Habitat. Bowheads are usually found in association with sea ice 
and appear to mo ve seasonally with the melting and freezing of 
the ice. The Bering Sea stock migrates into the Chukchi and 

Beaufort seas in early summer and then returns south in the 

autumn. 

Food habits. The diet consists mainly of zooplankton like copepods, 

amphipods and euphausiids. They feed in the summer and live 
mostly of stored fat in the winter. Bowhead whales are slow 

swimming whales and are ab1e to di ve deeper than 1 ,000 m and 
stay submerged for more than I hour. They are skim feeders and 

mainly swim at or near the surface with open mouth feeding on 
small to medium sized zooplankton (Lowry & Bums 1980). Findings 

of stones and benthic amphipods in some stomachs indicate that 
some feeding also takes place near the bottom. 

Breeding. The reproductive biology is poorly known. Females 

presumably mature at an age of about 15 years. Most calving 
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appears in the spring. The length of the gestation period is 

unknown, but is probably between 12-14 months. New-boms are 

4 -4.5 m long (Nerini et al. 1984). The length of the lactation period 

is unknown. Bowhead whales reach sexual maturity at body lengths 

of I 1.5 m for males and 14 -14.5 m for fem ales. A major problem in 

life history of bowhead whales, and in general for most baleen 

whales, is that adequate methods for age detennination are not 
available. Calving interval seems to be about 3-4 years. Breeding 

probably occur during the summer feeding migration to the north. 

Human use. The bowhead is totally protected but Inuits in Alaska 

and Siberia are allowed to take some for subsistence. The species 
is very important for these people. The bowhead whale is nearly 
extinct in most of its distribution range and has a high conservation 

value. It also has high cultural value for Inuits. 

Interaction with NSR activities. Oil spilIs in open water may cause 

bow head whales to avoid an area. Oil spilIs on skin may cause 
increased energy expenditure and accordingly reduced chance of 
survival or direct death.lngestion of oil may cause illness or lethal 
internal injuries. Accumulation oftoxic substances, like oil-exposed 
food organisms, may reduce reproduction capacity. Increased ship 
traffic wil.l lead to increased disturbance which can cause a reduction 
in local bow head whale populations. Disturbances can cause 
increased activity and energy expenditure. lcebreaking traffic in 
breeding and summering areas can cause an increased mortality 

(Richardson et al. 1993). 
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The map below shows present residence and subsistence are as of 

officially recognized indigenous peoples northern Sibetia. Of a 

total number of 26 northem indigenous mjnorities, 16 live within 

the area shown. Two additional, major ethnic groups are indicated, 

the Komj and Yakuts, which res ide in Autonomous Republies. 

where they form a signific3nt percentage of the population (1989: 
Komi23.3%; Yakutiya 33.4%). 

For the 26 indigenous minorities, the average portion of the total 

population of the North is 1.5%. Their port ion of the rural popula

tion, especially in sparsety populated areas, is much higher. and 

reaches locally 100%. Some of these peoples are severely 

threatened by extinction, due to [heir extremely low population 

number, within the present map limits especially the Entsy. 

In the map area, main carried-on traditional trade branches are 
reindeer breeding, fishery in freshwater and estuaries, trapping, 

hunting of game and sea mammais, gathering. fur-farming (initiated 

through colonial Russian tax collection), traditional arts and crafts. 

Within many indigenous groups. distinctly different subsistence 

cultures developed dependent on the natural conditions. Most of 

the groups live across two or severai vegetation zones and have 

developed a twofold culture; either a tundra and a taiga culture, or 

a coastal and an inland culture. 

Reindeer breeding i n  both tundra and taiga is the most 

characteristic and distinguished occupation of the northern 

minorities among those still having economjcal significance. It is 
by them nO! only considered as an cconomic branch, but as away 

of life closely connected with their ethnic identity. The trade is 

very sensible to environmenlal changes and depends on vast, 

free rnigration areas, the availability of summer and winter pastures 

Figure 5.1. Residence and subsistence areas of indigenous peoples in northem Siberia. 

and suitable calving siles. Modern environmental and social 

changes create a severe threat towards reindeer breeding and all 

its related cultures. Other inland occupations are game hunting 

and fishing in rivers and estuaries. 

Coastal cultures are dependent on areas with significant sea 

mammal resources, like walms, whale and various seals. They have 

developed within ethnic groups, whose territories reach to the Far 

Eastern shores. The Siberian north coaSI from the Kolyma mouth 

to the eastern Barents Sea does not provide a subsistence basis 

for distinct coastal cultures. 

Modem trade branches (e.g. forestry, mining, industry, service, 

teaching, science, modern arts) have gained importance for the 

urban population, while agriculture, caule, horse and fur falmjng 

have spread northward into the Subarctic areas and gained 

importance for parts of the rural population. 

Main references for map and table data: 
Ilogi vsesoyuzoy perepisi naseleniya 19S9goda. Gosstatizdat, 
Moskva J 962. 
Narody Rossii. Enlsiklopediya. Moskva 1994. 
Narody Rossii i sopredelnykh SI ran. PKO "Kartografiya", Mos

kva 1995. 
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Challenges in the Northern Sea Route area 

The exploitation of various biological and mineral resources in the 

northem areas has a long, profitable and of ten dramatic history, 

but unfortunately with little effort put on the sustainability of the 

exploitation. Most of the resources have been transported 

southwards for use in more central and populated parts of the 

world. The historical harves ting and drainage of resources have 

had severe consequences on severai vulnerable species such as 

polar bears, walrus and whales. On ly ecological insight and 

international political agreements signed in the last few decades 

have made it possible to save the most vulnerable and threatened 

species from extinction. 

Even more severe are probably the long-term threats on the 

habitats from various human activities and encroachments, leaving 

back pollutants and a disturbed or destroyed environment. The 

historical exploitation of resources in the Northem Sea Route 

(NSR) area seems not to be an exception from this picture, a picture 

which has been strengthened in recent decades with the increasing 

exploitation of oil and gas resources in the northem and north 

western part of Russia. 

The NSR has the potential to be an important transport nerve for 

resources located in the area, and for the transit of cargo from 

eastern Asia to Europe and vice versa. On the Yamal peninsula oil 

and gas drilling and production have been important for Russia 

for severai years al ready. These resources have so far been 

transported through pipelines south- and eastwards. Rich oil and 

gas fields are in addition located in the Timan-Pechora basin west 

of the defined NSR area, and increasing exploitation of these 

resources in the Nenets Okrug is likely to start in the immediate 

future. Marine transportation of oil from Timan-Pechora and from 

inland Russian oil fields is assumed to be important in the future 

(Ramsland 1995; EP PR 1997). The export of crude oil from the 

northwest Russian fields, with focus on Timan-Pechora will affect 

the NSR with an easterly sailing route. The hinterland perspectives 

of crude oil transport from the Novoportovskoye field and the 

fields on the Ob and Yenisey rivers will directly affect the NSR, as 

well as transport of condensates and oil products from the latter 

two. 

Other industrial activities, based on different mineral resources, 
have also been of major importanee in the area, unfortunately with 

severe environmental impacts mainly from pollution as a 

consequence. Further utilisation of minerals and rich timber 

resources, as well as other living resources will probably increase, 

and must obviously also be included in the future developments 

in the NSR area. 

Important developmental challenges in the NSR area include 

economy, technology, society and ecology. Sustainability should 

be the leading guide for all these disciplines in the future 

exploitation of the NSR-resources, as well as in the transportation 

and utilisation of the resources. This overriding aim calls for inter

disciplinarity when working out the Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) for future use of the NSR, which also includes 

defining and describing the different NSR activities or scenarios. 
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The INSROP Sub-programme Il: Environmental Factors, aims to 

work out an EIA for the various NSR activities (Hansson & Moe 

1996; Moe et al. 1997). The methodological concept for the INSROP 

EIA is described in details by Thomassen et al. (1996), and a 

simplified scheme of this process is shown in figure 5.3. 

INSROP scenarios: 
NSR activities in time 

and space 

Focused 
cornponenls: 

Valued Ecosystern 

Cornponents (VECs) 

The importance of the INSROP-EIA 

Shipping and navigation include a number of activities that in one 

way or another interact with the environment as well as the human 

society. The interactions can be positive or negative, but in any 

ways the interactions are entirely activity specific. 

The goal of an EIA is to form a basis for decision-makers; the EIA 

is perhaps the most important predictive tool, which can prevent 

today's decisions resulting in unacceptable environmental impact 

tomorrow. Obviously the decisions concerning the NSR are 

numerous, ranging from local to international leve! in various 

disciplines as for example environment, anthropology, ship safety, 

economy, insurance and politics. 

The nature of an EIA therefore calls for an inter-disciplinary 

approach and co-operation between various interests and 

specialists, which in turn stress the importance of communication. 

One important tool for the inter-disciplinarity in INSROP is the use 

of the Geographical Information System (INSROP GIS, see Chapter 

I, this issue), which also will be important in the challenge of 

communicating the EIA to the recipients. 
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Decisions are human oriented processes, and selections and 

priorities call for an "intelligent simplification". Normally this 

process occurs through a scoping phase, which can be described 

as identifying, from a broad range of poten ti al problems, a number 

of priority issues to be addressed by the EIA (Beanlands 1988). In 

INSROP a simplified Adaptive Environmental Assessment and 

Management (AEAM)-concept (Holling 1978), used in severai 

EIAs in Norway as well as in Canada (see Indian and Northem 

Affairs Canada 1992a, 1992b, 1993), is chosen as the leading method 

in the EIA process. According to the AEAM, the issues given 

priority are called Valued Ecosystem Components (VECs). In the 

INSROP Sub-programme II significant ecological knowledge is 

collected through the baseline studies and subsequently entered 

into the Dynamic Environmental Atlas (DEA) (see Bakken et al. 

1996a; 1997, and previous sections in this issue). One of the 

strengths of the AEAM-concept is that it facilitates an inter

disciplinary evaluation of multi-disciplinary information, which is 

necessary in an EIA. 

As the ultimate objective of an EIA is to give indications of the 

most likely consequences of the NSR-activities, the great challenge 

will be to give an objective view into the future. Environmental 

impacts must therefore be addressed through the difference 

between the environment with and without the proposed NSR

activity, which in turn stress the importance of well defined and 

detailed described scenarios. This also means that one ideally 

should make scenarios of the development in the NSR area without 

the NSR activity (see Figure 5.5). 

Parameter 
ofsignific.
impact 

t
i 

Figure 5.5. Hypothetical impact based on scenarios with and 

without the proposed NSR activities. Redrawn after Wathern 

(1988). It should be clear that the construction of the zero

alternative requires a multi- or even interdisciplinary co

operation. 

The NSR scenarios 

The initial EIA-procedure includes the definition and the 

description of various NSR-scenarios, and the identification of 

the geographical and temporai characteristics of each type of NS R 

activity. Moreover it is important to identify the main factors of 

the activity that can interact with the environment. Principally, 

these impact factors are tiled to either (Thomassen et al. 1994): 

normal operations, or 

accidental events. 

The environmental impacts of the operational scenarios are 

generally characterised by low intensity, but depending on 

shipping regularity the duration of the impact may be more or less 

continuous. The environmental impacts of the accidental scenarios 

are characterised by high intensity in a short period and with long 

uneventful periods in between. The accidental scenarios are closely 

related to the operational scenarios because the sailing routes 

and the physical environment conditions are the same. However, 

the accidental scenarios involve the parameter "probability to 

occur", which form the basis for combining the probability of an 

event and the possible impact of this event in an Environmental 

Risk Assessment (ERA). The results of such exercises can be 

used to identify high risk areas and seasons (see below). 

Harmonised to the INSROP EIA concept, the NSR activities have 

a reference to one or more of the following main components: 

The individual ship, including ice-breaker support 

Harbour facilities for cargo handling 

Infrastructure for cargo and crew support 

Activities whitin the first component is considered entirely 
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Figure 5.2. A view from the NSR area. 
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Figure 5.3. A simplified scheme of the basic steps in the lNSROP 

EIA process. 

Figure 5.4. A view from the NSR area. 
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seabound, the infrastrueture is considered land-based, while the 

harbour facilities are the intermediate link between the other two. 

To each type of activity, both regarding the operational aspects as 
well as the accidental events, a corresponding set of impact factors 
can be identified. Based on the inherent mechanisms of interaction 
with the environment, the impact factors are grouped in five main 
categories: 

Physical disturbanee 
• Emissions to air 

Discharges / releases to sea, ice, and (or) land 

Noise 
Changes of development pattem 

For both the operational and the accidental scenarios, limitations 
in time and space are necessary. The temporai and spatial 
characteristics will for example depend on the type of ship and 
convoys. The ultimate goal of the description of the spatial and 
temporal scenarios is to specify the temporai variation in saiting 
frequency along various sections of the NSR.lf possible, the sailing 
frequency will be specified for a set of cargo types. 

Prol8cted Areas 
.. d,9Il8lJCH_ 

Scientific rBS8IVe I Strict natura reserve 

The oil transportation scenario will evaluate three modes, pipeline 
transport, river tankers and river barges as input to a terminal 
solution for the region. In addition, the sea-borne export solution 
to the production of gas on Yamal and in the Kara Sea is included 
in this scenario. 

Comrnercial transport with dry cargos originating in Europe with 
destination Northem Far East is a realislic scenario for the NSR. 
Another is the sea-bome logistic solution to material supplies to 
the West Siberian oil fields. The potential dry cargo marked which 
exist along the rivers Yenisey and Ob is currently evaluated in 
INSROP Sub-progranune m, together with the retum cargo for 
both barges and deep-sea bulk carriers. Transport of timber and 
mineral resources will, in addition to the hydrocarbon transport 
activity, be of major importance in the definition of scenarios for 
the NSR. 

An increased use of the NSR can also lead to a change of 
development pattems of NSR regions. This can be considered to 
be as a secondary consequence, but nevertheless important for 
existing societies and indigenous peoples of the north. 

Natura conservation reserva, Managed Natura rBS8IVe, Wikllife sanctuary 

80· 90· 100· 110· 120· 
Figure 5.6. Protected areas of the Russian Arctic as of CAFF ( 1994). 

Baseline studies 

Through the scoping process of the INSROP-ElA, a selected 
number of VECs was given priori ty (see Hansson et al. 1994). The 
systemised information on the temporai and spatial distribulion of 
the VECs collected and stored in the DEA database during Phase 
I of INSROP, forms the baseline information of the EIA. Both 
historical Russian and westem data, as well as data obtained in 
recent and ongoing studies and monitoring programmes, are 
inc1uded in the database (see Chapter I, this issue for details). 

The NSR area is wide and the existing information is for large areas 
sparse and often clifficult to access. It is therefore important to 
emphasise that the baseline information is considered "best 
available". Selected parts of the baseline information are presented 
in this issue of the DEA and in INSROP Working Papers such as 
Bakken et al. 1996b); Larsen et al. (1995, 1996); Wiig et al. (1996) ; 
Dallmann (1997). 

As is the case in INSROP, predicted impacts from a development 
project should always be Ule basis for Ule selection of baseline 
studies. Thus, the collection of baseline information would be 
directed towards establishing statistically valid descriptions of 

130· 140· 150· 

seJected environmental components prior to the project under 
consideration (Beanlands 1988). Since the ultimate goal of an EIA 
however, is to prov ide decision makers with a description of the 
most likely consequences of the project, the collection of baseJine 
information also most be directed towards critical decision points. 
This strengthen the importance of well-defined and detaiJed 
descriptions of the NSR activities. 
From the proposed and roughly described NSR activities, VECs 
were selected, and a set of significant impact factors identified. 
The prediction of the likely impacts on each VEC has been verified 
by testing impact hypotheses. What the "real" or in siw impacts 
from the NSR will be in future can only be measured over time, 
preferably through a well-defined and tailored environmental 
monitoring programrne. 

Areas of special importance 

The program for Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF) 
is part of the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS) 

which was adopted by severaI Arctic countries in 1991. A review 
of the state of protected areas in the circumpolar Arctic, which 
also include the NSR area, was published in CAFF ( 1994). The 
information collected in the CAFF work will be used in a further 
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con text in the INSROP EIA work. 

Through the establishment of protected areas such as nature 

reserves, national parks, sanctuaries etc., an evaluation of areas 
of speciaJ imponance in the NSR area has al ready been done. In 

lNSROP special attention is given to these areas as well as other 
areas of significance, such as feeding areas of speclal importance 

to seabirds, migration routes for domestic reindeer, and imponant 

fishing and harvesting areas for indigenous people. 

The AEPS work also include three other programrnes which are 

important to the INSROP EIA work: Arctic MonItoring and 
Assessment Program (AMAP), Protection of the Arctic Marine 

Environment (PAME), and Emergency. Prevention, Preparedness 

and Response (EPPR). Baseline data and monitoring resuIts are 

currently exchanged between AMAP and INSROP, and the 

proposed design of the PAME collection and sharing system is 

tailored for integration and analyses of data in the DEA and Vice 

versa (Moe et al. 1996). 

Ship accidents 

In the summer season, when the ice eonditions are most favourable, 

there are severai ships with low ice c1assification navigating the 

NSR without icebreaker assistance. This operational practice may 
increase the occurrence of ship damage. At the end of the summer 
season (September-October) deteriorated hummocks and old ice 

may be present under the water surface. Sailing single in such 
conditions may be dangerous, especially during poor visibility. 
The frequency of ship accidents is evidently dependent on ship 
type, navigation with and without icebreaker and the ice 

cond.itions. In regions with severe ice conditions, for instance the 
Vilkitskiy Strait and the Sannikov Strait, the probability for ice 
damage increases. The high intensity of navigation in the Kara 

Sea represents a potential for increased frequency of ship 

accidents. 

In order to point out areas or seasons of significance to ship 

accidents, historical or experienee data on frequencies for ship 
accidents should be analysed. With high spatial resolution the 

navigation routes can be divided into segments, and the areas 
and periods with higher frequencies for ship accidents can be 
identified. The critical question is if the neeessary input data for 
this kind of analyses can be aceessed. 

Since the human error factor reIated to accidents is generally 

unpredictable, this element should be considered independently 
of the probability estimations. 

Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA); the use of 

INSROP GIS - DEA as an analytical tool 

One of the aims of the ERA is to identify VECs in particular areas 
or seasons with the potential of being significantly affected by a 
specific NSR aetivity. Given the causal connection between the 
activity, the ability to be exposed by the corresponding impact 
factor(s), and the species-specific susceptibility to injury, e.g. 
vulnerability, the potential environmental risk can be indicated by 

combining: 

the temporai and spatial distribution of VECs 

time- and georeferenced measures for the NSR activity (such 

as sailing routes and frequency. type of ship, cargo types and 
volurnes etc.) 

the corresponding activity-specific impact factors (such as 
oil drift statistics etc.). 

In the INSROP GIS - DEA tailored routines are developed for 
quantitative assessments and semi-quantitative analyses of 

possible impact and environmental risk. The concept, including 

selected results presented on a series of maps (figur<=: 5.7 to 5.11), 
is brietly outlined step by step in the following sections. 

a) 	 In the beginning was the natural environment. .... The leveJ of 

interactions between the environment and human activity is 

characterised by the current development or acti vit y status 
(cf. figure 5.3). 

b) 	 Some natural resources are common in the area at certain 

periods of the year. The relevant type of data are stored in the 

DEA database and standard routines are developed for 
presentation of key information on maps and tables. The 
resource occurrence is indicated in Figure 5.7 in terms of the 
spatial distribution of Ivory gull colonies. 

factor, in terms of the area that may be intluenced, can be 

caJculated by tailored buffer-routines (figure 5.9). 

Figure 5.9. Spa/ial range oJ a given impaCl Jaetor represemed by 

a influence zone along Ihe sa iling segments. 

e) 	 By joining the intluence area affected and the Ivory gull 
distribution, the intersections between the impact factor and 

number of colonies can be identified and the fraction of 

colonies affected can be caJculated (figure 5. I O). 

Figure 5.10. Potential conflict area given as overlap berween 

the VEC distibUlion and the influence zone Jor the impact 

Jaetor. 

t) 	 Based on the information on the individual resources (b), the 
navigation pattem (c) and the corresponding range of the 
impact factor (d) and the vulnerability to the impact factor, 

aJgorithms have been developed to aggregate this information 
on a grid leveJ, i.e. counting the fractions affected within each 

cell. The results, given for the Ivory gull case as example in 
figure 5. I I, are non-dimensional indices (e.g. none, low, 

moderate, high), indicating the probability of environmental 
impact within each individual grid cell. 

Figure 5.11. lndication oJ sensitivelhigh risk areas. 

Figure 5.7. Example on Ihe spatial distribUlion oJ aVEC (lvory 

Gull eolonies). 

c) 	 Ships of the NSR tleet also navigate the selected waters. The 
spatial navigation pattem is applied to the environment in 

terms of historical sailing routes (figure 5.8). 

Figure 5.8. His/orical sailings rou/es in Ihe Kara Sea. 

d) 	 The navigation however forms disturbance, e.g. an impact 
factor to the environment. The spatiaJ range of the impact 

The values caJculated above give a relative representation of the 

environmental risk within a certain influence area. Grid cells with 

high risk values will be focused with regard to assessments of 

mitigating measures and contingency planning. In addition to risk 

maps, maps indicating speeies sensitivity and vulnerability to given 
impact factors are easily genemted. Oil drift statistics will be entered 
into the system providing data for calculating the environmental 

risk in the oil transport scenario. 

In the lNSROP GIS - DEA, all routines are made tlexible for easy 
access to the information and adjustments of the factors involved. 

In a subsequent maintenance or upgrading phase of the system, 

any changes in resource distribution or navigation pattems can 
be harmonised towards the in si/u status. 

It is imponant to notice that the GIS is an important tool when 

handling large volumes of georeferenced data in non-biased 

analyses and for communication of the results on maps and tables. 

In EIA work however. the GIS can never fully replace the 
professional assessmenls made by dedicated experts and scientist. 
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